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In the Matter of 

Enid Greene 
Dunford Forrest Greene 

MURs 4322 and 4650 
j 
1 
) 
) 

BRIEF OF RESPONDENT EB. FO 
IN OPPOSITION TO 

THE OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL’S 
PROBABLE CAUSE ~ ~ O ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~  

I. INTRODUCTION. 

On July 20, 1998, the General Counsel recommended that the Federal Election 

Commission (hereinafter “FEC” or “the Commission”) find probable cause to believe that D. 

Forrest Greene violated 2 U.S.C. $ 441f by making twenty-eight contributions in the name of 

Enid Greene to her 1994 campaign committee. Enid ’94, and that. because of the amount of 

money involved in these alleged contributions, Mr. Greene also violated 2 U.S.C. 5 

441a(a)(l)(A) by making contributions in excess of $1.000 per election and 2 U.S.C. 

441a(a)(3) by making more than $35,000 in contributions in a single year. Counsel for D. Forrest 

Greene respectfully submit this brief in opposition to the General Counsel‘s probable cause 

recommendation. Counsel for D. Forrest Greene also represent Enid Greene. Enid ’94, and Enid 

’96, and are simultaneously submitting briefs in opposition to the General Counsel’s probable 

cause recommendations with regard to those individuals or entities. 

The General Counsel‘s probable cause recommendation regarding 14. Forrest Greene is 

not and cannot &e supported as a matter of law or fact. and the Commission should reject it. After 



an investigation that lasted more than a year. the General Counsel's recommendation is based 

entirely on a selective and, with regard to crucial facts. disingenuous reading of the depositions 

of D. Forrest and Enid Greene. The General Counsel's conclusion that there is probable cause lo 

believe that D. Forrest Greene violated 2 U.S.C. 0 441f (hereinafter "section 441f') amounts to 

nothirig more than the General Counsel's subjective belief that a person of D. Forrest Greene's 

financial sophistication could not possibly have been bilked out of more than four million dollars 

by his son-in-law, Joseph P. Waldholtz. On the contrary. the evidence of Joseph P. Waldholtz's 

deception of D. Forrest Greene is so overwhelming that any finding of probable cause c m o t  be 

substantially justified. Accordingly, should the Commission follow the General Counsel's 

recommendation and proceed beyond the probable cause stage to seek civil penalties from D. 

Forrest Greene in federal court, counsel for D. Forrest Greene will seek attorneys' fees pursuant 

to the Equal Access to Justice Act.' 

The General Counsel reached this conclusion only by ignoring voluminous excuipatory 

evidence demonstrating that D. Forrest Greene was defrauded out of mil!lans of dollars by 

Joseph P. Waldholtz and had no idea that those funds were subsequently contributed by Joseph 

P. Waldholtz to Enid '94 in the name of Enid Greene. Amazingly. the General Counsel simply 

ignored exculpatory statements Joseph P. Waldholtz made to the national media ,just o m  nronlh 

before the General Counsel issued its probable cause recommendation. A June IO, 1998 article 

in The Hill stated that: 

He [Waldholtz] said he knew that they would need more money than Enid could 
or would raise well before the 1994 election. and that's when he started his 
Eriodic - calls to Enid's wealthy father. Forrest Greene. for 'loans' that he then 
funneled into their campaign - in violation of election law. 

28 U.S.C. 5 2412(d)(l)(A). The courts have recognized that FEC enforcement actions under 2 U.S.C. 5 
437g(a)(6) are civil actions within the meaning of the Equal Access to Justice Act. See. e.g.. FEC v. 
Christian Action Network, Inc.. 1 IO F.3d 1049 (4" Cir. 1997). 
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Javers. Joe Waldholc in Prison: Slimmer, Sober and Penitent. The Mill. June 10. 1998. at 36. 
col. 1 (emphasis added). (Exhibit A). 

Similarly. a June 11, 1998 article in The Salt Lake Tribune. based on a five-hour prison 

interview with Joseph P. Waldholtz, contained the following exculpatory statement: 

Desperate for money, Waldholtz claimed his fmi iy  trust was tied up in litigation 
and looked elsewhere. He said he devised a transfer of cash to the campaign from 
Enid's millionaire father. D. Forrest Greene. in exchange for a b o p s  piece of 
Pittsburgh real estate. He convinced Enid it was legal on paper. and they 
approached Mr. Greene, who agreed. 

Semerad, Waidholtz Is Ready to Tell His Side of Story, The Salt Lake Tribune. June 14. 1998 
(emphasis added). (Exhibit B). 

Nor was this the first time that Joseph P. Waldholtz admitted publicly that he and he 

alone was responsible for the multiple violations of section 441f that are the subject of MURs 

4322 and 4650. Standing before US. District Judge Norma Holloway Johnson for sentencing 

for election fraud, Joseph P. Waldholtz stated: 

This past year has been a nightmare for so many people: my family. my friends. 
my former wife [Enid Greene]. and her family. To them. 1 would like to express 
my deepest regret and sorrow for my actions. My behavior was deplorabie. - And 
I alone am responsible. I did commit crimes against the United States. 1: is my 
responsibility and my responsibility alone. 

Partial Transcript of Sentencing Proceedings at 1B-2 (emphasis added). (Exhibit C). 

The General Counsel simply does not believe D. Forrest Greene's repeated assertions 

under oath that he was unaware that Joseph P. Waldholtz was contributing funds he had obtained 

from D. Forrest Greene by fraud to the Enid '94 campaign. General Counsel's Brief at 22. Yet 

nowhere in his brief does the General Counsel discuss - much less refute - the documentary 

evidence discovered and provided to the General Counsel's office by counsel for D. Forrest and 

Enid Greene that corroborates D. Forrest Greene's testimony that he was defrauded by Joseph P. 

Waldholtz. 



Among the many documents that the General Counsel failed to discuss in his brief are 

three password-protected documents that were retrieved from Joseph P. Waldholtz‘s laptop 

computer after he fled to evade an FBI bank fraud investigation. Those three documents - 

shielded from discovery by the passwords “HELP,” and “LIE” - establish 

conclusively that D. Forrest Greene was a victim of Joseph P. Waldholtz‘s elaborate plan to 

evade FECA‘s regulatory scheme by stealing millions from D. Forrest Greene and then 

contributing portions of those funds to Enid ‘94 in the name of Enid Greene. Aii of these 

documents were provided to the General Counsel months ago, long before the General Counsel 

issued his probable cause recommendation. Astonishingly, the General Counsel never even 

questioned D. Forrest Greene about any of these documents during his deposition. 

Similarly, the General Counsel relegates to a footnote and then mischaracterizes the fraud 

suit that D. Forrest Greene successfully prosecuted against Joseph P. Waldholtz in a Utah state 

court. General Counsel’s Brief at 4, n. 6. Rather than a suit for mere “misuse” of funds, D. 

Forrest Greene‘s complaint alleged that Joseph P. Waldholtz took advantage of the familial trust 

he enjoyed as a result of his marriage to Enid Greene and defrauded D. Forrest Greene out of 

nearly four million dollars. The Utah s?ate court agreed, and granted summary judgment to D. 

Forrest Greene. The General Counsel failed to show my deference whatsoever to this prior court 

ruling - a ruling that negates entirely the General Counsel’s subjestive belief that D. Foreest 

Greene was a knowing participant in Joseph P. Waldholtz’s criminal plan. 

Finally, the General Counsel’s probable cause recommendation rests, to a very large 

extent. on the fact that D. Forrest Greene never received documentation of the Asset Swap. 

General Counsel’s Brief at 23. The General Counsel‘s representations in this regard are, at best, 

disingenuous and, at worst, border on misconduct. Enid Greene testified several times during 
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her deposition that she asked Joseph P. Waldholtz on many different occasions to provide 

documentation of the Asset Swap. Enid Greene Dep. at 195.207-209.21 1-212.236-37. 

And, in fact. in response to her demands, Joseph P. Waldholtz did indeed manufacture 

false documentation to demonstrate to both Enid and D. Forrest Greene that the Asset Swap had 

taken place. The elaborate ruse Joseph P. Waldholtz concocted to deceive both Enid and D. 

Forrest Greene about the Asset Swap was explained in detail in Enid and D. Forrest Greene's 

response to the Commission's reason to believe finding. Joint Response at 28-33. Moreover. the 

falsified documents Joseph P. Waldholtz manufactured in support of this ruse were provided to 

the General Counsel as exhibits to Enid and Forrest Greene's response. Exhibit Vol. 5. Tabs 3, 

3.4 and 5. 

Not only did the General Counsel not question either D. Forrest or Enid Greene about 

these documents during their depositions, he med repeatedly to prevent Enid Greene from 

testifying about them. Enid Greene Dep. at 209-210,212-15.218-19. The General Counsel even 

went so far as to attempt to prevent counsel for Enid Greene from eliciting relevant testimony 

from her about these documents. Enid Greene Dep. at 220-29. Despite the best efforts of the 

General Counsel, Enid Greene did indeed testify as to the documents Joseph P. Waldholrz 

manufactured to support his Asset Swap scheme. Enid Greene Dep. at 2 3 - 3 2  To base a 

probable cause recommendation to the Commission on a lack of documentation when, in fact, 

supporting documentation had been provided BO the General Counsel on two separate occasions 

is simply outrageous. 

Nor is the General Counsel's apparent willingness to ignore documentary evidence the 

only defect in the General Counsel's brief. The General Counsel finds it incredible that anyone 

with D. Forrest Greene's financial background could have been duped by Joseph P. Waldholtz 
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into mzPking millions of dollars in unsecured personal loans, portions of which Joseph P. 

Waldholtz then channeled into Enid '94 in violation of FECA. General Counsel's Brief at 23. 

D. Forrest Greene's testimony is more than credible. however, once YOU know that Joseph P. 

Waldholtz has a long track record of defrauding individuals much more financially and 

politically sophisticated than D. Forrest Greene out of substantial sums of money and using those 

funds in violation of FECA. Indeed. the Commission has already seen ample evidence of Joseph 

P. Waldholtz's uncanny ability to manipulate elderly, wealthy individuals into unknowingly 

making illegal campaign contributions. In a matter eerily similar to the one presented here. 

Joseph P. Waldholtz caused his former employer, Mrs. Elsie Millman. a member of the 

Republican National Committee, to violate FECA's prohibition on making more than $25.000 in 

political contributions in any one year (2  U.S.C. 9 44la(a)(3)) in t h e e  consecutive years - 1990. 

1991 and 1992. In MUR 3929. Mrs. Hillman agreed to pay a $32.000 civil penalty rather than 

contest her liability for Joseph P. Waldholtz's actions as her chief of staff. 

Joseph P. Waldholtz's trail of politically sophisticated victims did not end with Mrs. 

Hillman. He embezzled nearly $1.500 from the Utah Republican Party while he served as its 

executive director. That particular crime was never discovered by the state party. and only came 

to light when Enid Greene retained the accounting firm of Coopers & Lybrand to perform a 

forensic reconstruction of the bank accounts of Enid '94 and Joseph P. Waldholtz. Finally, and 

most importantly. Joseph P. Waldholtz was able to persuade one of the nation's premiere FEC 

accounting firms - Huckaby Br Associates - to file not one, not two. but seven separate FEC 

reports on behalf of Enid '94 without any supporting documentarion whatsoever. 

None of these facts appear anywhere in the General Counsel's brief, despite the fact that 

D. Forrest and Enid Greene informed him of these and other misdeeds by Joseph P. Waldholtz in 
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their joint response to the Commission's reason to believe finding. Joint Response at 48-50: 

Exhibit Vol. 5, Tabs 14 andl5. The General Counsel was therefore aware of Joseph P. 

Waldholtz's track record of manipulating very sophisticated political operatives into making 

unknowing violations of FECA. He nevertheless chose IO base his probable cause 

recommendation against D. Forrest Greene. in large part. on Mr. Greene's supposedly 

"incredible'' inability to see through Joseph P. Waldholtz's machinations. Such behavior by the 

General Counsel is at least incompetent, if not outright misconduct. 

The Commission is charged with determining whether there is probable cause to .believe 

that D. Forrest Greene violated sections 441f. 441a(a)( ])(A). and 441a(a)(3). A determination 

that D. Forrest Greene violated section 441f is a necessary prerequisite to any determination that 

he also violated sections 441a(a)(l)(A) or 441a(a)(3). If the Commission does not believe that 

there is probable cause to believe that D. Forrest Greene violated section 441f by making a 

contribution in the name of another. then the Commission may not find that there i s  reason to 

believe that he violated either o f  the monetary limits on contributions. Any fair and objective 

evaluation of  - all the evidence that has been gathered in this case - including the exculpatory 

evidence the General Counsel chooses to ignore - will conclude that the General Counsel has 

failed to establish that there is probable cause to believe that D. Forrest Greene violated any of 

these provisions of FECA. 

11. BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL I-IIISTORY. 

Enid Greene iepresented the Second District o f  Utah in the U.S. House of 

Representatives during the 104th Congress. Enid Greene's principal campaign committee in the 

I994 congressional election was named Enid '94. Enid '96 was established to be Enid Greene's 

principal campaign committee in the 1996 congressional election, but on March 5, 1996. 
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Representative Greene announced that she would not pllll for re-election. B. Forrest Greene is a 
I 

2' 
E-! 
ke f'i Indeed. Mr. Greene forbade counsel from raising this 

Enid Greene. however, explained her father's mental 
i. 

issue at the time of his deposition. ej 

p) 
= 
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, ii 

79-year-old retired stockbroker residing in Salt Lake Citp, Utah, apad the father of Enid Greene. 

In the four years following the 1994 election. D. Forrest Qreene has suffered from a 

I 
I 

number of physical and mental ailments. 

son-in-law -- served as treasurer of Enid '94 from its inception on December 31. 3993 until 

November 14, 1995, when he was removed from that position by Enid Greene. SimilEly. 

Joseph P. Waldholtz served as treasurer of Enid '96 from its inception on July 31. 1995 until 

November 14. 1995. when he was removed by Enid Greene. Accordingly. Joseph P. Waldholtz 

was the treasurer of both Enid committees at all times relevant to the above-referenced MURs. 

A. Prior Criminal Investigation. 

On November 1, 1995, the Capitol Hill newspaper The Hili1 reported that Joseph P. 

Waldholtz. the husband of freshman Rep. Enid Greene (R-UT). was under investigation for bank 

fraud by the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia. the FBI. and a federal grand 
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jury (hereinafter "the government" or "the government's investigation")." In the midst of the 

ensuing controversy, Senator Omn Hatch (R-UT) called Rep. Greene and Joseph P. Waldholtz to 

his ofice to try to get to the bottom of the matter. It was apparent to Senator Hatch at that 

meeting that Rep. Greene was ignorant of Joseph P. Waldholtz's criminal schemes and truly 

beIieved that he was innocent of the charges that had been made against him. Senator Hatch. 

however. found Joseph P. Waldholtz's explanation of the allegations lacking in credibility and 

told him that he would go to jail if he did not straighten out the situation right away. Letter from 

Senalor Onin Hatch (R-UT) to Enid Greene (September 25, 1998). (Exhibit D). 

On Saturday, November 1 1, 1995, Joseph P. Waldholtz fled Washington. D.C. to escape 

the government's investigation. Over the ensuing weekend, Enid Greene discovered evidence 

among his papers that Joseph P. Waldholtz had falsified records and embezzled a substantial 

amount of money from both of the Enid committees. On November 14, 1995. Ms. Greene 

notified the Commission that she had removed Joseph P. Waldholtz as treasurer of these 

committees and had initiated an audit of both comrninees' records. She retained forensic 

accounting specialists with the national accounting firm of Coopers & Lybrand LLP and directed 

them to reconstmst the campaign records of both committees. 

The forensic accountants from Coopers & Lybrand. working with a team of lawyers from 

Powell. Goldstein. Frazer & Murphy. spent more than six months reconstructing the committed 

records. which had been devastated by the criminal actions of Joseph P. Waldholtz. Then, at a 

The General Counsel's Brief incorrectly states that the federal criminal investigators began their inquiry 
into Enid '94 based on questions raised in Utah regarding the amount of money that Enid Greene was 
reported to have contributed to her campaign. General Counsel's Brief at 3-4. In fact, to our knowledge, 
the investigation was not broadened to include potential election law violations until Ms. Greene and the 
Enid committees uncovered evidence that Joseph F. WalCioltz had embezzled a substantial amount of  
money from both Enid '94 and Enid '96 and brought that evidence to the attention of the FEC and the U.S. 
Attorney. 
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cost of well over $150,000, the Enid committees filed corrected FEC reports for both Enid '94 

and Enid '96 covering all of calendar years 1994 and 1995. 

Enid Greene personally assumed the position of treasurer of the Enid committees on 

January 26, 1996. On March 8, 1996, Enid Greene. as treasurer of the Enid committees. filed 

with the Commission the complsint against Joseph P. Waldholtz that initiated MUR 4379. 

Along with the complaint, the committees provided extensive and compelling evidence that. 

during the time he served as treasurer of the Enid committees, Joseph P. Waldholtz committed 

weN in excess of830 violations of the Federal Election Campaign Act ("FECA") and applicable 

FEC regulations. 

One of the central allegations in the complaint was that, dwing the time he served as 

treasurer of Enid '94, Joseph P. Waldholtz, on twenty-eight (28) separate occasions. using funds 

he had obtained by fraud from Mr. Greene, knowingly and wilhl ly  contributed to Enid '94 a 

total of nine hundred eighty-four Zhousand dollars ($984,000) in the name of Enid Greene. 

Complaint at 4. 26(a). 29, 3 1. and 32. These contributions by Joseph P. Waldholtz violated 

FECA's prohibition on making contributions in the name of another (2 U.S.C. 5 441f), as well as 

the prohibition on contributing more than $1.000 to a single candidate for any one election (3  

U.S.C. 9 441a(a)(l)(A)) and the prohibition on contributing more than $25.000 in any one 

calendar year (7 U.S.C. 8 441a(a)(3)). 

Enid Greene and the Enid committees provided the U.S. Attorney for the District of 

Columbia with a copy of the cornplaint in MUR 4322 on the same day the complaint was filed 

with the FEC. By that point in time, D. Forrest Greene, Enid Greene and the Enid cornsr:- ..rLees 

had already been cooperating with an investigation by the U.S. Attorney's Office into the 

extensive criminal activities of Joseph P. Waldholtz for more than four months. Enid Greene 



voluntarily provided the government with reams of documents abandoned by Joseph P. 

Waldholtz when he flea Washington, D.C. Enid Greene also gave the government free access to 

the two homes she shared with Joseph P. Waldholtz in Salt Lake City, Utah and Washington. 

D.C. Within a month of his disappearance, the government. because of the extensive 

cooperation of Enid Greene. had a substantial amount of evidence to support the allegations that 

Joseph P. Waldholtz had defrauded both the Wright Paman Congressional Federal Credit Union 

and First Security Bank of Utah by kiting checks between the two financial institutions. 

Indictment at 1-7 (Exhibit E); Plea Agreement at 2-3 (Exhibit F). 

Moreover, while cooperating with the investigation of the bank fraud allegations. Enid 

Greene discovered and turned over to the government substantial and compelling evidence that 

Joseph P. Waldholtz had also committed a truly astounding number of other federal and state 

crimes over a period of ten (10) years, starting years before he met Ms. Greene. Among other 

crimes, Joseph P. Waldholtz: 

. Defrauded his grandmother. an elderly Alzheimer's patient. out of at least $400.000: 

e Forged and counterfeited Government National Mortgage Association ("Ginnie Mae") 
securities as part of his scheme to defraud his grandmother out of hundreds o f  thousands 
of dollars; 

. Committed perjury in a state court proceeding initiated by his own father to recover -the 

Defrauded his mother out of her entire life savings -- $96.000 -- by inducing her to cash 

funds that Joseph P. Waldholtz had stolen from his grandmother; 

e 

in her pension. take out a mortgage on the home she owned free and clear. and give the 
money to him to "invest" for her: 

* Misappropriated at least $100,000 from his employer, Republican National 
Committeewoman Elsie Hillman, and was fired for using her funds for expensive hotel 
suites. first-class airline tickets, and lavish meals while travelling to Republican Party 
events on her behalf and while working as the Executive Director of Pennsylvania for 
Bush-Quayle '92: 
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Caused Mrs. Hillman to violate the Federal Election Campaign Act's prohibition on 
contributing more than $25.000 in any one yem (2  U.S.C. 9 441a(a)(3)) in 1990. 1991. 
and 1992 by failing to keep track of her political contpibutions. resuIting in Mrs. Hillman 
having to pay a $32.000 civil penalty: 

Converted contribution checks made out to the Utah Republican Party to his own use 
while employed as the Party's Executive Director; 

Committed bank h u d  by using falsified tax returns showing more than $250.000 in 
annual income from a now-known-to-be non-existent "Waldholtz Family Trust" to obtain 
a home mortgage from First Security Bank of Utah; 

Committed additional bank fraud violations by kiting checks between accounts Joseph P. 
Waldholtz maintained with Memll Lynch. Pittsburgh National Barak. and NationsBaPlk: 

Falsified Ms. Greene's 1994 and 1995 congressional financial disclosure statements; 

Forged Ms. Greene's endorsement on her congressional paychecks on two separate 
occasions and converted the proceeds to his own use; 

Committed three separate instances of tax fraud involving the tax returns Joseph P. 
Waldholtz filed for tax years 1992 through 1994; and 

committed massive (more than 850) violations of the Federal Election Campaign Act and 
applicable FEC regulations while serving as treasurer of Enid '94 and Enid '96. as alleged 
in the complaint in MUR 4322. 

Embezzled funds from both Enid '93 and Enid '96. 

Plea Agreement at 4-5 (Exhibit F). 

Most of this documentary evidence was turned over to the government by the end of 

1995. During the six months it took the government to evaluate and corroborate the evidence of 

Joseph P. Waldholtz's criminal activities provided by Enid Greene. both D. Forrest and Enid 

Greene continued to cooperate with the government's investigation. By early 1996, however. it 

was evident that, with so much compelling evidence of Joseph P. Waldholtz's guilt already in 

hand. the principal focus of the government's investigation had somehow turned to D. Forrest 

and Enid Greene. In particular, the government seemed intent on trying to prove that both D. 

Forrest and Enid Greene had conspired with Joseph P. Waldholtz to funnel funds belonging to 5. 
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Forrest Greene into Enid Greene's 1994 congressional election cmpaign. in violation of section 

441f. 

There was no truth to this theory. and both D. Forrest and Enid Greene continued to 

cooperate with the government. Both D. Forrest and Enid Greene submitted voluntady to 

numerous interviews with agents of the government. Government agents were given complete 

and open access to the homes and offices of both D. Forrest and Enid Greene. Both r). Forrest 

and Enid Greene voluntarily complied with document requests related to Ms. Greene's 1994 

congressional campaign. turning over more than 10,000 pages of documents. Enid .Greene 

voluntarily testified before a federal grand jury investigating these transactions on three separate 

occasions. D. Forrest Greene also voluntarily appeared before the same grand jury. 

After nearly five months of exhaustively investigating the financial transactions between 

D. Forrest Greene, Enid Greene and Joseph P. Waldholtz, the government failed to find any 

credible evidence that D. Forrest and Enid Greene had conspired with Joseph P. Waldholtz to 

violate section 441f. On May 2. 1996 -- seven months after Joseph P. Waldholtz fled 

Washington. D.C. -- the grand jury returned a twenty-seven count indictment against Joseph P. 

Waldholtz for bank fraud concerning his massive check kiting scheme. Indictment at 1-7 

(Exhibit E). The grand jury took no action against either D. Forrest or Enid Greene. 

On June 5 .  1996. Joseph P. Waldholtz pleaded guilty to a three count information 

alleging. inter alia that. as treasurer of Enid '94, he had knowingly and willfully filed a report 

with the FEC in which he falsely and fraudulently certified that Enid Greene had contributed 

approximately $1.800.000 of her personal f h d s  to Enid '94 when, in fact, Joseph P. Waldholtz 

knew that the $1.800.000 had not come from Ms. Greene's personal funds but. instead, had been 

taken from funds that Joseph P. Waldholtz had, by various schemes and devices. obtained from 



Mr. Greene." Information at 1-2 (Exhibit G); Plea Agreement at 3 4  (Exhibit F). Based on a 

number of false representations made by Joseph P. Waldholtz before and during their mamiape. 

Ms. Greene believed that the funds being conmbuted to her campaign were legally hers. Bswfblly 

contributed to her campaign in accordance With 11 C.F.R. 5 110.1 1. 

As part of his plea agreement. Joseph P. Waldholtz agreed to "cooperate" with the U.S. 

Attorney's investigation of Ms. Greene's 1994 congressional elecrion campaign. This 

investigation was aimed primarily at discovering whether there was any credible evidence that 

D. Forrest and/or Enid Greene had conspired with Joseph P. Waldholtz to violate section 44lf. 

Plea Agreement at 7 (Exhibit F). In exchange for this guilty plea and pledge of cooperation. the 

U.S. Attorney agreed not to prosecute Joseph P. Waldholtz for a myriad of other crimes -- 
including additional charges of bank fraud. tax fraud. forgery. uttering. and numerous violations 

of the Federal Election Campaign Act he committed while he served as treasurer of Enid '94 and 

Enid '96. Plea Agreement at 4-6 (Exhibit F). 

During the summer of 1996. the U.S. Attorney's Office attempted to corroborate claims 

by Joseph P. Waldholtz that both D. Forrest and Enid Greene had conspired with him to violate 2 

U.S.C. 4 441f. Several additional witnesses were called before the grand jury investigating D. 

Forrest and Enid Greene. On October 31. 1996. however. the U.S. Attorney took the virtually 

unprecedented step of issuing a press release to announce that he would not pursue criminal 

charges against either D. Forrest or Enid Greene 

Joseph P. Waldholtz also pleaded guilty IO one count of a twenty-seven count indictment for bank frml(18  
U.S.C. 8 1344) for canying out a E million check-kiting scheme using a joint checking account he shared 
with Ms. Greene at the Wright Parman Congressional Federal Credit Union. Indictment at 1-8 (Exhibit E): 
Plea Agreement at 1-3 (Exhibit F). Joseph P. Waldholtz also pleaded guilty io the remaining count in the 
information - willfully aiding in the filing of a false tax return (26 U.S.C. 4 7706(2)) for knowingly 
providing Ms. Greene with false information regarding the value of stock he had supposedly given to her. 
knowing that she would incorporate that False information on her 1993 tax return. lnfomation a: 3 (Exhibit 
G): Plea Agreement at 4 (Exhibit F). 

1 
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[=-: On November 7, 1996. Joseph P. Wddholtz was sentenced to 37 months in federal prison 

foi one ccunt of bank fraud (18 U.S.C. 9 1344), one count of r n a k k ~  a false statement to the 

Commission (18 U.S.C. 9 1001), one count of making a fake repn to the Commission (2 U.S.C. 

$8 437g(d) and 441a) and one count of willfully assisting in the filing af a false tax return (26 

U.S.C. 9 7206(2)). In the three-month period between his guilty plea and his sentencing. Joseph 
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Admitted to the FBI agent supervising his release that he had been using heroin on a daily 
basis for several weeks: 

Stole his dentist father's prescription pad and forged his father's name to a prescription for 
Vicodin (a narcotic painkiller): 

Stole his parents' checkbook. forged his father's signature on a check for $415 made 
payable to himself and cashed it; 

Wrote seven bad checks totaling $24.600 to his parents; 

Obtained a credit card from a friend and made $550 in unauthorized charges on it: 



e Stole another credit card from the same friend and made approximately $193 in purchases 
.with it; 

Obtained a credit card issued to his father and, without his father's authorization or consent. 
made $1,446 in purchases; and 

Wrote a bad check for approximately $615 to an optometrist. 

Not surprisingly. in its sentencing memorandum, the U.S. Attorney's Office called Joseph P. 

Waldholtz, "a con artist whose continued pattern of fraud and deceit has assumed pathological 

dimensions." Government's Memorandum In Aid Of Sentencing at 16 (Exhibit H). U.S. 

District Court Judge Norma Holloway Johnson not only agreed. but sentenced Joseph P. 

Waldholtz to three additional months in federal prison over and above the sentence sought by 

the government. Sentencing Memorandum at 3 (Exhibit I) 

e 

e 

B. 

On June 17, 1997 -- more than six months afPer D. Forrest and Enid Greene were 

exonerated and Joseph P. Waldholtz was convicted -- the Commission found reason to believe. 

based on the very same information that led to Joseph P. Waldholtz's conviction, that ( I )  D. 

Forrest Greene violated 2. U.S.C. $9 441a(a)(l)(A) and (a)(3) and 2 U.S.C. $ 441f by, 

respectively, making contributions in excess of the $1.000 limit per election, by making 

contributions in excess of the overall annual $25,000 limit. and by making contributions in the 

name of another; ( 2 )  Enid Greene violated 2 U.S.C. g 441f by knowingly permitting her name to 

be used to effect these contributions; and (3) the Enid committees and Enid Greene, :as treasurer, 

should be held responsible for various violations of FECA and applicable FEC regulations that 

were committed by Joseph P. Waldholtz during the time he served as treasurer of the Enid 

committees. 

Procedural History of FE@ Investigation. 
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D. Forrest Greene, Enid Greene and the Enid commitFees filed a joint response to the 

Commission's reason to believe determination on July 28. 1997. n e  joint response was 

accompanied by five volumes of exhibits documenting Joseph P. Waldholtz's sole personal and 

individual responsibility for the violations alleged against D. Forrest Greene. Enid Greene. and 

the Enid committees. On July 28. 1997. D. Forrest and Enid Greene also filed a preliminan. 

response to the subpoenas accompanying the Commission's reason to believe determination. On 

August 7. 1997, counsel for D. Forrest and Enid Greene supplemented the response to the 

Commission's subpoenas by providing the General Counsel with a transcript of Enid Greene's 

December 5. 1995 press conference. A videotape of the press conference was provided to the 

General Counsel on August 28. 1997. On September 17, 1997, D. Forrest and Enid Greene filed 

yet another supplemental response to the Cornmission's subpoenas in anticipation of the 

depositions of D. Forrest and Enid Greene. 

The General Counsel deposed D. Forrest Greene on September 35. 1997. He testified 

truthfully and accurately. to the best of his ability. 

Enid Greene was deposed the next day. She. too. testified truthfully and accurately. but 

her deposition was significantly more contentious. The General Counsel did not appear to have 

read the joint response and accompanying exhibits filed by D. Forrest and Enid Greene and the 

Enid committees. Enid Greene Dep. at 224. Moreover, the General Counsel tried to prevent 

Enid Greene from testifying about the most important exhibits supporting the joint response. 

Enid Greene Dep. at 209-210. 212-15, 218-19. The General Counsel even went so far as to 
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attempt to prevent counsel for Enid Greene from eliciting relevant testimony from her about 

these documents when the General Counsel failed to do so. Enid Greene Dep. at 20-329. Enid 

Greene did. however, testify eventually as to these crucial documents. Enid Greene Dep. at 329- 

32. 

Less than a week after the depositions of D. Fotiest and Enid Greene. the existence of the 

Commission's investigation was leaked to the press in violation of 2 U.S.C. Q 437g(a)(lI)(A). 

On October 1, 1997, The Salt Lake Tribune published an article entitled. FEC Starts Greene 

Probe, in which three former employees of Enid '94 - David Harmer. KayLin Loveland. and 

PeFer Valcarce - confirmed that they had been interviewed by representatives of the Ofice of 

General Counsel within the past two months. (Exhibit a). The former campaign workers 

characterized the interviews as "wide-ranging" and gave the reporter the impression that "the 

FEC investigation is a new one and not limited to the allegations and issues raised in Greene's 

complaint [against Joseph P. Waldholtz]." A11 three former campaign workers cited FECA's 

confidentiality provisions in declining to discuss specific issues raised in their inserviews. The 

fact that they nevertheless $hen confirmed that they had been interviewed by the Office of 

General Counsel and felt free to characterize the interviews as "wide-ranging" indicated that the 

witnesses had not been adequately advised as to their duties under FECA by the Office of 

General Counsel. 

Counsel for D. Forrest and Enid Greene brought these apparent violations of 2 U.S.C. Q 

437g(a)( 1Z)(A) to the attention of the General Counsel, but were told that it was highly unlikely 

that the Commission would exercise its discretionary enforcement authority to initiate an 

investigation of the Commission's own personnel. On October 8,  1997, Enid Greene received a 

letter from the Utah State Bar announcing that, as a direct result ofThe Salt Lake Tribune article, 
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the Office of Attorney Discipline bad opened a file on Enid Greene and would consider t&ing 

action against her depending upon the outcome of the Commission's investigation. (Exhibit K). 

Despite these egregious violations of 2 U.S.C. 8 437g(a)(l2)(A). both D. Forrest and 

Enid Greene continued to cooperate with the General Counsel's investigation. On December 1. 

1997. counsel for D. Forrest and Enid Greene provided the General Counsel with a copy of the 

contract between Enid '94 and the FEC accounting firm of Huckaby & Associates. On 

Decembe: 1 7. 1997, counsel for D. Forrest and Enid Greene responded to yet another request for 

documents from the General Counsel and turned over D. Forrest Greene's personal calendar for 

1995 and copies of all of the password-protected documents retrieved from Joseph P. 

Waldholtz's laptop computer. 

During the first two weeks of June, 1998, Joseph P. Waldholtz gave prison interviews to 

a number of members of the national media. In these interviews. Joseph P. Waldholtz repeatedly 

indicated thar neither D. Forrest nor Enid Greene was a knowing participant in his plan to 

circumvent FECA's regulatory scheme. Counsel for D. Forrest and Enid Greene provided the 

General Counsel with copies of the resulting articles on June 18, 1998. 

On July 20. 1998 -- approximately one month later -- the General Counsel recommended 

that the Commission find probable cause to believe that D. Forrest Greene violated 2 U.S.C. $8 

44lf. 441a(a)(l)(A) and 441a(a)(3). 

11. SCIENTER ELEMENT QF SECTION 44If VIOLATION. 

Based. apparently. on nothing more than the depositions of D. Forresi and Enid Greene. 

the General Counsel has recommended that the Commission find probable cause to believe that 

D. Forrest Greene violated the prohibition on making contributions in the name of aiiother (2 

U.S.C. 4 441f). and that. because of the amount of money invalved in these alleged 
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contributions, Mr. Greene also violated the prohibition on makhg contributions in excess of 

$1.000 per election (2 U.S.C. $441a(a)(l)(A)) and the prohibition on m&ing more than $35.000 

in contributions in any one calendar year (2 U.S.C. Q 441a(a)(3)). General Counsel's Brief at 22- 

24. There is no basis in law or fact to support this probable cause recommendation. 

It is difficult to discern from the General Counsel's inartfinlly drafied brief how D. Forrest 

Greene could have violated section 441f given the General Counsel's concession that *'E. Forrest 

Greene did not make contributions directly to Enid Greene's campaign." General Counsel's 

Brief at 22. The General Counsel's lack of precision is perhaps understandable given that he is 

attempting to apply section 441f to a set of facts that was never envisioned by Congress or the 

Commission. The Commission's regulations implementing section 441 f assume that only two 

parties will be involved in the course of conduct that constitutes a violation of section 441 f. 

The Commission's regulations set out two examples of contributions in the name of 

another. First. a violation of section 441f occurs when an individual gives money. all or part of 

which was provided to the contributor by another person. without disclosing the source of the 

money to the recipient committee at the time the contribution is made. 1 1  C.F.R. 8 

1 lO.4(b)(2)(i). The only person in these matters who violated section 441f in this manner is 

Joseph P. Waldholtz. who took monzy that he obtained by fraud from D. Forrest Greene. 

converted it to his own use. and then contributed it to Enid '94 without disclosing that he. Joseph 

P. Waldholtz. was the true contributor. 

Second. the Commission's regulations also indicate that section 441 f mzy be violated by 

making a contribution and attributing as the source of the money another person when in fact the 

contributor is the source. 11 C.F.R. Q 110.4(b)(2)(ii). Here again. however. the only person who 

violated section 441f in this manner is Joseph P. Waldholtz. who contributed money he had 
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obtained by fraud from D. Forrest Greene and attributed it to another person. Enid Greene. The 

Commission's regulations thus do not contemplate the facts in this case. where the true 

contributor obtained finds from one individual, D. Forrest Greene. and then contributed them to 

the campaign in the name of a third individual. Enid Greene. 

The Commission's regulations interpreting 2 U.S.C. Q 441f state that the prohibition on 

making contributions in the name of another can be violated in one of four different ways: (1 '9 

Making a contribution in the name of another; (2) Knowingly permitting your name to be used to 

effect such a contribution; (3) Knowingly helping or assisting any person in making a 

contribution in the name of another; or (4) Knowingly accepting a contribution made by one 

person in the name of another. 1 1 C.F.R. 4 1 I0.4(b)( l)(i)-(iv). 

The General Counsel has conceded, as he must, that D. Forrest Greene never made a 

contribution directly to Enid '34 in the name of Enid Greene. 11 C.F.R. 9 110.4(b)( l)(i); General 

Counsel's Brief at 22. Instead, D. Forrest Greene has acknowledged that between January 21. 

1994 and October 12. 1995, he made a series of twenty-four transfers of funds to Joseph P. 

Waldholtz totalling nearly $4 million. Joseph P. Waldholtz then, without D. Forrest Greene's 

knowledge or consent. in a series of eighty separate transactions. transferred approximately 

$1.800.000 to Enid '94. It was Joseph P. Waldholtz. not D. Forrest Greene. who then reported to 

the Commission that Enid Greene contributed a total of $984.000 to Enid '94 in twenty-eight 

separate transactions. 

Nor has the General Counsel alleged that D. Forrest Greene permitted his name to be 

used to effect a contribution in the name of another ( I  1 C.F.R. 9 110.4(b)(l)(ii)) or accepted a 

contribution made by one person in the name of another ( 1  1 C.F.R. 0 1 10.4(b)(l)(iv)). Thus, the 

only way Mr. Greene could have possibly violated section 441f is if he Icmwingly assisted 
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Joseph P. Waldholtz in making contributions to Enid ‘94 in the name of Enid Greene. 11 C.F.R. 

’ 9 110.4(b)(l)(iii). 

The parameters of the scienter requirement codified at 1 1 C.F.R. $ 110.4(b)(l )(iii) 

were established by the only known court decision to interpret the term “knowingly“ in a section 

441f case.? In FEC v. Rodriguez. No. 86-687 Civ-T-lO(B) (M.D. Fla. May 5, 1987)(unpublished 

order). the US. District Court for the Middle District ofFlorida denied the Commission‘s motion 

for summary judgment on the issue of whether the respondent had knowingly accepted a 

contribution made by one person in :he name of another in violation of section 441f. The 

respondent, Cesar Rodriguez, had acted as a messenger for the true contributor. who reimbursed 

others for making contributions in their own name to campaign committees specified by the true 

contributor. “Rodriguez obtained some of the checks made payable to the order of the campaign 

committees. and subsequently delivered some of the reimbursement checks from [the true 

conrributor] to the [straw) contributors.” Slip op. at 2. The Court found h a t  Rodriguez’s actions 

did not amount to knowing acceptance within the meaning of section 441. 

As far as we have been able to determine, no court has ever interpreted the scienter requirement of section 
44lf as allowing the imposition of civil penalties on the basis that the Commission had shown that the 
respondent had knowledge of the operative facts that make up a section 441f violation. Indeed, the 
reponed cases that address any of FECA’s scienter requirements are few in number. It appears to be well 
established that when the Commission seeks to impose civil penalties on a respondent under the “knowing 
and willful“ standard of 2 U.S.C 9 4379, it must demonstrate that the respondent acted with “knowing, 
conscious. and deliberate flaunting of the Act.” National Right to Work Committee. Inc. v. FEC. 716 F.2d 
1401. 1403 (D.C. Cir. 1981); AFL-CIO v. FEC, 628 F.2d 97, 101 (D.C. Cir.). cert. denied, 449 U.S. 982 
(1980) . The few cases interpreting the lesser ”knowing” standard of section 441a. which Mr. Greene is not 
alleged to have violated. are split. Two federal district courts have interpreted the “knowing” standard in 2 
U.S.C. 5 441a as allowing imposition of civil liability where the Commission had demonstrated that the 
respondent had knowledge of the facts rendering its conduct unlawful. FEC v. Dramesi for Congress 
Committee, 640 F. Supp. 985, 987 (D.N.J. 1986) ; FEC v. California Medical Ass’n, 502 F. Supp. 196. 
293-04 (N.D. Cal. 1980) . The U S .  District Court for the District Of Columbia, however, has the opposite 
view that the “knowing” standard of section 441a requires the Commission to demonstrate that the 
respondent was aware of the illegal nature of his contributions. In re Federal Election Campaign Act 
Litigation. 474 F. Supp. 1044. 1047 n.3 (D.D.C. 1979) 
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In so ruling, the Court distinguished United States v. Chestnut, 533 F.2d 40 (2”d Cir. 

1975) on the basis that, unlike Rodriguez. the true contributor in Chestnut was a “knowing 

participaqt in [a] scheme” to circumvent the prohibition on corporate contributions to candidates 

for federal office. Slip op. at 3. Accordingly, in order to satis& the scienter requirement of 

section 441f. the Commission must demonstrate that a respondent is a knowing participant in a 

plan to circumvent FECA’s regulatory scheme. i t . ,  that the respondent knew the law and 

intentionally sought to violate it! 

The Commission adopted the Rodriguez’s interpretation of the scienter requirement of 

section 441f when it codified this decision in its regulations interpreting section 441f On 

August 17, 19x9, the Commission issued a final mle adding a new paragraph (b)(l )(iii) to 1 I 

C.F.R. 9 110.4. Section 110.4(b)( l)(iii) specifically prohibits any person from knowingly 

helping OT assisting any person in making a contribution in the name of another. In its 

Explanation and Justification for this new rule, the Commission said it applied only “to those 

who initiate or instigate or have some significant participation in a plan or scheme to make a 

6 Section 441f is a criminal stature. which is subject to both civil enforcement by the Commission and 
criminal prosecution by the Department of Justice. Section lOl(f)(I)  of the Federal Election Campaign Act 
Amendments of 1974 added a new secrion 614 to the U.S. Criminal Code. Section 614 made it a crime for 
anyone to make a contribution in the name of another. Violations of section 614 were originally punishable 
by a criminal fine of up to $25.000 or imprisonment for up to one year. Federal Election Campaign Act 
Amendments of 1974. Pub. L. No. 93-44;. 8 IOl(f)( l ) .  88 Stat. 1263. 1268 (1974)(codified at 18 U.S.C. $ 
614). See also S. Conf. Rep. No. 1237. 931d Cong., Znd Sess. 60. reprinted in 1974 U.S. Code Cong. & 
Admin. News 5618. 5629. Section 1132) of the Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1976 
added a new section 325 to the Federal Election Campaign Act that incorporated rhe provisions of 18 
U.S.C. 5 614 into 2 U.S.C 5 441f and made violations of section 41 If subject to both criminal and civil 
penalties. Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94.283. 90 Stat. 475, 494 
(1976)(codified at 2 U.S.C.fj 4410. See also H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 1057,94”’ Cong., 2& Sess. 67, reprinred 
in 1976 1974 U S .  Code Cong. & Admin. News 946, 982. Nothing in the legislative history of section 325 
indicates that Congress sought to change the scienter requirement of section 614 when the provision was 
moved from the U.S. Criminal Code to FECA and made punishable by both criminal and civil penalties. 
When the Commission seeks to impose civil penalties for violations of those provisions of FECA that are 
subject to both civil and criminal enforcement. the Commission must meet the higher criminal standard and 
show that the respondent knew the law and intentionally violated it. ti. Gross and ti. Hong, DeJendmg 
Prosecurions Under F K A :  Drawing the CriminoIKiuil Line in White Collar Crime 1998 - D-7 to D-8 
(ABA-CLE 1998). 
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contribution in the name of another" and that this new language would not reach w individual 

who acts "without any knowledge of the scheme . . . ." 54 Fed. Reg. 34.098 at 34.305. col. 1 

(Aug. 17, 1989), as amended by 55 Fed. Reg. 2.281. col. 2 (Jim. 23, 1990). Thus. the 

Commission has ratified the Rodriguez decision that a person can only knowingly violate section 

44 1 f if he or she is aware that they are participating in a plan to circumvent FEC.4 :F regularon 

schenie. Moreover. pursuant to 2 U.S.C. Q 438(d), this regulation was submitted to Congress for 

review. Neither the Senate nor the House of Representatives disapproved the regulation. The 

courts have long held that Congress' failure to disapprove a proposed FEC regulation is an 

indication that Congress did not look unfavorably on the Commission's construction of FECA. 

FEC v. Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee, 454 U.S. 27,34 (1981). 

Accordingly, in order to support his probable cause recommendation. the General 

Counsel must demonstrate that it is more probable than not that D. Forrest Greene knew both 

that (1) funds he provided to Joseph P. Waldholtz were subsequently contributed to Enid '94 in 

the name of Enid Greene. and (2) he was participating in a deliberate plan to evade FECA's 

regulatory scheme. Any fair evaluation of all the evidence that has been adduced in these 

matters will conclude the General Counsel has failed to meet this burden, because such evidence 

does not exist. 
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IIX. D. FORREST GREENE DID NOT KNOWINGLY VIOLATE SECTION 441f. 

-. -<- 
E 

A. D. Forrest Greene Was Not Aware that Fonds Be Provided to Joseph P. 
Waldholtz Were Used by Joseph P. Waldholtz to Make Cosatribntions to Enid 
'94 in the Name of Enid Greerae. 

1. Personal Loans. 

Between January 21, 1994 and August 8, 1994, Mr. Greene loaned Joseph P. Waldholtz a 

total of $598.000 in nine separate transactions?' As Mr. Greene testified during his deposition -- 

and has already been determined by a Utah state court and admitted by Joseph P. Waldholtz -- 

these loans were made based solely on a series of misrepresentations by his former son-in-law 

abcut the alleged dire financial condition of his mother and the consequent financial difficulties 

she had created for Joseph P. Waldboltz through a variety of transactions. D. Forrest Greene 

Dep. at 133-34. 152, 196. Joseph P. Waldholtz nonnally made these requests in person, when 

both he and Mr. Greene were in Salt Lake City. or by telephone, from either Washington, D.C. 

or Salt Lake City, to Mr. Greene in San Francisco. D. Forrest Greene Dep. ai 133-34, 166. 

An extensive search by counsel of Mr. Greene's home in Salt Lake City failed to uncover 

any written requests by Joseph F. Waldholtz for money." After Joseph P. Waldholtz fled 

Washington. D.C. on November 11. 1995. however. Enid Greene discovered among the 

belongings he left behind a computer diskette. Further investigation revealed that the diskette 

contained a number of password-protected documents that Joseph P. Waldholtz had created on 

his personal computer. One of those documents is a letter that was created on April 28. 1994 that 

We do not mean to imply by focusing on the first eight months of 1994 that all of the personal loans Mr. 
Greene made to Joseph P. Waldholtz occurred during this period. Indeed. Joseph P. Waldholtz continued 
to approach Mr. Greene for personal loans throughout 1994 and well into 1995. Moreover, the trailsfeas 
Mr. Greene made to Joseph P. Waldholtz in the fall of 1994 often contained both loan proceeds and 
payments as pan of the so-called Asset Swap, making it impossible to tell precisely where one scheme 
ended and the next one began. 

In 1995. before loseph P. Waldholtz's abrupt disappearance from Washington. Mr. Greene retired and 
closed his office in San Francisco. discarding a large number of documents. 

x 
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Joseph P. Waldholtz apparently intended to send to Mr. Greene. Protected fiom prying eyes by 

the password “HELP,” the letter, which is addressed to Mr. Greene at his business address in San 

Francisco, reads. in part: 

Dear Mr. Greene: 

Please excuse this typed note, but 1 fear if I hand wrote it. it would be 
illegible! I wanted to give you an update on what is going on with the financial 
matters we have been dealing with. I have not discussed all of this with Enid 
because I don’t want to upset her anymore than she has to be. 

* * * * * * *  

There are several large problems that I have been dealing with. Things 
with my mother have not been well at ail. She has ransacked other accounts that I 
didn’t know she had access to. She has put me in a very precarious financial 
situation again. While you have heard it before. I have taken the necessary steps 
to remove myself fiom this situation. We are going to get a guardian and 1 will be 
relieved of my day to day responsibility. 

She has overdrawn two accounts in Pittsburgh that 1 transfer money 
through. The total is $1 14.000. What an incredible sum. The problem is this - it 
involves Utah Banks now because that is where we transfer money to. W i l e  they 
have tried to be understanding, we are out of time. In fact, because of the 
American Express fiasco. I think they are very nervous and would consider legal 
action if 1 can’t resolve this. 

4 * * * * * *  

I have tried to get a loan. but it cannot be done in time. I don’t feel that I 
can ask you to help again. but I really don’t know where else to turn. I have never 
been at a lower point in my life. 

* * * * 4 * *  

If you are wondering why I can’t access the money that was to be returned 
to you. it is because she [Waldholtz’s mother] accessed it and spent it on jewelry 
and the house. The items cannot be returned. and even if they could, their value is 
much less than [what] she spent on them. She was really taken advantage of. But 
that’s another matter. 

* * * * * 4 *  
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Mr. Greene. I am so afraid of scandal, I am just a weck. 1 think we need 
to keep this between us. I cannot cause more pain for Enid or Mrs. Greene. She 
has been so kind to us; our relationship is really such a positive fo:rce in my life. 

No matter what your decision, please know how much I appreciate your 
advice, your concern, and your love. 

Letter from Joseph P. Waldholtz to D. Forrest Greene (April 28,1994Wxhibit L). 

On April 29. 1994. Mr. Greene loaned Joseph P. Waldholtz $56.000. General Counsel's 

Brief at 8. The April 28, 1994 Waldholtz letter supports strongly the testimony of both D. 

Forrest and Enid Greene. Neither D. Forrest nor Enid Greene was aware that Joseph P. 

Waldholtz was transfemng money that had been loaned to him by Mr. Greene into Enid '94. 

Moreover. Joseph P. Waldholtz's letter demonstrates that Joseph P. Waldhoitz tried deliberately 

to hide from Enid Greene the vast extent of his borrowing from Mr. Greene. Enid Greens Dep. at 

page 148. 

2. Asset Swap. 

As noted above. between August 25. 1994 and November 14. 1994. D. Forrest Greene 

transferred to accounts controlled by Joseph P. Waldholtz a total of $2.21 1.000. General 

Counsel's Brief at 8. During this same time period, Joseph P. Waldholtz made seventeen 

contributions totaling $937.500 to Enid '94. which he reported to the FEC as contributions from 

Enid Greene. This money was provided by D. Forrest Greene to Joseph P. Waldholtz in the 

belief that. in exchange. Mr. Greene had been assigned the right to receive the proceeds from !he 

sale of commercial real estate in Pennsylvania that was jointly owned by Joseph P. Waldholtz 

and Enid Greene. 

Enid Greene went to great lengths to explain this transaction -- which, we now know, 

involved real estate h a t  did not actually exist - to the General Counsel during her deposition. 

Enid Greene Dep. at pages 188-198, 206-214. 224-232. The General Counsel's probable cause 



recommendation is based on what only can be described as a deliberate misinterpretation of this 

testimony. Despite her testimony that she repeatedly asked Joseph P. Waldholtz to provide 

documentation of the Asset Swap to her father (Enid Greene Dep. at pages 195. 207-209, 21 1- 

212, 236-237), and evidence that. in response to her requests, Joseph P. Waldholtz fabricated 

false documentation. the General Counsel’s probable cause recomendaFion i s  based. in large 

part. on the premise that D. Forrest Greene never actually received the fabricated documentation 

of the Asset Swap. General Counsel’s Brief at 16.21. 

Despite the best efforts of the General Counsel, however, the record in these -matters 

shows that D. Forrest Greene did not blindly give away $2,200,000. Instead, he was duped into 

providing these funds by Joseph P. Waldholtz, who concocted an elaborate ruse, using falsified 

documents. to convince Mr. Greene that he had indeed been assigned the right to the proceeds 

from the sale of the Pennsylvania properiy. 

The so-called Asset Swap appems to have occurred during the last two weeks of August. 

1994. As Enid Greene testified during her deposition, late in the summer of 1994. Joseph P. 

Waldholtz approached her and told her that the so-called Waldholtz Family Trust had been 

frozen as a result of litigation initiated by other Waldholtz relatives over the management of the 

trust. The freeze applied to the so-called ”TWC Ready Assets” mutual fund account within the 

so-called Waldholtz Family Trust that Joseph P. Waldholtz had supposedly established for Enid 

Greene at the time of their August 8. 1993 wedding. Enid Greene believed that it was this 

mutual fund that was the source of all the contributions to Enid ‘94 that had been made in her 

name up to this point in the campaign. 

Having manufactured a campaign funding crisis, Joseph P. Waldholtz then suggested that 

Enid Greene approach her father, D. Forrest Greene, for a campaign loan. Enid Greene rejected 
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that suggestion out of hand, telling Waldholtz that under federal election law her father could not 

simply lend money to the campaign; he would have to receive some sori of asset in exchange. 

Joseph P. Waldholtz immediately "remembered" that he had inherited a piece ofcommercial real 

estate from a relative of his grandmother's. He told Enid Greene that the reak estate was in 

probate, but that the property was worth $2.2 million and that he had already found a ready buyer 

for the property at that price. Moreover, Joseph P. Waldholtz told her that. since Pennsylvania 

was a community property state and the property had been inherited by him during their 

marriage, Enid Geeene was a joint owner of the property and could contribute up to half of the 

value of the property -- $1.1 million -- to her campaign. 

Enid Greene suggested that an assignment of the proceeds from the sale of the real estate 

might be a permissible way of transferring to her father an asset in exchange for cash. She 

directed Joseph P. Waldholtz to check into the legality of the transaction with both the lawyers 

for the so-called Waldholtz Family Trust and Enid '94's FEC accountants, Huckaby & 

Associates. Not surprisingly, Joseph P. Waldholtz returned several days later and reported that 

he had checked with the "trustees" of the so-called Waldholtz Fw.ily Trust and the accountants 

and they both had told him that the transaction was completely legal. 

In fact, what Joseph P. Waldholtz actually did was to begin preparing an elaborate ruse. 

Shortly after his conversation with Enid Greene, Joseph P. Waldholtz apparently sat down at his 

computer and drafted a letter to D. Forresr Greene. In the letter, protected from disclosure by the 

password Joseph P. Waldhoitz claimed that his mother had run up $200,000 in 

overdrafts on accounts she shared with him and pleaded for $55,000 in cash to cover immediate 

expenses. Joseph P. Waldholtz promised to repay all of the outstanding loans by selling $2 

million in real estate that he claimed to own in Pennsylvania: 



Dear Mr. And Mrs. Cireene: 

I have spent the past four hours on the phone with Pittsburgh. the 
attorneys. First Security, and other investigators. I made Enid a promise that 1 
would never ’give up’ or say that I should leave her for her own good. That was 
my anniversary present to her. Yet. once again. because of my failure as a 
husband, son, son-in-law, and I guess even a person, we are in a horrible position. 

The money was transferred to us and ready for wire. Do you remember 
two weeks ago when First Security had to take money out of my account because 
I deposited a check of my mother’s and she signed a statement that she never 
received it? (Which was not true: I wired her $SO0 per week out of that check - 
so she didn’t spend it all at once!) Well, it appears that all of the checks that 1 
have deposited she has done this with. We: re-invested 4 large CDS for her 
through this account, and in banks back in Pittsburgh. Part of the money was 
used to pay her incredible overdrafts, part for her to live on, and part was stolen. 

The worst part is that we are in a minus position again because of my 
family. 

* * * * * * * 

I will return to Pittsburgh during the Labor Day weekend and sell two 
million dollars of real estate to cover ,this. I dealt with that this morning. There is 
a buyer: I have no choice. 

Every penny you loaned us will be repaid at market rates --just like we 
were borrowing from a bank. It is my obligation to you. 

The problem is this: We can’t wire you money today, and we are in a 
desperate situation because of the reversals. The total is staggering. over 
$200.000.00. I really am at a loss here; I will not upset Enid any more. I have 
failed her as a husband. My mother is ruining her campaign’s chances. 

Again, 1 will close on the real estate when I go back to Pittsburgh. We will have 
the money thar we recover from the fraud (around $935.000), plus the two million 
dollars in cash from selling property. 

I want that much cash because I cannot go through this anymore! I cannot put 
Enid or you through it. 

* * * * * e o  
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I know Mr. Greene has a flight up here later today, and 1 have again caused a 
problem. I have outlined how I plan to repay this. The immediate problem is a 
great one. You will never know how sony I am. 

Letter from Joseph P. Waldholtz to D. Forrest Greene (August 24.1994)(ExhibIt M). 

Apparently. Joseph P. Waldholt;: never actually sent thk iener.' As was the case with the 

other password-protected letter to D. Forrest Greene that was recovered from Joseph P. 

Waldholtz's laptop computer, D. Forrest Greene has no recollection of receiving this letter and 

no copies were found during a search of Mr. Greene's home. Moreover. as the letter notes. Mr. 

Greene was scheduled to be in Salt Lake City later that same day. It appears that Joseph P. 

Waldholtz approached D. Forrest Greene on August 24, 1998 when he arrived in Salt Lake City 

and asked him for $55,000 as the first installment of the Asset Swap. Enid Greene Dep. at 189- 

98. On August 25, 1994. Joseph P. Waldiioltz deposited a $55.000 personal check from D. 

Forrest Greene into his personal checking account. General Counsel's Brief at 8. 

As noted above. Enid Greene repeatedly asked Joseph P. Waldholtz 'to provide 

documentation of the Asset Swap to her father. Enid Greene Dep. at pages 195. 207-209. 2 1 I - 
212. 236-237. in response to her persistent requests, Joseph P. Waldholtz approached the 

campaign's newly hired press secretary. Michael Levy. in late September. 1994. Joseph P. 

Waldholtz knew that Mr. Levy had completed two years oflaw school and had worked as a law 

clerk for a Washington. D.C. law firm. Joseph P. Waldholtz told Mr. Levy that since he was "a 

lawyer." Waldholtz wanted his advice on how to assign the proceeds of the sale of real estate to a 

third party. Joseph P. Waldholtz indicated to Mr. Levy that he owned a piece of real estate in 

I Incredibly. Joseph P. Waldholtz's plea for cash included a request that Mr. Greene wire $30.000 directly io 
a campaign vendor. Wilson Communications. Needless to say, Mr. Greene never transferred any money to 
any of the Enid '94 campaign vendors, including Wilson Communications. While the lraer does nos 
provide any information about D. Forrest Greene's state of mind at the time of the Asset Swap. it certainly 
demonsrrares the extraordinary efforts Joseph P. Waldholtz made to deceive and defraud his father-in-law 
out of hundreds of thousands of doliars that Joseph P. Waldholtz then knowingly. willfully and illegally 
funneled into the Enid '94 campaign. 
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Pennsylvania that he wanted to sell, but that his lawyers did not understand how Waldholtz 

wmted to structure the transaction. Affidavit of Michael Levy at fi 2-6 (Exhibit N!. 

Mr. Levy volunteered to contact an associate at his former law firm who he knew was 

familiar with real estate law. Mr. Levy called this associate immedjady after his conversation 

with Joseph P. Waidholtz and left a message on the aSSOCiaKe'S voicemail describing Joseph P. 

Waldholtz's request and asking for some sample documents that he could use as a model. 

Affidavit of Michael Levy at 77 7-8 (Exhibit N). When Mr. Levy did not receive a return call 

from the associate, he called a partner at the same law firm and described Joseph P. Waldholtz's 

request, indicating that Waldholsz needed a "boilerplate" document for the assignment of 

proceeds from the sale of real estate. Affidavit of Michael Levy at 9-10 (Exhibit N). 

Shortly thereafter, Mr. Levy initiated a conference call between the partner and Joseph P. 

Waldholtz so that Waldholtz could explain to the lawyer exactly what type of document he 

needed. On September 23. 1994, the partner faxed to Mr. Levy a one-page assignment of 

proceeds form. Mr. Levy took the fax to Joseph P. Waldholtz as soon as he received it. 

Affidavit of Michael Levy at fly 11-13 (Exhibit N). See also Fax from Emanual Fawt to Mike 

Levy (9/23/94)(Exhibit 0). 

On September 29. 1994. Mr. Levy was faxed another model assignment of proceeds 

document by the associate he had originally contacted. Mr. Levy delivered this second fax to 

Joseph P. Waldholtz the same day he received it. Affidavit of Michael Levy at ¶fl 14-1 5 (Exhibit 

N). See also Fax from Jim Kelly to Michael Levy (9/29/94)(Exhibit P). 

At approximately the same time that Joseph P. Waldholtz was talking to Mr. Levy about 

his need for a model assignment of proceeds form, he was also at work again on his personal 

computer. generating a memorandum from the so-called Waldholtz Family Trust to Mr. Greene. 



This memorandum was saved as a password-protected document on the same computer diskette 

that Waldholtz had used to create the April 28* and August 24* letters to Mr. Greene discussed 

previously. Created on January 1. 1994 (no doubt as part of Joseph P. Waldholtz's exlier 

scheme to obtain fraudulent personal loans from Mr. Creene). the memorandum was revised on 

September 21, 1994 to read. in its entirety, as follows: 

Mr. Greene, we apologize for the delay in sending the materials to you. Joe and Enid 
asked that we send you the assignment of the real estate and the letter from the U.S. 
Attorney. We apologize for the delay and the confbsion. 

If we can be of h t h e r  assistance, please give us a call. 

Thank you. 

Memorandum from "The Waldholtz Family Trust" to Mr. D.F. Greene C/O East-West Co. 
(Exhibit Q). 

The three-letter password that Joseph P. Waldholtz chose to protect this bogus 

"Waldholtz Family Trust'' memorandum sums up his entire course of dealing with Mr. Greene: 

"LIE." 

The unrefuted documentary evidence demonstrates that Joseph P. Waldholtz went to 

extraordinary lengths to deceive both D. Forrest and Enid Greene into believing that the Asset 

Swap was a lawful transaction. More importantly. these documents demonstrate that D. Forrest 

Greene was not a knowing participant in Joseph P. Waldholtz's scheme to circumvent FECA. 

Accordingly. a fair evaluation of all the evidence adduced in these matters can come to no other 

conclusion than that there is no probable cause to believe that D. Forrest Creene violated section 

44 1 f. 

3. Utah Fraud Suit. 

Long before the Commission decided that there was reason PO believe that D. Forrest 

Greene had conspired with Joseph P. Waldholtz to violate section 441f, Joseph P. Waldholtz had 
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already conceded to a state court in Utab that he had defrauded Mr. Greene out of nearly $4 

million -- including the h d s  that Joseph P. Waldholtz then contributed to Enid '94 in the name 

of Enid Greene. 

On May 1. 1996, Mr. Greene brought a civil fraud suit against Joseph R. Waldholtz in a 

Utah state court in an attempt to recover some of the nearly $4 million dollars that Mr. Greene 

had provided to Joseph P. Waldholtz between January 21, 1994 and his abrupt departure from 

Washington. D.C. on November 1 1, 1995. 
. .' L: ! 
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- In his complaint. Mr. Greene cited many of the misrepresentations that Joseph P. 

Waldholtz made to induce Mr. Greene to provide him with funds. These allegations mirror Mr. 

Greene's deposition testimony. In his complaint, Mr. Greene alleged that during the period 

between January 1994 and October 1995, Joseph P. Waldholtz repeatedly approached Mr. 

Greene with requests for money. These requests were made either in person in Salt Lake City or 

by telephone from Joseph P. Waldholtz in Washington, D.C. andor Salt Lake City to Mr. Greene 

in San Francisco. Complaint at 1 8  (Exhibit R). 
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Despite the fact that he had long claimed to be a beneficiary of a so-called Waldholtz 

Family Trust worth approximately $ 3 3  million. which supposedly provided him with a 

substantial monthly income. Joseph P. Waldholtz gave several different excuses for needing 

money from Mr. Greene. - Id. at 7 7. in January and February 1994. Joseph R. Waldholtz claimed 

that his biological mother. Barbara Waldholtz, had been the victim of a telemarketing scheme 

and had overdrawn several joint checking and other accounts she shared with Joseph P. 

Waldholtz. Joseph P. Waldholtz claimed that he could not use trust funds to pay the obligations 

incurred by his mother because she was divorced from Waldholtz's father and was therefore 

barred from receiving any money from the so-called Waldholtz Family Trust. I Id. at fl 7(d). 
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Joseph P. Waldholtz later claimed that his mother had been tricked by a con man and. because of 

the restrictions on the so-called Waldholtz Family Trust, trust funds could not be used to assist 

her in clearing up substantial overdrafts CIA accounts she either shared with Joseph P. Waldholtz 

or had allegedly accessed without his knowledge or consent. Joseph B. Waldholtz claimed he 

would repay Mr. Greene from personal funds that would suon be available. E. at 7 7(ek 

Based on these and numerous other misrepresentations, lies and false statements. Mr. 

Greene was induced to transfer a total of $3,987,426 from his personal accounts to accounts 

designated by Joseph P. Waldholtz. - Id. at 7 5. 

Joseph P. Waldholtz filed an answer with .the Court on June 6. 1996. In his answer. 

Joseph P. Waldholtz did not deny that he had defrauded Mr. Greene out of nearly $4 million. 

Instead, he invoked his rights under the Fifth Amendment and refused to answer the fraud 

allegations in the complaint on the basis that any statement made by him would tend to 

incriminate him. Answer at 71 5-10 (Exhibit S). 

Of course. the prevailing rule has long been that a court may draw an adverse inference 

of liability when a party invokes the Fifth Amendment in a civil proceeding. Baxter v. 

Palmipiano. 425 US. 308. 3 18 (1976); Mid-America's Process Service v. Ellison. 767 F.2d 684. 

686 (10th Cir. 1985): Hughes Tool Co. v. Meier. 489 F.Supp. 354, 374 (D. Utah 1977). Mr. 

Greene made just this argument in moving for summary judgment. Memorandum in Support of 

Motion for Summary Judgment at 4-6 (Exhibit T). The Court agreed that. by invoking his rights 

under the Fifth Amendment. Joseph P. Waldhoitr had conceded the facts alleged in Mr. Greene's 

complaint and granted Mr. Greene's Motion for Summary Judgment on July 25, 1996. Order 

Granting Summary Judgment at I (Exhibit U). 



incredibly. the General Counsel showed no deference whatsoever to this prior court 

ruling that strikes at the heart of the General Counsel's argument that D. Forrest Greene was a 

knowing participant in Joseph P. Waldholtz's plan to circumvent FECA's regulatory scheme. A 

determination by a state court that the funds that Joseph P. Waldholtz contributed to Enid '94 in 

the name of Enid Greene were. in fact. obtained from D. Forrest Greene b y > ~ u d  should 

preclude the Commission from concluding that D. Forrest Greene knowingiy assisted Joseph P. 

Waldholtz in making a contribution in the name of another. 11 C.F.R. 5 110.4(b)(l)(iii~. 

B. The General Counsel's Probable Cause ~ @ s o ~ ~ @ n ~ a t ~ o n  Egn0res . 
Voluminous Evidence of Joseph P. Wddholltz's Uncanny Ability 00 Dupe 
Much More Politically Astute ~ ~ d j ~ ~ d u a ~ s  Into Violating FECA. 

The General Counsel's probable cause recommendation is based, to a very large degree. 

on the General Counsel's incredulity that anyone with D. Forrest Greene's financial background 

could have been duped by Joseph P. Waldholtz into making millions of dollars in unsecured 

personal loans. much of which Joseph P. Waldhole then channeled into Enid '94 in violation of 

FECA. General Counsel's Brief at 23. D. Fmest Greene's testimony is more than credible. 

however. once you know that Joseph P. Waldholtz had a decade-long track record of defrauding 

elderly individuals similar to D. Forrest Greene out of substantial sums ofmoney. In addition to 

the crimes for which he was imprisoned. Joseph P. Waldholtz, in the decade prior to his guilty 

plea: 

. Defrauded his grandmother. an elderly Alzheimer's patient. OU: of at least $400.000; 

Forged and counterfeited Government National Mortgage Association ("Ginnie Mae") * 

securities as part of his scheme to defraud his grandmother out of hundreds of thousands 
of dollars; 

. Committed perjury in a state court proceeding initiated by his own father to recover the 
funds that Joseph P. Waldholtz had stolen from his grandmother; 
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Defrauded his mother out of her entire life savings -- $96.000 -- by inducing her to cash 
in her pension, take out a mofigage on the home she owned free and clear. and give the 
money to him to "invest" for her; 

Misappropriated at least $100,000 from his employer, Republican National 
Committeewoman Elsie Hillman. and was fired for using her money for expensive hotel 
suites, first-class aitline tickets, and lavish meals while ttavelling to Republican Party 
events on her behalf and while working as ,the Executive Director for Pennsylvania of 
Bush-Quayle '92; 

Caused Mrs. Hillman to violate the Federal Election Campaign Act's prohibition on 
contributing more than $23.000 in any one year (2 U.S.C. 8 441a(a)(3)) in 1990. 1991, 
and 1992 by failing to keep track of her political contributions, resulting in Mrs. Hillman 
having to pay a $32.000 civil penalty; 

Converted contribution checks made out to the Utah Republican Party to his own use 
while employed as the Party's Executive Director; 

Committed bank fraud by using falsified tax returns showing more than $250.000 in 
annua! income from a now-known-to-be non-existent "Waldhole Family Trust" to o b h  
a home mortgage from First Security Bank of Utah; 

committed additional bar& fraud violations by kiting checks between accounts Joseph P. 
Waldholtz maintained with Memll Lynch, Pittsburgh National Bank. and NationsBdc: 

Falsified Ms. Greene's 1994 and 1995 congressional financial disclosure statements: 

Forged Ms. Greene's endorsement on her congressional paychecks on two separate 
occasions and converted the proceeds to his own use; 

Committed three separate instances of tax fraud involving the tax returns Joseph P. 
Waldholtz filed for tax years 1993 through 1994; and 

Committed massive (more than 850) violations of the Federal Election Campaign Act and 
applicable FEC regulations while serving as treasurer of Enid '94 and Enid '96. as alleged 
in the complaint in MUR 4322. 

Three of these documented misdeeds by Joseph P. Waldholtz are especiaiiy relevant. 

because they demonstrate his uncanny sbility to manipulate individuals who were both more 

financially and politically sophisticated than D. Forrest Greene into unknowingly violating 

FECA. as well as his ability to avoid detection for multiple violations of FECA and FEC 

regulations. 
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1. Elsie Hillmrn. 

In MUR 3929. Joseph P. Waldholtz's former employer, Republican National 

Committeewoman Elsie N. Hillman. agreed to pay $32,000 in civil penalties to the Commission 

to resolve allegations that she committed multiple violations of the Federal Election Campaign 

Act during 1990, 1991. and 1992. 

Joseph P. Waldholtz served as chief of staff to Mrs. Hillman (as well as Executive 

Director for Pennsylvania for Bush-Quayle '92) from 1988 until 1992, when he was terminated 

for allegedly spending more than $100.000 of Mrs. Hillman's money on expensive hotel suites. 

first-class airline tickets, and lavish meals while traveling to Repubjican Nationail Committee 

meetings and other Republican Party events around the country. Kovalski 8: Heath. Wddhok  

h s i  ./oh Oiw Fiiiarices irr 1992: Sotirces Say Hiisbatid ojCoigresswmnaii War Fired by IWC' 

Mmrher. Wash. Post, Nov. 17, 1995. at A3. (Exhibit V).'" 

As a member of the Republican National Committee and a wealthy woman, Mrs. Hillmaii 

was constantly solicited for political contributions. As her chief of staff, Joseph P. Waldholtz 

advised Mrs. Hillman on her political giving and handled the day-to-day task of actually 

conveying contribution checks to their intended recipients (Exhibit W). Joseph P. Waldholtz 

directed Mrs. Hillman's accountant, Hugh Joyce. to issue checks for her political causes and 

wrote the cover letters transmitting the checks to candidates and their campaign committees 

(Exhibit X). It i s  reasonable to assume that Joseph P. Waldholtz's duties included keeping track 

of the extent of Mrs. Hillman's political giving. 

After Mrs. Hillman fired Joseph P. Waldholtz for abusing his expense account, she 

instructed her private attorney, Wendell Freeland. to conduct a review of the political 

Mrs. Hillman. wlio is cvcll known in botli poli~ical and pliilantliropic circlcs. appiircnily cliosc no1 10 press 
cliargcs so thai slic could kccp tliis a privarc inaltcr. 
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contributions she and her husband, billionaire investor Henry Millman, made during the period 

Joseph P. Waldholtz served as her chief of staff. Mr. Freeland soon discovered that Mrs. 

Hillman had exceeded the Federal Election Campaign Act's $25.000 annual limit on individual 

political contributions (2 U.S.C. $441a(a)(3)) in 1990, i991, and 1992 --usually by a substantial 

amount. Mrs. Hillman exceeded the $25,000 annual limit by $16,670 in 1990, by $10,000 in 

1991. and by $12,600 in 1992. Mrs. Hillman voluntarily disclosed these violations to the 

Commission and agreed to pay a $32.000 civil penalty. 

Joseph P. Waldholtz is at least partially responsible for Mrs. Hillman's violations of the 

Federal Election Campaign Act. More importantly, Joseph P. Waldholtz's relationship with Mrs. 

Hillman is eerily similar to his relationship with D. Forrest Greene: Me took advantage of an 

elderly person who trusted him, stole their money, and used it to finance a lavish lifestyle as well 

as his efforts to establish for himself a reputation as a political power broker. Moreover. Joseph 

P Waldholtz's tenure as Mrs Hillman's chief of staff demonstrates that he harbored a flagrant 

disresard for federal election law long before he ever met D. Forrest or Enid Greene. Finally, the 

fact that Joseph P. Waldholtz's mishandling of Mrs. Hillman's political contributions was not 

uncovered until after he left her employ demonstrates his uncanny ability to flout electior. !aw 

while avoiding responsibility for his actions. 

2. Republican Party of  Utah. 

Joseph P. Waldholtz's trail of politically sophisticated victims did not end with Mrs. 

Hillman. He was named acting executive director of the Utah Republican Party in April 1993. 

Within two months, he embezzled nearly $1,500 from the Utah Republican Party by simply 

taking fourteen checks made payable to the Utah Republican Party that were apparently given to 

him at a party fund raising event and depositing them into his personal checking account. 
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Neither the state party chairman, Stan Parrish, nor the state party's outside counsel. Kevin 

Anderson, had any idea that these hnds  had been misappropriated. The embezzlement was not 

discovered during any of the state party's annual external audits. Indeed. the theft only came to 

light when Enid Greene retained the accounting firm of Coopers 8r Lybrand to perform a 

forensic reconstruction of the bank accounts of Enid '94 and Joseph P. Waldholtz. It was 

counsel for Enid Greene that informed the Utah Republican Party that it, too, had been 

victimized by Joseph P. Waldholtz. Wilson, U t ~ h  GOP Leader Says Joe Took From rhe Par?, 

Too, The Salt Lake Tribune, December 10. 1995, at A19. (Exhibit Y). 

3. Wuckaby & Associates. 

Finally, and most importantly. Joseph P. Waldholtz was able to manipulate one of the 

most technically sophisticated federal election law experts in the country, Stan Huckaby, a man 

who had served as the treasurer of the BusWQuayle '92 presidential campaign committee, into 

filing more than half a dozen blatantly false reports with the FEC. 

In mid-June 1994, KayLin Loveland, the assistant treasurer of Enid '94. approached Enid 

Greene with concerns about the accuracy of the FEC reports prepared by Joseph P. Waldholtz. 

Enid Greene Dep. at pages 166-167. Enid Greene's immediate reaction was to hire a nationally 

recognized FEC accounting firm. Huckaby d Associates, to prepare the rest ofthe Enid '94 FEC 

reports. Moreover. Enid Greene directed Huckaby & Associates to do whatever it took. without 

regard to cost. to ensure that Enid '94 was in full compliance with all FECA requirements: 

1 told [Stan Huckaby] that 1 wanted him to do everything that was necessary not 
only from this point forward, but to look at other reports to make sure everything 
was correct. If [the earlier FEC reports] were not [come~t], to amend them. He 
was to spend whatever it took io make sure they are correct. 1 told him if you 
ever have a problem just call me. 

Enid Greene Dep. at page 161 
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Enid Greene retained highly respected professionals to ensure that Enid '94 was in 

complete compliance with all FECA requirements. "hey failed her unerly. Between July 15. 

1994 and January 30, 1995. Huckaby & Associates prepared and fikd seven FEC =pons on 

behalf of Enid '94. Incredibly, Huckaby & Associates prepared these reports based solely on the 

word of Joseph P. Waldholtz whose conduct they were supposed to be overseeing. Huckaby 6 

Associates never obtained any documentation to support the information that was provided to 

them by Joseph P. Waldholtz. Moreover. no one from Huckaby & Associates ever even called 

Enid Greene during the campaign to inform her that they were having difficulty documenting the 

committee's contributions and expenditures. Enid Greene Dep. at 161. 

Joseph P. Waldholtz was able to deceive one of the nation's outstanding expens on 

federal election law into preparing not one, not two, but seven completely fabricated FEC 

reports. The General Counsel was aware of this fact more than a year ago, and yet he is 

incredulous that D. Forrest Greene could not see through Joseph P. Waidholtz's machinations 

and discern the unimaginable: that his new son-in-law had taken the money that he had borrowed 

from D. Forrest Greene to supposedly care for his sick mother and her financial difficulties and 

was using it  to finance his wife's congressional campaign. 

The only thing incredible about this entire series of events is that the allegations against 

D. Forrest Greene ever made it past the reason to believe stage. Given the voluminous evidence 

provided to the General Counsel by counsel for D. Forrest and Enid Greene. the most minimal of 

investigations should have shown that there was no credible evidence IS believe that D. Forrest 

Greene was a willing participant in Joseph P. Waldholtz's criminal scheme. 
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V. CONCLUSIQN. 

The General Counsel's recommendation that the Commission find probable cause to 

believe that D. Forrest Greene violated 2 U.S.C. $9 44lf. 441a(a)(l)(A) md 44la(a)(3) is based 

on nothing more than the General Counsel's subjective belief that a person of D. Forrest 

Greene's financial sophistication could not possibly have been duped by Joseph P. Wddholtz 

into making millions of dollars in unsecured personal loans. much of which Joseph P. Waldholtz 

then channeled into Enid '94 in violation of FECA. However, the scienter requirement of 

section 441f requires that the General Counsel must demonstrate that it is more probable than not 

that D. Forrest Greene knew both that (1) funds he provided to Joseph P. Waldholtz were 

subsequently contributed to Enid '94 in the name of Enid Greene, and (2) he was participating in 

a deliberate plan to evade FECA's regulatory scheme. Moreover. a determination that D. Forrest 

Greene violated section 441f is a necessary prerequisite to any determination that he also 

violated sections 44la(a)(l)(A) or 441a(a)(3). If the Commission does not believe that there is 

probable cause to believe that D. Forrest Greene violated section 441f by making a contribution 

in the name of another, then the Commission may not find that there is reason to believe that he 

violated either of the monetary limits on contributions. 

Contran. to the General Counsel's recommendation, any fair evaluation of all the 

evidence adduced in these matters can come to no other conclusion than that there is no probable 

cause to believe that D. Forrest Greene violated section 441f. and, therefore, no probable cause 

to believe that D. Forrest Greene violated sections 44la(a)(l)(A) or 441a(a)(3). The General 

Counsel simply does not believe D. Forrest Greene's repeated assertions under oath that he was 

unaware that Joseph P. Waldholtz was contributing funds he had obtained from D. Forrest 

Greene by fraud to the Enid '94 campaign. Yet nowhere in his brief does the General Counsel 



discuss - much less refute - the documentary evidence discovered and provided to the General 

Counsel’s ofice by counsel for D. Forrest and Enid Greene that corroborates D. Forrest Greene‘s 

testimony that he was defrauded by Joscpli P. Waldholtz. As discussed in section 1V.A. above. 

the three password-protected documents thm were retrieved from Joseph P. Watdhultz’s laptop 

computer - shielded from discovery by thc passwords “HELP,” and “ L I E  - by 

themselves establish that D. Forrest Greciic was a victim of Joseph P. Waldholtz rather than a 

co-conspirator. 

Mr. Greene is a 79-year-old vetcraii of World War 11, who served his country. his 

community, and his fmily honorably. Norhing in Mr. Greene’s personal or professiond life 

could remotely suggest that, in 1994, Mr. Greerve would abandon a Eifetime’s practice of honor 

and honesty and conspire with Joseph P. Waldholtz to break federal laws. Mori-over. a ut& 

state court has already determined that Joseph P. Waldholtz victimized D. Forrest Greene. The 

General Counsel showed no deference whatsoever to the prior d i n g  by a Utah state court that 

the funds that Joseph P. Waldkoltz contributed to Enid ’94 in the name of Enid Greene were. in 

fact, obtained from D. Forrest Greene hy fraud. This prior d i n g  should preclude the 

Commission from concluding that D. Forrest Greene knowingly assisted Joseph P. Waldholtz in 

making a contribution in the name of anotlicr. 

Fhally. the General Counsel’s probable cause recommendation rests, to a very iarge 

degree, on the General Counsel’s incredulity that anyone with D. Forrest Greene’s financiai 

background could have been duped by Joseph P. Waldholtz into making millions of dollars in 

unsecured personal loans, much of which Joseph P. Waldholtz then channeled into Enid ’94 in 

violation of FECA. D. Forrest Greenc’s testimony is more than credible. however, once you 

know that Joseph P. Waldholtz. long before he ever met D. Forrest Greene, had a long trdck 



record of defrauding individuals much more financially and politically sophisticated than D. 

Forrest Greene out of substantial sums of money. More impomtly,  the record shows that 

Joseph P. Waldhollz was able to manipulate the federal election laws to his own advantage while 

under the supervision of very sophisticated political operatives, including a member of the 

Republican National Committee. Elsie Hillman, the chairman of the Utah Republican Party. Stan 

Parrish. and one of the most technically sophisticated federal election law experts in the c o ~ n t p .  

Stan Huckaby. 

For all of the foregoing reasons, the Commission should conclude that there is no 

probable cause to believe that D. Forrest Greene violated 2 U.S.C. $0 441f. 441a(a)(ll)(A) and 

441a(a)(3). 

Respectfully subm 

Charles H. Roistacher 

Brett G. Kappel 

Powell, Goldstein. Frazer lk Murphy, LLP 
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W. 
Washington. D.C. 20004 
Phone: (202) 347-0066 

Counsel to D. Forrest Greene 
Fa.: (202) 624-7222 
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It's our 7th birthday and we'd love to celebrate it with  yo^! 
From coast to coast and in-between. we've been matching busy 
professionals. It 's been such a great year, we're giving you the 
gift. Not only do you get to meet  and date fun, well-educated 
professionals l ike yourself. you also.get a l i t t le present from us. 
Hey, whose birthday i s  it anyway? 

So give us a call. We can't wai t  to meet you! 

'. 

Washington D.C. 
202.466.66 

alti more 
4 18.659.66 
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By TONY SEWERAD 
@19BS, *HE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 

near Montgomery in central Pennsylvania. 
(Jennifer Domenick) 

MONTGOMERY, 
Penn. - In January 1995, 
Joe Waldholtz sat beside 
his wife, newly elected 
Utah Congresswoman 
Enid Greene Waldholu, 
amid the noise and 
grandeur of the US. House 
of Representatives 
chamber in Washington. 

Chills ran down his 
spine. Around them were the fresh faces of the 104th Congress, dding a 
historic Republican groundswell and ready to reform the nation. A 
humbled President Clinton soon would take the podium to deliver his 
State of the Union. 

Two years later, Waldholtz watched Clinton's annual speech from a 
folding metal chair in federal prison, divorced, bankrupt, abandoned by 
family, battling drug addiction. 

Found out as one of the most spectacular con men in congressional 
history, the brash political consultant once known for his biting wit, 
election insights and huge waistline now faced three yews behind bars for 
trashing the U.S. Constitution. 

Questions echoed loudly about his rise and fall. How could so many -- 
friends, his family, campaign aides, the Utah Republican Party, creditors, 
and even banks -- have been fooled? 
CLICK HERE EXTRA: 

More importantly, how could Enid Greene, a = The Joe Waldlholtd 
Enid sharp GOP lawyer whose 1994 eleclion victory to . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ t  ob joe Utah's 2nd Congressional District was built on 
Waldhole latelrvisw Joe's massive fraud, not have known ofthe deceit? 

Last week, in a five-hour interview with The 
Salt Lake Tribune, his first with a Utah media outlet since landing in jail, 
Waldholtz may have raised more questions than he answered. 
He illegally influenced -- some say, stole -- a federal election. 

Waldhoiltz convinced Enid's father to give him $4 million, half of which 
Joe funneled into her campaign, in violation of federal law. He pilfered 
nearly $1.7 million from his enfeebled grandmother and secretly 
mortgaged his mother's home. Waldholtz wrote hundreds of bad checks, 
and stole credit cards from friends, aides and even his defense lawyers to 
feed his lavish appetites. 

http://www.sltrib.coxdI 998/jud0614 1998/uW385"4.htm 611 6/98 
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from his mouth was a lie. 
Now he says there never was a plan, that he made up Utah's worst 

political fraud as he went dong. 
"There was no orchestrated agenda and that may k the hardest k g  

for people to believe," Wddholtz: said in the visitors room at Allenwo~d 
Federal Prison Camp in cengal P e m y l v ~ a .  

"It was irrational. M;ldsless. Absolute mhess," he sad,  adddmg he was 
driven by drug and weight problems that pushed hina well above 330 
pounds. 

"You can't be that heavy and you can't abuse narcotics that badly and 
not have some issues that need to k dealt wiw said Waldholtz. 

Looking thinner, tan, and claiming to have changed during his prison 
stay, the 35-year-old Pittsburgh native said he takes MI respomibi!ity for 
his titanic spree ofpolitical and financial conuption. 

"I have a lot of amends to make for a whole lot of destruction in my 
past," he said. "I desperately wish that it hadn't happened like ahis and 
that so many people hadn't been hurt." 

And, although he worked for months with federal prosecutors probing 
for evidence that might implicate his wife, then a high-profile protege of 
House Speaker Newt Gingrich, Joe now says bringing her down was the 
last thing on his mind. 

"I never wanted to testify against Enid," Waldholtz said. "I wasn't 
going to sell Enid down the river." 

Court documents indicate he may be lying - once again. 

Page 2 of6 
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His Pittsburgh family, seeking f i & r & l  &lp for Jogs senile 
grandmother Rebecca Levenson, forced Rim into bankPuptcy in 1996 in 5111 

attempt to find money he may have been biding. Documents filed in 
Pennsylvania's Allegheny County, declaeing Joe an oficial debtor, paint 
him as a willing but unbelievable witness against Enid. 

"The United States Attorney's Ofice had intended to use the testimony 
of the Debtor in some type of criminal charge against his ex-wife but 
declines to do so upon the current recent revelation in the news media that 
Joseph Waldholtz was a heroin addict," read one court motion, filed by 
Pennsylvania bankruptcy -tee Gary L. Smith. 

Federal prosecutors officially cleared Enid of wrongdoing in November 
1996, though she and her attorneys have r e h e d  to release a one-page 
letter sent to her at the t ine by Assistant U.S. Attorney Craig Iscoe, 
stating prosecutors' views on the case. 

In sworn U.S. Bankruptcy Court documents, Greene's attorneys 
maintain that the federal prosecutors' yearlong investigation "concluded 
there was no credible evidence that Ms. Greene was involved in Joseph P. 
Waldholtz's criminal endeavors." All of Joe's allegations to the contrary, 
?hey contend, "were absolutely false." 

Enid resigned from Congress after only one term and has spent the 
years since then as a full-time single mother- raising the couple's daughter 
Elizabeth, now almost 3. 

Throughout the barrage of publicity attending the Waldholtz saga, she 
has insisted she was completely taken in by Joe, and knew nothing ofhis 
crimes -- until it was too late. Today, she says she views Joe's plea 
bargaining with prosecutors as another of his r n a s t h l  manipulations. 

"The longer he made up stories about me, the longer he could stay in 
hotels, eat meals at taxpayers' expense, and avoid going to jail: she said 
in an interview from her Salt Lake City home. 

As Joe now surfaces again, in lengthy interviews with The Tribune and 

, ~. , 7-:- 
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lication covering Coaigess, Green 

worries he will be w e d  into a folk hero, a kind ofh 
politics version of skydiving robber D.B. Cooper. "Wis jm't franny," she 
said. 

"classic Joe. It's a way of saying, 'It's not m y  fault.' 

doing," said the 39-year-old attorney. "Lots of people have 
substance-abuse problems and weight problems, but they don't do what 
Joe did." 

Waldholtz seemed nostaigic as he recounted the early days. 

was a GOP operative and senior aide to R e p u b h n  National 
Committeewoman Elsie Hillman of Pennsylvania; she, 
deputy chief of staff to ex-Utah Gov. Norm Bangerter. 

Waldholtz said he was immediately attracted to Greene's intelligence. 
"her beautiful face, her beautiful hair." Charming and urbane, Joe decided 
shortly after that he wanted to marry her. 

According to Joe and court documents, lis pattern of financial 
lawbreaking was well under way as early as 1988, as he syphoned funds 
from his grandmother's stock account to finance his heavy personal 
spending. 

The son of a Pittsburgh dentist, he picked up restaurant tabs, jetted 
around town in limousines, and wore expensive suits. He told Enid arid 
friends he had a non-existent family trust with "more money than God." 

Waldholtz moved to Utah in 1992, ostensibly to provide advice and 
financial help to Enid's first campaign for the Salt Lake County-centered 
2nd Congressional District, against Democrat Karen Shepherd. Their 
romance blossomed. 

The '92 campaign "was terribly m," said Waldholtz. "It's been said 
that the Democrats thought they were running against the Mormon kiddie 
show -- and they were right." 

Seeds of the couple's destruction were sown with Enid's Nov. 3, 1992, 
election defeat, he said. 

"When you see the person you love most in the world curled up in a 
ball on the floor of her bedroom, sobbing because she'd lost and let down 
her party, her state, her friends, her family, her supporters -- and you 
really felt she lost to someone who didn't represent Utah -- it has an 
effect." 

Greene called his claims about his motives and the lack afa p h  

"You can't do what he did without knowing exacdy what you're 

Early Days: Otherwise known as Inmate No. 20395-016, Joe 

Joe and Enid met through the Young Republicans in sphng of 1991. He 

ambitious 

In fact, he said, it turned the Greene-Shepherd rivalry into a holy war. 
Specifically, Waldholtz resolved that money would be IIQ object in 

Greene's next campaign. They never would be outspent again. 
Joe said he especially resented that some Mormon Utahns had voted 

against Enid because she was not married. Even so, Waldholtz hotly 
denied their marriage in August 1993 was born of political expediency. 

"I know people said it was a merger, not a marriage,'' he said. "No. 
We were very much in love." 

But he said that their wedding -- an expensive, high-society gala at the 
then-Hotel Utah -- was a bizarre blend of personal ritual and political 
aspiration. They were married by Utah Gov. Mike Leavitt, before a roster 
of 870 guests drawn from the ranks of Utah elected officials. 

"It was a mini-rehearsal for a state convention," Waldholtz said. 

http://www.sltrib.com/ 19%VjdO6 14 1998/ulah/38524.htm 
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in Hawaii, and stiffed the hotel on They hone 

began a spate of high living and widespread debt. 
Using at least 17 different credit cards, shopping at stores such as 

Nordstrom and Saks Fifth Avenue, records show, Waldholtz tore through 
purchases ofjewelry, h e  clothing, expensive furniture, catered meals, 
even bottled water for the dog, Winston. 

"Winston never drank Perrier!" Waldholtz said indignantly at one 
point. "It was Mt. Olympus bottled water." 

Enid has contended she found these expensive tastes foreign to her own 
wealthy but h g a l  upbringing, but she went dong. 

"That really makes my teeth on grind," Waldholltz responded. But then, 
he stopped short of blaming Greene. "I'm jW going to take it on the chin 
and say, 'OK.' . . . Our lifestyle speaks for itself. It was a mess." 

Meanwhile, said Waldholtz, preparations for the 1994 campaign begm 
almost immediately. In early 1993, Joe took ajob as an unpaid director of 
the Utah Republican Party, using it to deflect possible G8P challengers. 

He had reservations about Greene being a candidate, he said, but she 
was adamant about running again to vanquish her past failure. 

"I understand that Enid disputes tha& but I distinctly recall that 
conversation," he said. "I'm not saying I didn't want her to run, but it was 
a crusade. Look at what we did. Look at how it was." 

Once launched, Waldholtz said, the Enid '94 campaign lived in constant 
terror of a repeat, last-minute loss. On Joe's advice, she changed her 
hairstyle and sought to project a more gentle image. 

A low-grade panic permeated the office - made worse as Joe's trail of 
bounced checks became increasingly impossible to ignore. Creditors 
called daily, and Waldholtz put them off with ever more convoluted 
explanations: A checkbook was stolen. An aide screwed up. Mail was 
lost. A bank account was inadvertently closed. 

Enid ignored or misread the warning signs because "the candidate 
doesn't get involved in campaign minutia," said Joe. 

Ensuing months would, in fact, bring five-figure alarms. American 
Express sued Joe for $50,000 in April. A $60,000 bounced check to Salt 
Lake department store O.C. Tanner became public in June. Staff members 
started bailing out. 

The paranoia grew daily, said Waldholtz, as his fear of being found out 
became all-consuming. 

In Pittsburgh, Joe's father Harvey Waldholtz and his cousin Steve 
Slesinger had caught on to his theft of the grandmother's estate and 
pursued a lawsuit, demanding that he account for the cash. Joe 
stonewalled on request after request, offering his usual litany of excuses. 

Privately, Waldholtz tossed back growing numbers of prescription 
painkillers sent to him in cigarette cartoons by fiends in Pittsburgh, a 
habit that started with back pain but soon swung out of control. His 
weight swelled. 

"1 was numb," he said. "I was out of my mind." 
Desperate for money, Waldholtz claimed his family trust was tied up in 

litigation and looked elsewhere. 
He said he devised a transfer of cash to the campaign from Enid's 

millionaire father, D. Forrest Greene, in exchange for a bogus piece of 
Pittsburgh real estate. He convinced Enid it was legal on paper, and they 
approached Mr. Greene, who agreed. 

The deal eventuaily would bring some $1.8 million into Enid '94 
coffers, and fuel an avalanche of slick TV advertising -- all in gross 

http://www.sltrib.com/l998/jun/Q6 141 9981utahl38524.htm 611 6/98 
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violation of fe ts on campaign domtiom. AW e complex 
-action, Enid would publicly call the infusion " f d l y  money." 

Wd&oltz likened the overkill to marshalling "more forces than it took 
to drop a bomb on Hiroshima." 

Of the involvement of Enid's parents, Waldholtz said, "All they were 
wing  to do was help their daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Greene never tried to 
hurt anyone." 

As they watched the campaign go c w ,  Enid '94 aides have said 
Waldholtz jealously isolated Greene frsm anyone who might tip her off to 
his wrongdoing - a claim Joe denied. Rather, he countered, their marriage 
isolated them both. 

"It was a sick, co-dependent relationship," Waldholtz said. 
Why was she so gullible? 
"Sometimes people believe what they want to believe and what they 

need to believe," said Joe, who added that Greene's apparent blindness 
"was all about winning. Winning. Winning." 

Win, they did. Greene beat incumbent Shepherd and independent 
candidate Merrill Cook in November 1994, after leading that year's third 
most expensive House campaign victory in America. 

Enid announced she was pregnant shortly d e r  winning. Their marriage 
would unravel within 12 months. 

With Enid distracted by her job in Congress, Waldholtz said he ran 
even further amok. Their millionaire lifestyle continued, now from an 
$880,000 Georgetown townhouse. The angry bill collectors were legion. 
When the congressional office chief of staff, David Warmer, resigned, Joe 
took over his duties. 

Invoking his wife's name, Waldholtz continued to secure cash from his 
father-in-law as "loans" and moved money frantically between bank 
accounts in Washington, Utah and Pittsburgh, hoping to stave off 
creditors. 

begin an investigation. 
Improprieties with a House credit union account led the FBI to quietly 

Elizabeth, their daughter, was born Aug. 3 1, ]I 995. 

The Collapse: By then, the world was closing in. Press stories on their 
finances mounted. Badgered by Enid and her brother-in-law, dim 
Parkinson, to explain the rising tide of red ink, Waldholtz finally 
concocted a story that board members for the family trust were flying to 
Washington to meet him. On Nov. 1 1, 1995, Joe and Parkinson headed to 
Washington's National Airport to meet them. 

Then Waldholtz ditched Parkinson at &e airport and disappeared. 
"There wasn't a lot of planning," said Joe. "1 was winging it." 
His head filled with "fear, incredible sadness, thoughts of suicide," he 

hopped a train to Springfield, Mass. "because that's where the train took 
me." He holed up in a hotel room and watched himself on CNN every 20 
minutes. His vanishing made national headlines. 

"It was surreal. I felt like a hunted animal," he said. Enid filed for 
divorce. The feds issued a warrant for his arrest. 

He moved on to Philadelphia, skipping from hotcl to hotel to cover his 
tracks. Skulking though the lobby of the Philadelphia Marriott, he ran 
into attorney and friend Jeff Liebmann. 

"Joe, how are you? I'm reading that Enid just filed for divorce," 
Waldholtz recalled Liebmann as saying. 

"Can't say it's one of my best days," Joe replied. 

Page 4 of6 
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ed Joe to r e m  to Washington, 
days later. After surrendering to prosecutors. he emerg 
courthouse to a phalanx of reporters, "their camera shutters clicking like 
a swarm of bugs." 

He hit rock bottom six months later, when his first meeting with Enid 
since his disappearance touched off a deep depression. "I felt like I was 
dead," he said. Out on bond, Wddholtz flew home to PiCtshurgh, secured 
a bag of heroin and started using. 

Within days, he felt "real sick" and checked into a h g  rehabilitation 
clinic. When the heroin use and conhued check bouncing came to light, 

. a federal judge revoked his bond and t h e w  ylim into a Washington, D.C., 
jail to await sentencing. 

In October 1996, out of excuses, he pleaded guilty to tax, bank and 
election fraud and went to prison for 37 moiiths. 

From the Asbes: Today, Waldholtz says his stay at Allenwood Federal 
Prison Camp near Montgomery, Pa., has given him a second chance. If 
his good behavior continues, he could be: released to a halfkay house later 
this summer. 

Waldholtz has lost nearly 120 pounds through daily jogging and weight 
lifting. He is active in prison educational programs and has worked three 
prison jobs. Wddholtz claimed that extensive drug counseling has helped 
him mend and understand his life. 

He said he wants to go back to school, get an MBA and find work away 
from politics and spin. 

Greene said nobody has a greater interest in believing Waldholtz has 
reformed his life. "That is the quintessence of being a parent, putting the 
interests of your child before your own," she said. But she finds it 
impossible to accept. 

"Nobody who has dealt professionally or personally vdb people like 
Joe gives me any hope that he can change his behavior," she said. "My 
family and I have been through the fires of hell. He can't hurt me 
anymore. 

"But I worry about Elizabeth." 

0 Copyright 1998, The Salt Lake Tribune 

Ali material found on Utah OnLine is copyrighted The Solt Lake Tribune and associated news services. No 
material may be reproduced or reused without explicit permission horn ThcSalt Lake Tribune. 

Contact The Salt Lake Tribune or Utah OnLine by clickins here. 
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(EXCERPT) 

THE DEFENDANT: Thank you, Your Honor, for  allOWhg me 

the opportunity to address this Court. 

Yesterday, as I was reading a newspaper. I came across 

an Associated Press story of a person who graduated from college 

and cheated on an exam. And this gnawed away at her and she 

made it public, and she said something that I think very much 

applies to me: Once you cheat, then you have to cover it with a 

lie. And that's precisely what 1 have done. She said, in that 

process, you deceive all the people into thinking you are 

something you are not. And that's something that I've done!. 

She ended it by saying something that a friend of mine Said Co 

me, a good friend from Pittsburgh, some months ago: The truth 

really does set you free. And b have found t h a t  to be the case 

in the past six weeks. 

This past year has been a nightmare for so many 

people: my family, my friends, my former wife, and her family. 

To them, I would like to express my deepest regret and sor'fuw 

for my actions. My behavior was deplorable. And I alone am 

eesponsible. I did commit crimes against the United States. It 

is my responsibility, and my responsibility alone. Thcse 

actions go against everything that 1 was taught and eWerythiXiSg 

that I thought I believed in. 

I became active in politics hecause f revere this 

nation. To have violated its laws and hurt Che people Z Love, 
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in addition to causing a scandal for the 104th Congress that I 

cared so much about, is something that will haunt me the rest of 

the days of my life. 

24r. Kramer has stated some family history that, while 

true, does net take blame away from me. f am thankful, Your 

Honor, for the treatment that I have received. Both diseases 

are under control because of this treatment. It's up to me from 

here, and I do want to stay well. 

I want to pay whatever debt to society is appropriate 

in the opinion of this Court. In the days that follow, P book 

forward to having the chance to earn back the opportunities and 

responsibilities that have always gone hand-in-hand with 

citizenship in a free society. Having failed to be responsible, 

I know that I must suffer the consequences of my actions. 

accept that honestly and wholeheartedly. 

begin the painful, but rewarding, process of rehabilitatian. 

E 

Only by doing so cam P 

Thank you. 

TffE COUBT: Thank you, Mr. Waldholtz. You may remain 

there. 

I have ruled on a l l  of the issues that your attQtXey 

raised with respect to the presentence report save the l a s t  o m  j 

that we discussed, and that is, whether or not there should be ! 

an upward departure in your case. And 1 am convinced that th@ 

total. offense level should be adjusted upward to account f O h -  

your continuing criminal activity while you were on release.. 

; 

I 
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Under 18 U. S. Code, Section 3553(b), a sentencing court may 

impose a sentence outside the applicable guideline range if 

there exists an aggravating or mitigating circumstance of a kind 

or to a degree not adequately taken into consideration by the 

Sentencing Commission. And I believe such aggravating 

circumstances are present in your case. 

, 

The Court of Appeals €or this Circuit has held that 

post-offense misconduct is a proper basis for an upward 

departure in offense level if it shows extensive criminal 

involvement. You admitted at a SQptember 26, 1996, hearing 

before me that YOU had committed numerous offenses during the 

four-month period of your release pending sentencing. * And Z 

don't have to go through all of those things; they have been 

gone through extensively here. But you did perp@trate fraud 

upon your family and friends and continued this practice, or 

your practice, of writing checks for which there were no funds 

on deposit. 

I do not think, however, that your case fits into the 

enhanced penalty under Section 2 J X . 7 ,  because you have not beep1 

convicted of a federal crime. But because your post-release 

conduct is net adequately taken into consideration by the 

Sentencing Commission, I am going to impose a three offense 

level upward departure. 

I'm very pleased ta hear what you had to say today, Mar. 

Waldholtz. You seem to be able to capture what is not only the 
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Court's concern, but the community's concern as well, and to 

state that you recognize your wrongdoing and that it will not 

occur again. 

released you on your personal bond, and actually, I guess from 

the day I released you, you have engaged in conduct that you 

knew was criminal, that you knew was wrong, even if it were net 

criminal. And you knew that you had promised me faithfully 

But I think that was one of the reasons why E 

right here in this courtroom that you would not commit another 

criminal offense  while you were on p u i  release. 

Despite your guilty pleas, Mr. Waldholtz, you 

continued, even until this minute, to shift the blame for your 

action. 

you revere the Constitution. 

today. And that you are a law-abiding person. You have 

suggested that you were corrupted by politics. 

convinced by your self-serving statements that you were 

corrupted by politics, or even that you revere the 

Constitution. 

certainly, I think, be willing to obey the laws of the country. 

You have told the probation officer in the past that 

You have told that to me here 

I'm simply not 

Anyone who reveres the Constitution would 

You convinced your wife, apparently -- your @ % - w i f e ,  

and h@r family that you had a substantial family trust fund when 

in fact there bras no such trust fund. The bank fraud in this 

case was a very sophisticated scheme, requiring precise timing. 

And not only that, but it required an intimate knowledge of the 

financial institutions you deceived. The campaign finance. fraud 
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shaws careful planning, as you repeatedly concealed and 

misreported campaign contributions. 

your guilty plea, where you would cheat even your own father, 

demonstrates that you are a person who simply will no t  confarm 

your conduct to that which is required of all citizens: Obey 

the law. Obey the laws of this country. 

Your continued deceit after 

Rather than carrying out your impartant duties as a 

campaign treasurer, you attempted to win that election without 

any consideration of truth. You shamelessly spent funds in the 

Enid Greene campaign that YOU knew could no t  be used f a r  

campaign purpos@s. You continued on your illicit course, hiding 

the use of these funds from the public. Had illegal funds not 

been used in the campaign, or had your illegal actions been 

revealed before the election, the outcome o f  the election may 

well have been different. That is, of course, something n ~ n a  of 

us will ever know; and, thu5, w e  will never know the full effect 

of your conduct. 

But there i s  one thing, Mr. Waldholtz, that is certain, 

and that is, you abused the public trust. No sentence tha2 this 

court has been authorized to impose is sufficient to atone for 

your attempts to manipulate an election, for bank fraud, far 

false statement, f o r  failure to report campaign contributmns, 

and for assisting in filing a fraudulefit t a x  return. 

of public disgrace that you alone have placed upon yourself and 

your family is also insufficient. 

The burden 
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Perhaps, however, the person who shall suffer most 

because of your criminal conduct is your infant daughter. You I 

certainly have not taken a step to censicler how your crimes and 

misdeeds shall forever stain her. 

Mr. Waldholtz, pursuant to the Sentencing Reform Act of 

1984, it is the judgment of the Court that you, Joseph P. 

Waldholtz, be, and you shall be, placed in the custody of the 

U. S. Bureau of Prisons for a term of 37 months. 

I failed it write it in, but X thimk uradler the naw 

guidelines, the minimum is 37 months. 

pIR. ~ E R :  Yes. 

THE COURT: For 37 months. T h i s  tern consists Of 37 

months on Count 21 in Dockek No. 96-143 and 3 9  months on Count 

One in Docket No. 96-185, 12 months on Count !Two in Docket No. 

96-185, and 36 months OR Count Three in Docket No. 96-185. All 

zounts  shall run concurrently. 

This is an upward departure based on your continued 

zrinrinal zetivity while you were pending sentencing and because 

the seriousness of your offense in Docket No. 96-185 is 

inderestimated by the guideline range as there was no loss in 

t h a t  case. 

YOU shall pay restitution -- let =e find that. YOU 

shall pay restitution in the sua OZ $10,920. Upon release from 

imprisonment, Mr. Waldholtz, you shall be placed on supervised 

celease for a term of five years. This term consists of five 
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years on Count 21 in Docket No. 96-143, three y@srs on Couprt 

One, Docket No. 96-185, and one year each on Counts Two and 

Three in Docket No. 96-185. all terms to run concurrently. 

Within 72 hours of your release from custody to the 

Bureau of Prisons, you shall report in person to the probation 

office in the district to which you are released. While ail 

supervised release, you shall not commit another federal, 5tate 

or local crime; you sh-aPl comply with the standard conditions of 

probation or supervised rolrase as adopted by this Court; and 

you shall comply with the following additional conditions: 

Number one, you shall not possess a firearm or other 

dangerous weapon for any reason. 

or possess an illegal drug, nor shall you associate with any 

known drug dealers or be present where illegal drugs are used, 

sold or distributed. 

Number two, you shall not use 

You shall participate in a substance abuse treatment 

program, which program may include testing to dete&vine if 

illegal substances are being used, at the direction of th@ 

Probation Office. 

YOU shall pay restitution to the Internal Revenue 

Service in the amount of $10,920, at the rate to be datemined 

by the Probation Office. 

NOW, Mr. waldholtz, I do find, after serious thought, 

that you do not have the ability to pay a fine, the costs of 

imprisonment or supervision, and because 1 have also  entered 
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that restitution requirement. So, for  those reasons, you will 

not be indebted to us for a fine or the costs of imprisonment. 

It is8 however, further ordered that you must pay a special 

assessment fee on Count 21 in Docket No. 96-143 of $50, and $50 

on each Sounts One and Thra@ im Docket No. 96-185, and $25 on 

Count Two in Docket No. 96-185, for a total special assessment 

fee of $175. This assessment should be paid as soon as 

possible, and certainly, if not paid before! you complete your 

period of incarceration, it must be paid within 60  days of y ~ u r  

release from prison. 

I shall not make the recommendation that your attcsrney 

has requested. m. WaldhoStz, I am very familiar with the boot 
camp, and I do not believe that it is appropriate. But X do 

believe that what it does offer to youngerr less sophisticated 

individuals is something that you should strive for, a d  that 

is, to stay off illicit drugs and to devote your fine miEd -- 
YOU have to have a good mind to be able to do what you have 

clone, all right? To devote YOUK fine mind to obeying the? law- 

And it is so ordered. 

MR. XRaMER: Your Honor, in light of that, just ane 

Eurther request. And I discussed it with PIP. Iscoe beforeip who 

told me that he would not object. 

AllenWood as the place of inlcarceration. Mr. Wabdholtz has an 

elderly father, who would like to visit him, and that wauld be 

If Your Honor would recommend 

the easiest place. 
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THE COURT: 1 would be very happy to recommend 

Allenwood.. But understand me, tRat*s all S can do, is 

recommend. 

THE DEFENDANT: 1 understand, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: I cannot tell the Bureau of Prisons where 

to imprison anyone. Even if I had recommended the boot Camp, 

that would have been all that it would have been, is a 

recommendation. So, I certainly have RQ objections to 

recommending that you be placed at an institution where your 

father will be in a position to visit you. 

THE DEFENDANT: Thank you. 

MR. KRANER: Thank you. 

THE COURT: If there 1s nothing further -- 
MR. W E R :  Your Honor, the ceunts of the original 

indictment need to be dismissed. 

THE COURT: Yes. 

PIR. ISCOE: Yes, Your Honor. A t  this time, the 

Government dismisses the remaining counts o f  the indictment in 

Case Number 96-143. 

THE COURT: All right. And 185, all C Q U ~ ~ S  hers pled 

to. 

MFt. ISCOE:  He pled to a l l  counts in 185. 

THE COURT: All right. SO it*s so ordered. 

MR. KRAMER: Thank YOU. 

THE COURT: The best of luck bo you, sic. 

4 
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THE DEFENDANT: Thank you, Your ?loner. 

(Recessed at 1l:lS a.m. and resumed at b%:25 a.m.) 

THE COURT: We are resuming the case bf United States 
I 

versus Joseph Wabdholtn, Criminal No. 96-143 and Criminal No. 

96-185. 

Mr. Waldholtz, I'm sorry to have to bring you back, but ; 
I 
I I failed to advise you of your right to appeal. 

absolute right to appeal your sentence in this case; you have 

the right to appeal any other rulings that I made here contrary 

to those which you and your attorney argued. All right? That  

apaeal must be not& within ten days of today's date. 

You have an 

I can assure you that if you wish to appeal any 0r all 

issues that were ruled on contrary to your legal v i @ w d ,  HP. 

Kramer will be happy to note that appeal for you and in a timely 

fashion. 

You also  know, sir, that because I still don't know 

what happened between you and the attorneys you had retained, 

because I did not kROW what had happened there, 1c asked E9r. 

Kramer, who heads oue Federal Public befender Service, to 

represent you. 

that that was appropriate. So, if you wish to appeal, you can 

90 straight to the Court of App@als, and you can ask them, the 

judges up there, to appoint counsel for you in the Court of 

Appeals. 

And apparently we have been able to determine 

So, I'm sorry I forgot to do that. 
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MFt. KRaMER: I apologize for overlooking that, too, 

Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Yes. I really am sorry. 

MR. KRAMER: He has been advised, but thank you very 

much. 

THE QEFENQANT: Yes. Thank you. 

THE COURT: Thank you very mush. And you may step back 

now. 

MR. ISCOE: Thank you, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Hr. Iscoe, I'm sorry, but while ha was 

still here, it was important to do that. 

NFt. ISCOE: I'm glad Your Honor caught it. I would 

have realized it. by the time 1 g o t  back to my affica, perhaps, 

but I'm glad Your Honor thought of it sooner. 

THE COIJRT: Thank YOU. 

(Proceedings concluded at 11:27 a.m.) 

CERTI FTCATE OF REPORTER 

1 certify that the foregoing is a correct transcription from 

the record of proceedings in the above-entitled matter. 

Official Court Repartar 



ORIN G. HATCH 
UTAH 

wi 
WASHINGTON. DC 2051W402 

September 25,1998 

.- 
Ms. Enid Greene 
2164 South Berkeley Street 
Salt Lake City, 84109 

Dear Enid: 

I understand that the Federal Election Commission has initiated an investigation inti your 
1994 campaign and your father, D. Fonest Greene. Incredibly, the press reports imply that the 
Commission’s investigation is focused on your conduct and your father’s, rather than the proven 
criminal actions of your former husband and 1994 campaign treasurer, Joseph P. Waldholtz. 

I recall when your former husband became the subject of a nationwide manlhunt in 
November, 1995, after he fled a FBI bank fraud inves~gation. As you know, shortly before his 
disappearance, I met with you and Mr. Waldholtz to discuss the allegations that had been leveled 
against him. It was apparent to me at that meeting that YSU still truly believed in your former 
husband’s innocence and were completely ignorant of his various criminal schemes. I found Mr. 
Waldholtz’s explanation of his banking problems lacking in credibility and I told hirri that he 
would go to jail if he did not straighten out the situation right away. He disappeared shortly 
thereafter. 

Given the intense scrutiny that this case received from both the medic a d  the U.S. 
Attorney for the District of Columbia, it seems to me that the COIIUXI~SS~OR should be able to 
complete its investigation in short order. T ie  facts of ?he case are well h o r n .  As you know, a 
former reporter for the Peser el New& Lee Benson, has recently published a book, 
that reviews all of the facts in this case in great detail. I can attest to the accuracy of those 
portions ofthe book that are relevant to your Lack of laowledge of Mr. Wal&!dtz’s schemes. 

I trust that the Commission will act appropriately to conclude its investigation as quickly 
as possible. If I can be of any assistance whatsoever, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

0GH:rld 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

< Holding A Criminal Term ._  

Grand Jury Sworn In On October 7, 1994 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

V. 

JOSEPH P . WALDHOLTZ, 
Defendant. 

Criminal No.: 

Grand Jury original 

Violations: 
18 U.S.C. 5 1 3 4 4  

18 U . S . C .  5 2 
(Bank Fraud) 

(Aiding and Abetting) 
18 W.S.C.  B 982(a)  ( 2 )  and 

(b) ( 1 O B )  
(Criminal Forfeiture) 

. a  '!I u"p; I;,; ~ ~ ? y . ~  
i r i r ~ u  h i 4  UJ 1-44 

22?wz!%m * .  
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The Grand Jury Charges: 
HAY - 2 !996 

;ismis 3~ coLumjA 
ONE TaRouGx ,;L:fni(. i<.s. D:$YR;CT COURT 

"> ;2 
Introduction 

1. At all times material herein: 

A) The defendant JOSEPX P. WALDRQLT!?! was the husband of 

Enid Green@ Waldholtz, the elected congressional Representative of 

t h e  Second Congressional District of the state of Utah. JOSEPH P. 

WALDHOLTZ worked Eull-time in Representative Waldkoltz's 

Congressional office, but received no salary. Joseph and Enid 

Waldholtz were legal residents of the state of Utah, but also hac3 

a residence in the District of Cobumbia, where they lived while 

Representative Waldholtz was serving in Congress. 



B) The defendant JOSEPH B. WALDBOLTZ and his ;rife, lnid 

Greene Waldholtt, maintained joint checking accounts at the Wright 

Patman congressional Federal Credit Union (hereinafter sometimes 

referred to as “CPCUll), located in Washington, D.C., and at First 

Security Bank of Utah (hereinhfter sometimes referred to as  “FSB”) , 

located in Salt Lake City, Utah. 

. .-- 

C) The Congressional Federal Credit Union and F i r s r :  

Security Bank of Utah were financial institutions as defined by 

Title 18 U.S.C. 5 2 0 .  

The Conaressional Federal Credit Union1 
First Security Bank Check Kite 

2 .  Beginning on or about January 1995 and continuing up to or! 

or about March 3 ,  1995, the defendant JOSEPH P. WALDHOLTZ devised 

a scheme and artifice to defraud the Congressional Federal Credit 

Union and First Security Bank by executing a check kiting scheme 

whereby he made cross deposits into Account Nurnber 106413 at CFCU 

and into Account Number 051-10075-51 at FSB, making it app@ar that 

there were substantial balances in both accounts. In fact, as the 

defendant JOSEPIP P. W D H O E T X  knew, the’ actual balances in the 

accounts were negligible or negative. 

3 .  A standard general practice . applied by financial 

institutions concerning deposits and access to deposited funds is 

as follows: When an account holder deposits a check into his 

account at a bank, that bank sends the actual check, by United 

States mail or other means, to the bank upon which the check was 

drawn. Th@ bank upon which the check was drawn then determines if 

the person who wrote the check has sufficient funds in h i s  account 

2 



to pay the check. If he does, the bank upon vhich the check .&as 

drawn pays the check by sending the money to the bank i n e o  which 

the check was deposited as a credit. Once the bank has received 

the deposited funds from the bank upon iJhich the check vas drawn, 

then the customer who deposited the check is permitted to use the 

money. There is usually a delay of several days between the time 

that a check is deposited and the time that the customer is'given 

access to the funds. 

.K 

4. In contrast to the general banking practices described in 

the proceeding paragraph, it was the practice of the CFCU and FSB, 

i n  certain circumstances, to give a customer immediate credit f o r  

his deposited check. That is, the customer would be allowed to 

write checks based on the deposit immediately, without waiting far 

the deposited check to be sent to the bank upon which it was drawn 

and without waiting for that bank to determine whether the account 

had sufficient funds to cover the amount of the check. When this 

was done, the bank allowed the customer the temporary t s e  of its 

own money expecting the deposited.check to he paid. This practice 

is referred to as paying a check against uncollected funds. 

5. It was the policy of CPCU to pay checks drawn on 

uncollected funds checks deposited i n t o  the customer's account. 

6. It Was the policy of FSB ta pay checks drawn on 

uncollected funds checks in cases in which a bank officer approved 

the paynent of such checks. 

7 .  As part of the scheme and artifice to defraud, the 

defendant JOSEPW P. WALDMQLTZ made numerous misrepresentations to 
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FSB regarding the source and availability of funds to which he 

claimed to have access, thereby causing FSB to pay checks based on 

uncollected funds. For example, JOSEPH P. WALDHOETZ repeatedly 

promised large transfers of funds into his FSB account from a 

trust, supposedly with a value of millions of dollars, located in 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania when, in fact, as JOSEPH P. WALDHOLTZ 

knew, no such trust existed. 

.r 

a .  It was a part of the scheme and artifice to defraud that 

t h e  defendant JOSEPH P. WALBHQLTZ used his knowledge .of the 

practice of CFCU and FSB of giving him immediate credit for his 

deposits to carry out a check kiting scheme. 

9. It was a part of the said scheme and artifice to defraud 

that: 

A) JOSEPB P. WALDRO&TZ would write checks on his adcount 

at FSE knowing that he did n o t  have sufficient funds to cover them; 

8) YOSEPH P. WALDHOETZ then deposited these checks at 

CFCU where he knew he would get immediate crcdit -iG his CFCU 

account; 

C) A s  a result SOSEPH P. WALDHOLTZ8S CFCU account 

balances would reflect more money than was actually available; 

D)  JOSEPB P. WALDHOLTZ then would write checks on his 

CFCU accounts knowing that he did not have sufficient money to 

cover them, since his account balance was artificially inflated by 

deposits of insufficient funds checks from FSB. 

10. It was a further part of the said scheme and artifice to 

defraud that JOSEPH P. WAEDHOLTZ, through the exchange of worthless 
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checks back 

inflate the 

and forth between the CFCU and FSB, did artificially 

balances in the accounts and obtain the use of monies, 

funds and credits to which he was not entitled. At the height of 

the scheme, the defendant's accounts at CFCU and FSB showed a 

combined apparent positive balance of approximately $792,000, while 

the two accounts in fact had a combined negative balarlce of 

approximately $197,000. 

,..e- 

11. During the course of this check kiting scheme, JOSEPH P. 

WALDHOLTZ wrote approximately $1,445,000 worth of worthless checks 

drawn on his account at FSB which he deposited into his account at 

CFCU. Similarly, the defendant wrote approximately $1,515,000 

worth of worthless checks drawn on his account at CFCU which he 

deposited intd hi5 account at FSB. During the scheme, YQSEBB P. 

WAEDHQLTZ did not any make any deposits into the accounts &hick 

reflected money legitimately available to him. 

12. During the course of this check kiting scheme, the 

defendant wrote checks drawn on his CFCU account to patties other 

than FSB worth approximately $66,000. These checks were paid by 

CFCU. During the course of this check kiting scheme, the defendant 

also wrote checks drawn on his FSB account to parties other than 

CFCU worth approximately $141,000, These checks were paid by FSB. 

But for the defendant's scheme to defraud, CFCU and FSB would not 

have paid these checks. 

13. On or about March 2 ,  1995, CFCU and FSB discovered t h e  

defendant's check kiting scheme and CFCU froze the defendant's 

checking account. After CFCU and FSB reviewed the defendant's 



accounts and exchanged certain of the defendant's checks, the banks 

determined that the result was that Waldholtz's account at FSB had 

an overdraft of approximately $209,000. 
-e- 

14. On or about the dates listed below, within the District 

of Columbia, the defendant JBSEPS P. WAEDHOLTZ f o r  the purpose of 

executing and attempting to execute the scheme and arcifice to 

defraud both banks as set forth in paragraphs one through twelve 

above, did knowingly deposit, and caused to be deposited, checks 

into cFCU and FSB, in the amounts listed below, drawn ,on the 

Waldholtz accounts at CFCU and FSB. 

Count: 
One 
TWO 
Three 

Four 
Five 
Six 
Seven 
Eight 
Nine 

Ten 
Eleven 
Twelve 
Thirteen 
Fourteen 
Fifteen 
Sixteen 
Seventeen 
Eighteen 
Nineteen 
Twenty 
Twenty-one 

Twenty-two 
Twenty-three 

Twenty-four 

- Date 
2/3/95 
2/3/95 
2/6/95 

2/7/95 
2/8/95 
2/9/95 
2/10/95 
2/13/95 
2/14/95 

2/15/95 
2/16/95 
2/16/95 
2/17/95 
2/21/95 
2/21/95 
2/22/95 
2/22/95 
2/23/95 
2/24/95 
2/24/95 
2/27/95 

2/27/95 
2/28/95 

2/28/95 

Source Debosited Total Value 
CFCU Check 30. 101 FSB S lO,OOO.OQ 
FSB Check No. 732 
FSB Check Nos. 
751, 752, 753 
CFCU Check No. 102 
FSB Check No. 7 7 6  
CFCU Check Na. 103 
FSB check No. 778 
CFCU Check No. 104 
FSB Check Nos. 
781, 782, 783, 784 
CFCU Check No. 106 
CFCU Check NO. 108 
FSB Check No. 793 
CFCU Check No. 110 
CFCU Check No. 112 
FSS Check No. 801 
CFCU Check NO. 113 
FSB Check No. 806 
FSB Check No. 8 0 8  
CFCU Check No. 114 
FSB Check No. 809 
CFCU Check Nos. 
116, 117 
FSB Check No. 826 
CFCU Check Nos. 
127, 128 
FSB Check No. 830 
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CFCU 
CFCU 

FSB 
CFCU 
FSB 
CFCU 
FSB 
CFCU 

FSB 
FSB 
CFCU 
FSB 
FSB 
CFCU 
FSB 
CFCU 
CFCU 
FSB 
CFCU 
FSB 

CFCU 
FSB 

CFCU 

5 19,000.00 

$20,0p0.00 

$ 30,000.00 

$ 25,000.00 
$ 50,000.00 
S 65,000.00 
5 65,000.00 
$ 85.000.00 

$100,000.00 

$100,000.00 
5 50,ooo.ao 
$150,000.00 
$100,000.00 
$100,000.0Q 
$100,000.00 
$150,000.00 
$150,000.00 
S150,OOO.OO 
$250,000.00 

$150,000.00 
$200,000.00 

-. 
$ 50,000.00 

S f S O ,  000.00 



I 

Twenty-five 3/1/95 CFCU Check No. 120 FSB s250,000.00 
Twenty-six 3/1/95 F S B  Check No. 814 CFCU S l 5 0 , O O O . C J O  
Twenty-seven 3/2/95 FSB check NO. 832 CFCU S250,OOO.OO 

TOTAL $ 2 , 9 6 0 , 0 8 0  
.A* 

(In violation of 18 United States Cade, Sectims ? 3 4 4  and 2 )  
(Bank Fraud and Aiding and Abetting) 

FORFEXTURE ALLEGATION * 

1. The allegations of Paragraphs One. through Fourteen af 

this indictment are realleged and by this reference are fully 

incorporated herein f o r  the purpose of alleging forfeitures .to the 

United States of America pursuant to the provisions of Title 18 

U . S . C .  g 982 (a) ( 2 ) .  

2 .  As a result of the offenses alleged in Counts One through 

Twenty-Seven, the defendant, JOSEPR P, WALDHOLTZ shall forfeit to 

the United States all property canstituting, or derived k r o m ,  

proceeds the defendant obtained directly or indirectly, as a result 

of such offenses, including but not limited to: 

. .  

a. $209,000 in United States currency and all i&erest and 

proceeds traceable thereto, in that such sum in aggregate is 

property which was property constituting, or derived from, proceeds 

obtained directly or indirectly as a result of the bank frauds in 

violation of 18 U.S.C. SS 1344, and 982 .  

b. If any of the property described above as being subject 

to forfeiture, as a result of any act or  omission of the defendant 

(1) cannot be located upon the exercise of due 

( 2 )  has been transferred or sold to, or deposited with, 

diligence; 

a third person; 
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. . .  

i 

has been placed beyond the jurisdiction of :he 
court; 

has been substantially diminished in value; or 

has been commingled with other property .-whish 
cannot- be subdivided without difficulty; 

it is the intent of the United States, pursuant to Title 18, U . S . C .  

Code 982(b)(l)(B) to seek forfeiture of any other property of said 

defendant up to the value of the above forfeiture property. 

(In violation of Title 18 United Stares Code, Section 
9 5 2 ( a )  ( 2 )  and (b) (1) (E)) (Criminal Forfeiture) 

A TRUE BILL: 

ATTORNEY OF THE UNITED STATES IN 
AND FOR THE DISTRIST OF COLUNBIA 



Pamela Bethel, Esquire 
Barbara Nicastro, Esquire 
Bethel & Nicastro 
2021 L Street, N.W. 
Suite 300 
Washington, DC 20036 

Re.: Joseph P. W a l d h O l t Z ,  CI. Catoe NO. 96-1143 (WJ) 
m 

Dear Ms. Bethel and Ms. Nicastro: 

This letter sets forth the terms and conditions of the Plea 
Agreement which this Office is willing to enter into siith your 
client, Joseph P. Waldholtz, regarding the charges in the above 
captioned-case and other matters presently under investigarion. 

I. CHARGES 

Mr. Waldholtz agrees t o  enter a plea of guilty in the United 
States District Court for the District of Columbia to one Count 
of bank fraud (18 U.S.C. g 1344) and agrees to criminal 
forfeiture of $14,910 (as U.S .C.  g 82(a) (2) and r[b) (1) ( 8 ) )  as 
charged in count Twenty-one and in the Fo~feiture Count of the 
Indictment returned against hiqiin CrLminal Ca5e Ha. 963-3143. In 
addition, Mr. Waldholtz agrees t o  plead guilty to a threecount 
Infomation charging R i m  w i t h  an% C O U F . ~  o f  making a false  
statement (18 U.S.C.  s h00P),  OR^ euunt of making a falee repoe  
to the Federal Election commission (tPFEC'O ( 2  U.S .C.  S 437g(d) 
and s 441a), and one count Qf willfully aiding or assisting in 
filing a false or fraudulent tax return (26 U.S.C. S 7 2 0 6 ( 2 ) ) .  
The Information will be filed on a date determined by the 
government. Joseph Waldholtz agrees that, fo r  the purposes of 
this plea, venue for all charges is properly before the United 
States District Court for the District of Columbia and agrees to 
waive any challenges to venue. 



2 .  FACTUAL ADMISSION OF GUILT 

Pursuant to Rule ll(e) ( 6 ) ,  Federal Rules of criminal 
Procedure, and Rule 410 of the Federal Rules of Evidence, Mr. 
Waldholtz agrees to state under oath that the following statement 
of his actions is true and accurate. The government agrees that 
the following facrs constitute all of the relevant fact,s of 
conviction. 

The charges set forth in Section 1, above, arise from Khe 
following facts: 

a. Bank Fraud 

1. offense of conviction 

Mr. Waldholtz pleads guilty to Count Twenty-one of the . 
Indictment and admits that, as part of a scheme and artifice to 
defraud, on or about February 27, 1995, he deposited into a 
checking account at the First security Bank of Utah ("FirSt 
Security") two checks, numbered 116 and 117, drawn on a checking 
account at the Wright Patman Congressional Federal Credit Union 
(a6CPCUrg! in the total amount of $250,060, knowing that there were 
not sufficient funds in the CFCU account to pay those checks and 
intending to create the erroneous appearance that sufficient 
funds were available. 

2 .  Relevant Conduct 

From late January of 1995 through early March of 1995, 
Joseph Waldholtz engaged in a scheme and artifice to defraud 
First Security and CFCU through "check kiting" betwean joint 
checking accounts that he and his wkfe, Enid Green@ Waldholtz, 
had at First Security (AcpQUnt No. 051-1075-51) and CFCU (Account 
No. 106413). He began carryinq-out this scheme on February 3, 
1995, by depositing into the First Security account a check for 
Sl0,OOO drawn on the CFCU account and depositing into +he CFCU 
account a check for $10,000 drawn on the First Security account. 
At the time he wrote those checks and made those deposits, Joseph 
Waldholtz knew that there were not sufficient funds in either 
account to cover the amounts of the checks. 

Mr. Waldholtz continued to make cross deposits into the two 
accounts in order to make it appear that there were substantial 
balances in both accounts when, in fact, ma actual balances were 
negligible or negative. In addition, Mr. WaldhaZtz wrote checks 
on both accounts to third parties. First Security and CFCU paid 
those checks because Mr. Waldholtz's actions made it appear that 
the accounts had sufficient balances to pay the checks. Between 
February 3, 1995 and March 2, 1995, First Security paid checks.to 
third parties totaling approximately $130,000 and checks totalirq 
approximately $ll,OlO to Mr. Waldholtz. During the same time 
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period, CFCU paid checks to third parties 
$62,000 and checks totaling approximately 
Waldholtz. 

totaling approximately 
5 3 , 9 0 0  to Mr. 

._ 
d r: 

1; 

In reality, there were virtually no funds in either account 
to pay those checks. After CFCU and FSB discovered the check 
kiting scheme and exchanged certain checks, the WaldholZzs' 
account at First Security had a negative balance or overdraft of 
approximately $209,000 and the account at CFCU had no overdraft. 
Mr. Waldholtz covered the overdraft by depositing into the First 
Security account money which was provided by Enid Greene 
Waldholtz's father, D. Forrest Greene. 

b. False Statements and False PEC Reports 

Joseph Waldholtz was the treasurer of Enid Waldholtz's 1994 
Congressional campaign committee, which was called "Enid '94". 
("the CommitteeI1). A s  treasurer, Mr. Waldholtz was responsible 
€or preparing various FEC forms and reports regarding the 
Committee's receipts and disbursements and was responsible for 
certifying that the Committee's submissions were "to the best of 
[his] knowledge and belief . . .true, cerrect.and complete." 

On or about January 31, 1995, Mr. WaPdholtz signed the 1994 
Year End Report'(FEC Form 3) €or Enid '94 and signed the Report 
to certify that it was true, correct and complete. Mr. Waldho&tz 
then caused the Report to be filed with the FEC. At the time 
that he signed the Report and caused it to be filed, Joseph 
Waldholtz knew that the Report contained a substantial number of 
false statements of material facts and omissions of material 
facts and that the Report was not true, correct or completa. 

During calendar year 1994, E n s  Waldholtz's father, D. 
Forrest Greene, had depo&ted approximately $2,800,000 into the 
personal bank accounts of Joseph and Enid Waldholtz. Joseph 
WaldhoPtz knew that during calendar year 1994 almost $2,800,000 
provided by Mr. Greene was transferred from the Waldhoitzs' 
personal accounts to Enid ' 9 4 .  Joseph WaldhoPtz also knew that - 
neither he nor Enid Waldholtz were receiving salaries during most 
of 1994 and that neither he'nor Enid Waldholtz had sufficknt 
personal funds, independent of those provided by Mr, Green@, to 
cover the transfers to Enid ' 9 4 .  

Despite the fact that he knew that the funds that were 
transferred from th@ personal accounts of Joseph and Enid 
Waldholtz to Enid ' 9 4  had been provided by Mr. Greene, Jogcph 
Waldholtz reported on various FEC Reports, including the 1994 
Year End Report, that the transferred funds represented Enid 
waldholtz's personal assets. Mr. Waldholtz made those false 
statements and misrepresentations because he knew that the FEC, 
regulations that limit campaign contributions to $1,000 per 



election cycle do not apply to contributions that a candidate 
makes with her own funds. 

Mr. Waldholtz further admits that he created "gRost 
contributors" to Enid '94. Mr. Waldholtz willfully reported 
false names and addresses of alleged contrdbutors to the Enid '94 
campaign, even though he,knew that the persons did nat.make 
contributions to Enid '94. 

c. Willfully Aiding or Assisting in Filing a False 
or Fraudulent Tax Return 

Joseph and Enid Greene Waldholtz were married in August Of 
1993, but decided to file separate federal tax returns for the 
1993 tax year. During 1993, Enid Greene Waldhleltz §Old shares of 
securities that she owned which had appreciated in value. AS a 
result of that appreciation, Enid Greene Haldholtz incurred and 
had the obligation to report a long term capital gain of 
approximately $39,000. 

Enid Greene Waldholtz told Joseph Waldholtz that she would 
have to pay income tax on that capital gain and, to prevent her 
from having to pay the t a x ,  Joseph Waldholtz told Enid Greene 
Waldholtz that he would give her stock on which he said he had 
incurred a long term capital loss in excess of the amount of her 
capital gain. Joseph Waldholtz then provided Enid Greene 
Waldholtz with the name of the stock that he falsely claimed io 
have given her and the date on which he claimed to have giV@n the 
stock to her, the date that he ClaiMed to hav@ purchased the 
stock, the number of shares he claimed to Rave purchased, and its 
alleged basis. 

Those figures created a phony-eapital loss of more than 
$56,000, which Enid Greqne Waldholtz reported as a long term 
capital less, thereby elaminating any t a x  liability for Enid 
Greene Waldholtz for the $ 3 9 , O i i O  capital gain. 
knew that he did not own the stock, that he had not and could not 
give the stock to'Enid Greene Waldholtz, and that the basis 
figures were false. 
would use the false information in preparing her 1993 tax return 
and that the information would create a false capital loss. 

Q 

Joseph Wahdholtz 

Joseph Waldholtz knew that Enid Walldlholtz 

3. ADDITXOrJAL CHARGES 

If Mr. Waldholtz completely fulfills all o&'his obligations 
under this Agreement, the United States Attorney's O1EfiCe for the 
District of Columbia agrees not to bring any additional criminal 
or civil charges against him for conduct regarding: (1) bank 
fraud or check kiting involving First Security Bank of Utah, the 
Wright Patman Congressional Federal Credit Union, Merrill Lynch, 
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Pittsburgh National Bank, or NationsBank; (2) forgery Or 
uttering of financial instruments involving First Security, CFCU 
or NationsBank checking accounts OP Congressional paychecks; and 
(3) forgery of "Ginny Mae" securities; provided that he provides 
full information about all such matters pursuant eo Section 6 of 
this Agreement. 

In addition, if Mr. Waldhnolta completely fulfills all of his 
obligations under this Agreement, the United States Attorney's 
Office €or the District of Columbia agrees not to bring any 
additional criminal charges against Rim €or conduct regarding (1) 
false statements or violations related to any FEC reports or 
other reports filed by any campaign committee or other 
organization supporting the 1992 Congressional campaign of Enid 
Greene or the 1994 and 1996 Congressional campaigns of Enid 
Greene Waldholtz; and (2) tax violations arising from the federal 
tax returns filed by Joseph Waldholtz separately, or jointly.with 
Enid Greene Waldholtz, for the tax years 1992 through 1994, or 
from the 1993 federal tax return of Enid Greene Waldholtz; 
provided that he provides full information about all such matters 
pursuant to Section 6 of this Agreement. 

The United States also agrees to dismiss a11 remaining 
counts of the Indictment at the time of sentencing. 

By entering this agreement, the United States Attorney does 
not compromise any civil liability, including but not limited ta 
any tax liability or liability to or regarding the Federal 
Election Commission, which he may have incurred or may incur a8 a 
result of his conduct and his plea of guilty to the charges 
specified in paragraph one of this agreement. Mr. Waldholtz 
agrees to cooperate with employees of the Civil Division of the 
Internal Revenue Service ( ' 8 1 R S a 8 ) ,  -e Civil Division of the 
United States Attorney's,Office, the Federal Election Commission 
and law enforcement agents working with thos@ employees, in 
making an assessment of his civil t a x  and FEC liabilities. Mr. 
Waldholtz specifically authoriz@s release to the agencies and 
divisions specified above of information in the possession or 
custody of the IRS or FEC and disclosure of matt@rs Occurring 
before the grand jury for purposes o f  making those assessments. 

The United States agrees that, apart from the conduct 
described in Section 2 of this Agreement, there is no other 
conduct which the government will assert as constituting 
"relevant conduct" as that term is used in Section 101.3 of the 
Sentencing Guidelines €or the purposes of Mr. Waldholtz's 
sentence. 

The United States further agrees not to initiate any other 
civil or criminal forfeiture actions against any property whish 
it currently knows to belong to Mr. Waldholtz or for which the 
government currently knows that Mr. Waldholtz is a stakehoLder or 
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potential stakeholder. The Office of the United States Attorney 
for the District of Columbia further states that it is not aware 
of any existing crirrinal charges against Mr. Waldholtz or of any 
pending investigation in which Mr. Waldholtz is a target in any 
other federal judicial district. The Office of the United States 
Attorney further agrees to bring no additional charges for any 
violations or pocential violations of the District of Cplumbia 
Code resulting from the above described conduct. 

4 .  POTENTIAL PENALTPES AND ASSESSMENTS 

Mr. Waldholtz understands that (1) for the felony offense of 
bank fraud, he may be sentenced to a statutory maximum term of ' 

imprisonment of not more than 30 years and fined not more than 
$1,000,000 (18 U.S.C. S 1344); (2) for the felony offense of 
making a false statement (18 U.S.C. S 1001), Re may be sentenced 
to a statutory maximum of not more than five years and fined.not 
more than $250,000 (18 U.S.C. S 3571); (3) €or the misdemeanor 
offense of causing a false Federal Election Commission Report to 
be filed he may be sentenced to a term of imprisonment Qg not 
more than one year and a fine of not more than $25,000 or 300% of 
any contribution or expenditure involved in such violation (2 
U . S . C .  5 5  437g(d) (1) ( A ) )  and 4 4 1 ) ;  and (4) for the felony offense 
of willfully assisting in the filing of a false tax return he may 
be sentenced to a term of imprisonment for not m e w e  than three 
years and fined not more than S250,OOO (26 U.S.C. g 7206(2)). 
Mr. Waldhsltz also understands that he will lose claim of titli? 
to money and property in the amount of $14,900. 

In addition, upon his release from incarceration, Mr. 
Waldholtz understands that he may be sentenced to a term of 
supervised release of not more than three years (18 U.S.C. g 
3583). Pursuant to i8 U.S.C. S 30*, Mr. Waldholtz is required 
to pay a mandatory special assessment of $50 for each of his 
felony convictions and of S25 for his misdemeanor conviction. He 
agrees to pay this assessment at the time of sentencing. Mr. 
Waldholtz also may be sentenced by the court to a term of 
probation of not more than five years, 18 U.S.C. 5 3561, and 
ordered to make restitution, 18 U . S . C .  g 3556. The government 
and Mr. Waldholtz stipulatethat there was no financial loss 
suffered by either FSB or CFCU and, theretore, agree not to ask 
the Court that Mr. Waldholtz be required to make restitution for 
the bank fraud. 

Mr. Waldholtz also understands that a sentencing guideline 
range for his case will be determined by the Court pursuant to 
the provisions of the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, a 18 
U . S . C .  g 3551 seq. 

imposes a sentence outside the range provided by 18 U.S.C. § 3551 
- et m., the parties agree that Mr. Waldholtz retains any and all 
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In the event the Court imposes an unlawful sentence, or . 



rights he may have to appeal or otherwise seek relief from any 
such sentence. 

Mr. Waldholtz agrees that sentencing shall not take place 
until the government has determined that he has fulfilled his 
obligations under this agreement and that there is no longer a 
need for his cooperation.. The government agrees that at will not 
unreasonably delay sentencing. 

5. WAIVER OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 

Mr. Waldholtz understands that by pleading guilty in this 
case, he will be giving up the following constitutional rights: 
the right to be indicted by a grand jury for charges other than 
those in the present indictment, the right to plead not guilty, 
the right to a jury trial at which he would have the opportunity 
to present evidence, testify in his own behalf, cross-examine 
witnesses, and to be represented by counsel ab any such trial. 
Mr. Waldholtz further understands that if he chose not to testify 
at such a trial, that fact could not be held against him.* Mr. 
Waldholtz would also be presumed innocent until proven guilty, 
and the burden eo do so would be on the government, which would 
be required to prove his guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. If Mr. 
Waldholtz were found guilty, he would also have the right to 
appeal his conviction. Mr. Waldholtz also understands that he i s  
waiving his right to challenge the government's evidence that %he 
property described in Count Twenty-eight of the Indictment 
constitutes the proceeds of specified unlawful activity as that 
term is used in 18 U.S .C .  S 982. 

6. PROVISION OF INFORMATTON 

Mr. Waldholtz agrees that he e l l  cooperate completely, 
candidly, and truthfully with all duly-appointed investigators 
and attorneys of the United Stapes,' by truthfully providing all 
information in his possession relating directly or indirectly to 
all criminal activity and related matters which concern the 
subject matter of this investigation and of which he has 
knowledge. Mr. Waldholtz must provide infomation pursuant to 
this agreement whenever, and in whatever form, the Unite& States 
Attorney's Office shall reasonably request. This includes, but 
is not limited to, submitting to interviews at such reasonable 
times and places as are determined by counsel for the government, 
providing all documents and other tangible evidence requested of 
him, and providing testimony before a Grand Jury or court or 
other tribunal. All costs of travel and expenses arising from 
any request by the government to provide assistance'arid 
cooperation pursuant to this paragraph will be borne by t h e  
government and not by Mr. Waldholtz. 
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7 .  INCARCERATION PENDXIlG SENTEN CIMG 

The United States Attorney's Office waives its right to ask 
that Mr, Waldholtz be detained pending sentencing. The 
government agrees that, based upon tho information currently 
known to it, Mr. Waldholtz poses neither a flight risk nor a 
danger to himself or the community as those terms are used in 18 
U.S.C. s 3142. In the event the government becomes aware of any 
information to the contrary, the government w i l l  promptly notify 
Mr. Waldholtz, through his counsel, of such facts, and the 
reasons the government contends such facts would support. a 
finding eithP-r of risk of flight or danger to the Community. The 
government agrees not to oppose Mr. Waldholtz's request to remove 
court imposed restrictions on his travel within the United States 
and to permit him to travel domestically pending sentencing. 

8. RESERVATION OF ALLOCUTION 

To the extent not inconsistent with the factual recitation 
contained herein, the United States reserves the right tg 
allocute fully at sentencing, to inform the probation office and 
the court of any facts it deems relevant, to correct any factual 
inaccuracies or inadequacies in the presentence report, and to 
respond fully to any post-sentencing motions. The government 
agrees that it will not seek an upward departure in Mr. 
Waldholtz's sentence. 

9 .  SENTENCING GUIDEbINES DETEMXNATIONS 

The parties understand that if l4r. Waldholtz completely 
fulfills all of his obligations und@r this agreement, the United 
States will recommend that he receive the benefit of a 3-level 
reduction in the sentencing guidel&esl offense level, based upon 
his acceptance of responsibility within the meaning of 8 3El.l of 
the United States Sentending Guidelines .. ( tlWSSG'a ) . 

a reasonable need f o r  Mr. Waldholtz's cooperation, the government 
(through the departure committee of this office) will determine 
whether the factors set f o M h  in U.S .S .G.  §!%1.1(a)(1)-(5) have 
been satisfied. If the factors have been satisfied, the 
government agrees to file a motion on behalf of Mr. Waldholtz 
under U.S.S.G. S5Kl.1, thus affording the sentencing judge the 
discretion to sentence Mr. Waldholtz below the applicable 
guideline ranges. Flr. Waldholtz understands that the government 
has sole discretion whether to file a motion on his behalf under 
Section 5Kl.l of the Sentencing Guidelines. 

Mr. Waldholtz understands that the final determination of 
how the Sentencing Guidelines apply to this case w i l l  be made by 
the caurt, and that any recommendations by the parties are not 
binding on the court or the U.S. Probation Office. The parties' 

After the government has determined that there is no longer 
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agree that the failure of the court or Probation Office to 
determine the sentencing range in accordance with the 
recommendations of his counsel or the government do no% void the 
plea agreement, nor serve as a basis for the withdrawal Of Mr. 
Waldholtz's guilty plea. In addition, in the event that, 
subsequent to this agreement, the government receives previously 
unknown information which,is relevant to the above 
recommendation, the government reserves its right to modify its 
position regarding the recommendarions. However, the government 
agrees that, in the event that it receives any such previously 
unknown information, it will promptly notify Mr. Waldholtz of the 
nature and source of this information in sufficient time to 
permit Mr. Waldholtz to respond to this information. 

10. BREACH OF AGREEMENT 

Mr. Waldholtz agrees that in the event he fails to comply 
with any of the provision of this Agreement, or refuses to answer 
any questions put to him, or makes any material false or4 
misleading statements to investigators or attorneys of the United 
States, or makes any material false or misleading statements or 
commits any perjury before any grand jury or court, or commits 
any further crimes, this Office will have the right to 
characterize such conduct as a breach of this Agreement, in which 
case this Office's obligations u n d k  this Agreement will be void 
and it will have the right EO prosecute Mr. Waldholtz f o r  any And 
all offenses that can be charged against him in the District of 
Columbia, or in any other District or in any State. Any such 
prosecutions that are not the-barred by the applicable statute 
of limitations on the date of the signing of this agreement may 
be commenced against Mr. Waldholtz in accordance with this 
paragraph, notwithstanding the runPPPng of the statute of 
limitations between that.date and the commencement of any such 
prosecutions. Mr. Waldholtt agrees to waive any and all defenses 
based on the statute of limitations for any prosecutions 
commenced pursuant to the provisions of this paragraph. 

11. USE OF INFORMATION 
? 

Mr. Waldholtz understands that, except in the circumstances 
described in this paragraph, this office will not use against him 
any statements he makes or other information he provides pursuant 
to this plea agreement in any civil, criminal, or administrative 
proceeding, other than a prasecution for perjury, giving a false 
statement or obstructing justice. 

Mr. Waldhsltz agrees that, as provided by Rule 413, Federal 
Rules of Evidence: (a) the government may make derivative use of 
and may pursue any investigative leads suggested by any 
information which he provides pursuant to this plea agreement; 
(b) in the event Mr. Waldholtz is ever a witness in any judicial 
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proceeding, the attorney for the government may cross-examine him 
concerning any statements he has made or information he has 
provided pursuant to this plea agreement, and evidence regarding 
such statements and information may a l s o  be introduced in 
rebuttal; and (c) in the event of breach of this Agreement as 
described in the preceding paragraph, any statements made or 
information and leads provided by Mr. Waldholtz, whether 
subsequent to or prior to this Agreement, may he used against 
him, without limitation, in any proceedings brought against Mr. 
Waldholtz by the United States, or in any federal, state or local 
prosecution. Mr. Waldholtz knowingly and voluntarily waives any 
rights he may have pursuant to Fed. R. Evid. 410 and Fed. R. 
Crim. l l ( e ) ( 6 ) ,  which might otherwise prohibit the use of such 
information against him under the circumstances just described. 

12. NO OTHER AGREEMENTS 

No agreements, promises, understandings or representations 
have been made by the parties or their counsel other than those 
contained in writing herein, nor will any such agreements; 
promises, understandings or representations be made unless 
Committed to writing and signed by Mr. Waldholtz, his counsel, 
and an Assistant United States Attorney for the District or' 
Columbia. 

If your client agrees to the conditions set forth in this- 
letter, please sign the original and return it to us. 

Sincerely, 

ERIC H. HOLDER, JR. 
United States Attorney 

-* 

Assistant United States Attorney 

AssistanfUnited States Attorney 

I have read this Agreement, have placed my i n i t i a l s  on each 
page, and carefully reviewed every part of it with my attorney. 
I fully understand it and voluntarily agree to it. No 
agreements, promises, understandings or representations have been 
made with, to or f o r  me other than those set forth above. 

WO 



I -  
I am Joseph P. Waldholtz'o attorney. I have careftllly 

reviewed every part of this Agreement with him and have placed my 
initials on each page of t h i s  Agreement. It accurately and 
completely sets forth the entire agreement between ~ r .  WaldhoLtz 
and the Office oh the United States Attorney for the District of  
Columbia. 

.. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

V. 

JOSEPH P. WALDHOLTZ 

criminal Ma. 9 85 
VIOLATICON : 
is U . S . C .  g ioai 
(False ,  Statements) 
2 U . S , C .  gg 437g(d) & 
441a 
(Failure to Report 
Campaign Contributions) 
26 U.S.C. 5 7 2 0 6 ( 2 )  
(Assistinq in Filing 
Fraudulent Tax Return) 

The United States informs the Court that: 

COUNT ONE 
&J,J,","b Y. i 

On or about January 31, 1995, in the District of Columbia 

and elsewhere, in a matter within the jurisdiction of the Faeleral 

Election commission ('IFEC"), YOSEBH B. WALDHOLTZ, as Treasurer of 

"Enid 194,~1 a campaign committee supporting the election of his 

wife, Representative Enid Greene Waldholtz, d id  knowingly and 

willfully make and use a fa lse  writing and document, knowing the 

same to contain false, fictitious and fraudulent statements or 

entries, such writing and document consisting of the 1994 Year 

End Financial Report (FEC Form S} for "Enid '94," signed by 

JOSEPH WALDHOLTZ and falsely and fraudulently certifying that t h e  

information contained in the report was true and accurate and 

that: 

. .. 

1. Enid Greene Waldholtz had contributed approximately 

S P , ~ O O , O O O  of her personaL funds to the Enid ' 9 4  campaign account 



at First security Bank of Utah when, in fact, JOSEPH WALDHOLTZ 

knew that the $1,800,000 had not come from Enid Greene 

Waldholtz's personal funds but, instead, had been taken from 

approximately $2,800,000 that D. Forrest Gr@ene had provided .fl to 

the personal bank accounts of JOSEPH WALDHOLTZ and Enid Waldholtz 

during calendar year 1994; and 

2. During April of 1994, certain persaris residing in 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania had contributed approximately $60,000 to 

Enid ' 9 4 ,  when, in fact, those persons had made no contributions 

to Enid '94. 

(False Statements, in violation stl Fitbe ,  ~8 united states 
Code 55 l O O l , ) *  

The allegations in Count one are hereby realleged and 

incorporated by reference and i t  is further alleged that on:or 

about various dates in 1994 and 1995, including .January 31, 1995, 

in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, JOSEPH P. WALDHOLTZ, 

as Treasurer of ItEnid 194,tt filed reports with the  FddlZral 

Election Commission concerning Enid '94, including the 1994 Year 

End Report (FEC Form 3 ) ,  

€ailed to report that approximately $31,800,000 which had been 

placed i n  the personal bank accounts of Joseph and Enid bdaldholtz 

by D. Forrest  Greene had been contributed to Enid @ 9 4  during 

calendar year 1994, in violation of FEC contributian limits. 

in Which he kAoWingly and W i l l f u l l y  

(Pailurs to Report Camogaigxi Contributions, in vio lat ion of 
2 U.S.C. 55 43'19(d) and 84Pzk). 
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On or ahout April 14, 1993, JOSEPH WALDHQLTZ d i d  willfully 

and knowingly aid, assist, Counsel and advise Enid GFeena 

Waldholtz in the preparation of her 1993 federal income tax  

return (IRS &arm 10401, which s h e  filed as a married person 

filing separately, by falsely telling her thag’he Rad given her 

shares of the M.L. Lee Acquisition Fund and falsely informing her 

of (1) the date on which he allegedly purchased the securityI ( 2 )  

the number of shares that he allegedly purchased, ( 3 )  the basis 

of the security on the daw? he allegedly purchased it, and ( 4 )  

the basis of the security an the date that ha allegedly sold the 

security after giving it to Enid eree~e Waldholtt, knowing that 

such infomation was f a h e  and that the  false  i n f o m a t i e n  would 

be included on the 1993 Form 1040 filed by Ensid Gree~e Waldholta 

and would create a capital loss of approximately $55,000, and 

that the false capital loss would completely offset an actual 

capital gain of approximately S39,aOQ that Enid Green@ Waldholtz 

-c 

- .. 
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. 

had to report on her 1993 tax return, and knowing furZher that 

the false c a p i t a l  loss would enable Enid Greene WaLdholtz eo 

avoid paying capital gains tax on the approximately $39,000 i n  

actual. c a p i t a l  gains. .c 

(Xnowiagly Assisting in Filing a False Tax Return, in 
violat ion of 26 0.S.C. 5 7 2 8 6 ( 9 ) .  

ERIC R. HQLDS3,~Lk. 
United States Attorney 

By : 

Assistant  United States 8 t t O r i l @ 1 (  
D.C. Bar Number 398951 
5 5 5  Fourth Street, N.W. 
(202) 514-8203 

f 

Assistant unzted States Attorney 
D.C. Bar MumBl~nr 252486 
555 Fourth Street, N.W. 
(202)  514-8316 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

V .  

JOSEPH P. WALDHOLTZ 

The United States of America, by and through its attorney, 

the United States Attorney fo r  the District of Columbia, hereby 

submits its memorandum in aid of sentencing defendant Joseph le. 

Waldholtz. In the first section of the memorandump the 

government responds to defendant's QbjeCtiQnS to the Presentence 

Investigation Report. In the second section, the goVernm?nt 

summarizes the facts that it believes the Court shsubd coneidar 

in sentencing Mr. WaldhQltZ and recornends that the Court impose 

a sentence at the top of the applicable guideline range. 

'L. RESPONSE TQ DEFEND 

The government responds first to the ~bjoctions raised by 

defendant that could affect the Guidelines calculations anal them 

to defendant's other factual challenges. 1 

'On Friday evening, November 1, 1996, de.fendantss counsel, 
A.J. Krsmer, courteously volunteered to t@lefax gOV@snnanb CoUxpSal 
a copy of the Sentencing Memorandum that he int@nd@d to f i le  On 
Monday, November 4, making it possible fo r  the gOVePnm€!nt to f i le  
its response on November 4 as well.. 



A. he ceurt REM a substantial ~acgal ~~~~~ gar Finding 
that Defendant Bhould %et R@e@iVe etW3Pt 
for ~cceptance o f  Responsibility. 

Pacre 8. 9 22 . The government agrees with the Presentcnce 

Report that there is a legal basis for the Court to conclude that 

Mr. Waldholtz's conduct since he entered his guilty plea on June 

5, 1996, demonstrates that he should not receive Ch.edlt fop 

acceptance of responsibility.' 

hearing held on September 26, 1996, he committed a multitude of 

offenses in the three months following his plea. Among cther 

things, Mr. Waldholtz acknowledged committing several financial 

crimes that were substantially similar to bank fraud, one of the 

crimes to which he pleaded guilty. 

As Mr. Waldholtz admitted at the 

Mr. Waldholtz admitted that hs had: (1) knowingly written 

almost $39,000 in bad checks to has parents; (2) stolen a 

checkbook from his parents, made the check payable to himself i n  

2Section 9 of the Plea Agreement between the United states and 
Mr. Waldholtz provides "1% Mr. Waldholtz cornpl@telly fulfills a11 of 
his obligations under this agreement, the United States will 
recommend that he receive the banefit of a 9-Peval reduction in the 
sentencing guideline's offense level, basea OR acceptance of 
responsibility . . The Section also provicbes# however, t5at 
"the government reserves its right to modify its position regarding 
the recommendation" if it receives previousPy unkns~w~ infomation 
that is relevant to the recommendation. 

The government submits that W .  Waldholtz 's csmission of new 
chimes after entering his plea constitutes gopreviously unknom 
information" that entitles the government to exercise i t s  sighr: te 
modify its recornendation regarding whetkar defendant should 
receive credit for  acceptance of responsibility. Xn addition, 0ven 
if tho if the government had not reserved that right, it would have 
retained the right to respond to defendant's arguments regarding 
the legal issues related to the impact of a defendant's past-plea 
criminal offenses on the Court's determination of whether thc 
defendant has accepted responsibility for the offenses to which he 
pleaded guilty. 
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the amount of $415, and then forged his father's signature to the 

check and cashed it; ( 3 )  knowingly written a bad check to an 

optical store; (4) fraudulently obtained and used several 

different credit cards intended €or use by his father and opened 

accounts in his father's name Without his father's knowledge or 

consent; (5) borrowed a credit card from a friend and then 

improperly used it; (6) stolen another credit card from the purse 

of the same friend and fraudulently used that card ;  and, (4) 

fraudulently rented an automobile and failed to return it, . 

forcing the rental company to repossess the car. 

those offenses, Mr. Waldholtz also admitted that he had: (1) 

begun using heroin and ( 2 )  used.his father's Drug Enforcement 

Administration number (his father is a dentist) to obtain Vicodin 

tablets. 

In addition to 

Defendant contends that desp i te  his Ceri~ui5SiQn of those 

offenses since pleading guilty, he should still receive credit 

for acceptance of responsibility. The case law and Sentencing 

Guidelines are bo the contrary. First, it is undisputed that the 

sentencing judge has great discretion in determining whether a 

defendant has accepted responsibility. 

Guidelines 5 3El.l(a) provides: 

Application Note 5 to the 

The sentencing judge is in a unique position to 
evaluate a defendant's acceptance of responsibility. 
For this reason, the determination of the sentencing 
judge is entitled to great.deference on review. 

An appellate court will reverse the trial court's determination 

only if it is "clearly erroneous" and is without foundation. 

United States v. Morrison, 983 F.28 730, 732 (6th cir. 1993) and 
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U j a f e c :  S v. Thomas, 870 F.2d 267, 270 (5th Cir. 1989). 

It appears undisputed within the circuits that where, as 

here, the defendant engages in new criminal activity that is 

substantially similar to, or related to, that for which he has 

pleaded guilty, the sentencing court has discretion to refuse to 

grant a reduction fox acceptance of responsibility. United 

States v. McDonalq I 22 F.3d 139, 142-144 (7th cir. 1994) and 

-PI, supra at 733-735. The only issue that is unresolved in 

some circuits is whether the sentencing court may refuse to-grant 

a reduction in instances in which the new offense is completely 

unrelated to the previous one. The moet common circumstance in 

which that question is raised occurs When a defamdant who has 

pleaded guilty to a non-drug r@lated offense uses illegal drugs 

while on release pending sentencing. fn , the Seventh 

Circuit reviewed the relevant case law on that issue and noted 

that, 

[tlhe F i r s t ,  Fifth and Eleventh Circuits hold that a 
defendant is not entitled to a reduction if Re or she has 
used a controlled substance while an release pending 
sentencing. The Sixth Circuit [in 1 aisagrees. 

22 F.3d at 142, citing United States V. 08Wef& e 936 F.2d 599 (1st 

cir. 199L); United States v.  Watkins, 911 F.2d 983 (5th Sir. 

1990); aiid, m t e d  Stat es v .  Scroaaim , $80 F.2d 1204 (11th cir. 

1989), m. denieq, 494 U . S .  1083 (1990). 

The Seventh Circuit decided to follow the majority of the 

circuits and held that the sentencing court properly exercised 

its discretion when it denied credit for acceptamce of 

responsibility to a defendant who, after pleading guilty to 
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aiding and abetting the counterfeiting of obhigations of the 

United States in violation ob 18 U.S.C. Si§ 471 and 472, 

repeatedly failed to submit urine samples and tested positive for  

the use of marijuana. McDonald, at 144. Thus the Seventh 

Circuit joined the First, Fifth and Eleventh Circuits in holding 

that the sentencing court may deny credit for acceptance of 

responsibility to a defendant who commits &&' crime after 

pleading guilty and before being sentenced. 

In the instant matter, s@v@ral of Mr. Waldholtz's new. 

offenses, all of which he has admitted, ars substantially similar 

to one or more of the offenses to which he pleadsd guilty. 

Writing bad checks to hi5 parents and to an optical shop, 

fraudulently applying €or and using credit cards ipI his fatheres 

name, stealing a check from his parents forging hi8 father's' 

signature, stealing and using a credit card belong to a friend, 

borrowing and improperly using a credit card, and fraudulently 

renting and refusing to return a rental car all constitute crimes 

that are substantially similar to, or related to the offense of 

bank fraud to which Joseph Waldholtz pleaded guilty on June? 5, 

1996. 

Under the law of every circuit that has considered the 

issue, therefore, a sentencing judge would have complete 

discretion to deny Waldholtz credit for acceptance of 

responsibility because he committed new crimes that were of t h e  

same nature as one of the offenses fo r  which he pleaded guilty. 

In addition, by using heroin and Vicodin, and fraudulently 
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obtaining Vicodin from a pharmacy, Mr. Waldholtz has engaged in 

new crimes that are different from the ones to which he pleaded 

guilty but which, under the rationale followed by the First, 

Fifth, Seventh and Eleventh Circuits, also demonstrate his 

failure to accept responsibility. The Court, therefore, has a 

strong basis for finding that Mr. Waldholtz has not accepted 

responsibility within the meaning of the Sentencing Guidelines. 

B. The Fala@ BtattBmaBt5 alpla Filing 0 PZ%lS63 IRegQrt 
Involved More Than Hiaamal .P&ansing a58 a TWO LmYd 
Increase is warranted. 

Page 9, 33. Defendant's contentican t h a t  the offenses of 

making false statements (18 U.S.C. S 1001) and filing a false 

Federal Election Commission report (2 U . S . C .  5% 437g(d)(l)(A)) 

and 441) involved only minimal planning ignores the Pacts. Mr. 

Waldholtz, sometimes with the assistance of Enid Green@, obtkiin@d 

26 different advances of cash totalling approximately $4.1 

million, from Enid Greene's father, Dunford Forrest Gr@ene, 

during 1994 and 1995, which Mr. Waldholtz deposited i n t o  ascounts 

in his name or joint accounts that he held with his wife. Mr. 

Waldholtz, over a period of many months, contributed about $1.8 

million of that amount directly to Enid Greene's 1994 

Congressional campaign.' 

Contrary to defendant's assertion, he did not make a Single, 

Wa 
qi 

3Enid Greene has publicly contended that she vas UnawBre that: 
ldholtz was contributing funds that could be considered loans or 
fts from her father of otherwise violating FEC regulations. On 

6ctober 31, 1996, the government announced that it had declined 
prosecution of R@p. Greene for a l l  matters related to her 1992 and 
1994 Congressional campaigns and her 1993 federal tax taturn. 
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lump sum contribution of $1.8 million. Instead, he made more 

than 20 separate transfers of Eunds from the Waldholtz/Greene 

accounts to Creene's 1994 campaign committee, which was in the 

name "Enid r 9 4 , 8 f  and failed to report the SOUFCS of those funds 

accurately to the FEC. In addition, Mr. Waldhsltz made several 

cash contributions to the campaign With funds provided by Mr. 

Greene and failed to report those contributions. 6 

Moreover, Mr. Waldholtz's improper reporting of the 

contributions was not limited to the 1994 Year End Report. , That 

Report not, only contained concealment and misreporting of new 

contributions, it also repeated and incorporated reporting 

violations that Mr. Waldholtz had rnade in the Enid '94 (I) 

Twelfth Day Report preceding General Election and (2) Thi.rtisth 

Day Report following General Election. 

included and repeated misrepresentations and fa lse  statements 

that Mr. Waldholtz had made in two previous reports that he 

signed and filed with the FEC. 

Thus, the Year End Report 

In addition, Mr. Waldholtz filed at least s i x  other FEC 

reports for 1994 that contained false information. Those reports 

'On March 8, 1996, Rep. Greent? filed a lengthy complaint With 
the FEC alleging that Mr. Waldholtz is guilty of 858 violations of 
the Federal Election Campaign A c t  based on his actions regardincg 
her 1992, 1994 and 1996 campaign carmeitteee. EWQR if th,at total is 
substantially inflated by considering ep single action to constitufa 
as many as five violations, the complaint doas document in great 
detail the evidence against Mr. hlahelholtz for civil FEC 
infractions. The great: majority of those alhlegced violatiorrs stem 
from Mr. Waldholtz's actions during the 1994 campaign, to which Re 
has pleaded guilty. Regardless of the p ~ e c i s s  total of E%?. 
Waldholtzfs FEC infractions, it is clear from the sheer number and 
magnitude of the offenses that they involved more than mlnimaa 
planning. 
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include the Enid '94 (1) April 15 Quarterly Report, (2) Twelfth 

Day Report preceding Utah Republican Convention, ( 3 )  July 15 

Quarterly Report, (4) Amendment to July 15 Quarterly Report, ( 5 )  

October 15 Quarterly Report, and (6) Amendment to October 15 

Quarterly Report. Mr. Waldholtz had to design and coordinate 

carefully his false reporting to the FEC and there can be no 

doubt that he engaged in more than minimal planning. 

c. m. walahoita9a actions affeetend thaa outeom@ 
of the 1994 congresaiosal E1ePotiopa. 

Paae 19. 1 103. Although it is always impossible' to 

state with absolute certainty whether particular actions changed 

the outcome of an election, it is widely accepted within the 

Second Congressional District of Utah that the substantial 

illegal and unreported contributions that, Joseph Waldholtz made 

to Enid Greene's campaign with her father's money enabled Rep. 

Greene to win the election. Rep. Greene has acknowledged as muck 

herself. 

it was revealed that her father's money had financed her 

campaign, Rep. Greene stated, ".(tlhar ets no wav to return q~ 

election. I wish ther e were.'a Salt Lake city , Dac. 17, 

During a five hour neis conference that she hrld after 

1995 at p. A - 1  (emphasis added). She also publicly ZtpQPQglZed to 

her 1994 opponents, Democrat Karen Shepherd and Independent 

Merrill Cook, for using tainted money rand to her constituents for 

"creating a circus" in the campaign. S a l t  Lake. City * Dee. 

12, 1995 at p. A-1. She added, u"[y]ou can't give an election 

back." a. Mr. Waldholtz has a l so  admitted to the Probation 

Officer that his actions enabled his then-wife to win the 
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election. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, the candidates that Rep. Greene 

defeated in 1994 agree with her that the illegal contributions 

caused Greene to win the el@ction. Speaking fo r  Shepherd slnd the 

Utah Democratic Party, party executive Todd Taylor stated, 

I'm not saying her [Enid Grees=i@@s] messag@ didn't have 
something to do with it, but 1 firmly believe that it was a 
stolen election. To go from last place to first place in a 
month had to be a function of money. 

Salt Lake City Tribune, Dec. 1.7, 1995 at p. A-1. According to 

the Tribune, Independent candidate Herrill Cook claims that he 

would have beaten Greene and Shepherd "had it not bean for Enid's 

last minute infusion of cash.@@ Salt Lake City , March 14, 
1996 at p. B-1. 

The campaign spending by Enid '94 was a key issue befor? the 

November 1994 general election, with many questioning where the 

campaign was getting its money. During the campaign, Greene 

stated she and Joseph kitaldholtz Rad bean forced by the Shepherd 

and Cook campaigns to make a personal investment" 

in the campaign." Salt Lake city Tribune, October 18, 199% at 

p. A-1. Responding to inquires regarding the source of 

contributions to Enid '94, one of Greene's campaign 

representatives stated, "[i]t's family money. Itas Joe and 

Enid's. End of storyqt'a 19. Cook, who himself is wealthy and 

spent nearly $600,000 of his own money on the 1994 Campaign 

stated shortly before the 1994 election, a 1 1 8 m  honest enough to 

say Enid has out-Merrill Cooked Merrill Cook -- by a mile.P8 Salt 

Lake City Tribune, October 18, 1996 at p. A-1. Cook added that 
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although he had earned his money, Greme's had come from a merger 

of marriage. a. 
contributions been revealed before the election, the outcome of 

the election might have been different. 

Had the true source of the illegal campaign 

Voter polls conducted at various times Before the 1994 

election confirm that Greene's support began to increase at the 

same time that her campaign began purehasing largc amounts of 

television advertisements. In early October of 1994, a Salt Lake 

City Tribune poll found that 36% of the voters planned to vote 

for Shepherd with Waldholtz (Greene) and Cook each drawing 26% of 

the vote. salt Lake city Tr ibune, October 22,  1994 at p. B-1. 

The poll also found that Waldholtz had gained 8 points since the 

previous poll. u. 
On the Sunday before the Tuesday election, the ibune * 

reported, 

Propelled by an advertising avalancha wade possiblle By 
some $2 million of mostly personal manay, Republican 
Enid Greene Waldholtz broke her ideological logjam wit% 
Independent Merrill Cook and is in a political death 
grip with Democrat Karen Shepherd, a sumray for The 
Salt Lake City of 1,436 likely voters for t.he 
2nd congression ict indicates - 
The final wee of the district by VaZLey 
Research. The independent pollster, showed 
WaPdholtz and incumbent Shepherd dead even at 32 
percent as of Saturday afternoon . . . Cook is left in 
third place with 21 percent of the straw vote . . + 

. . .  
Shepherd had enjoyed a lead of 8 to 10 point5 Until 
mid-October, according to earlier Tribune polls. 
Waldholtz's money began to talk via voluminous 30- and 
60- second sound bites in 'the latter days of the race, 
however, and portions of CookOs followers and would-be 
supporters from the undecided column, most af whom have 
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Republican leanings, appear to have listened. Cook had 
27 percent of the respondents in an Oct. 1 poll, for 
instance. Whatever the size of Cook's defections, 
Waldholtt is the beneficiary on a 240-1 basis Over 
Shepherd, said Sally Christensen, manager of Valley 
Research of Salt Lake City. 

Salt Lake City T r i b u a ,  October 2 2 ,  1994, ab p. 8-1. 

Greene ultimately won the 1994 election with 46 percent of 

the vote. shepherd received 36 percent and Cook garnered 18 

percent of the vote total. Conqns smnah ' O w  ' ' C S  'R 

America -- 1996, Congressional Quarterly Publications ( 1 9 9 5 1 ,  p.  

1339. Greene received 18,596 more votes than Shepherd in 1994. 

J&. In 1992, Shepherd received 51 percent of the  vote, Green@ 

received 47 percent and an independent candidate gat two percent. 

Conaressicnal Ouarterly's Politics in America -- 199.4, 
Congressional Quarterly Publications (1993), p. 1549.  In 1992, 

Shepherd received 9,431 more votes than Greene. 

D. .other ~astuol ~esues 

1. Whether Waldholtaus Daughter La hi5  Daep 

Parae 2 . The government does not dispute Mr. 

Waldholtz's statement that he considers his daughter, Elizabeth, 

to be his dependent, but do@§ not know whether she is a 

"dependentss as that term is defined by the Probation Office. 

2. Dates9 o f  Harricage and Rouser Purelacase 

Paqe 4. ?4 6. The goverriment agrees that Mr. Waldholtz 

and Rep. Greene were married on August 7, 1993 and that they 

purchased their home on South Benecia Drive in Salt Lake city, 

Utah, before they were married. 



, 

I Whether or not Rep. Greene knew that the infomation was false, 
{d:'? 

._ _.. 

therefore, Mr. Waldholtz is equally culpable. Tn this regard, it 

should be noted that the government has declined criminal 
f?. 

5:: 
szc 
s~ 

3. Whethax Rep. Grasncs Knew Tax Ia%omatiola was Falm 

Paae 4 .  T 7. Mr. Waldholtz pleaded guilty to Assisting 

i n  Filing a Fraudulent Tax Return, in violation of 26 U.S.C. S 

7206(2), fer providing Enid Greene false information that she 

used on her 1993 federal t a x  return. Under that section, it is 

not necessary for the government to establish whether the person 

who filed the return (Rep. Greene) knew that the infarmatien was 
- I fa l se ,  as long as the person who provided the false information 
1 -  

(Mr. Waldholtz) knew that it would be used in the return. 

regarding the 1993 return into account when it sentence§ Mr. 

Waldholtz and that her actions will not affect the Sentence?. 

4 .  DJBo Hade Decision tha!: Gremm WmPd RUB is %994 

paae 7, B 1 8. The government takes no position on how 

the decision that Enad Green would run for Congress in 1994 was 

made. Again, consistent with Fed. R. Grim. B. 32(c)(h)# the 

Court may make a determination that no finding on this matter is 

12 
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required because the court will not take the matter into.accorant 

when it sentences Mr. Waldholtz and that the disputed matter will 

not affect t h e  sentence. 

5 .  FEC Reports F i l e d  BefQm WaPdhoXtz Heved to Utab 

Paoe 10. TI 54. The government agrees that FEC reports 

for Enid Greene's 1992 campaign that were filed before Joseph 

Waldholtz moved to Utah contained ermrs and that Waldhaltz filed 

erroneous reports fop the 1992 campaign after Re moved to the 

state. The government takes no position on whethar the false 

reports were filed with Greene's lnPul l  knowledge and 

acquiescence." Again, consistent with Fedl. R. Crira .  P. 3 2 ( c ) ( L ) ,  

the Court may make a determination that no finding on this matter 

is required. 

6 .  Rep. Greens Did N o t  WithhOPd ~~~~~~~5 Walaf lhOhtZ 
Needed to File &a Wecounthag o f  HiiS 6zaa 
Estate. 

Paue 23. 65. The governm@nt disputes 

Waldholtz's contention that he did not ifile an accounting of the 

estate of his grandmother, Rebecca Levenson, because PIS. Greene's 

attorneys had the requested documents and would net return themo. 

Waldholtz made a similar claim regarding the government, and 

neither has merit. After Judge Kelly held Waldholtz in contempt 

in Pittsburgh, Waldholtz's attorney telephoned undersigned 

government counsel and told him that waldholtz had told the 

attorney that the government had a l l  the documents related t0 tho 

Levenson estate. 

13 



Government counsel informed the attorney, and now informs 

the Court, that the government has never had any documents 

related to the estate of Rebecca Levenson. In addition, the 

government informs the Court that Enid Greenems attorneys have 

provided the government with full access to documents within 

Greene's possession and control and the government has no reason 

to believe that Greene's counsel withheld any documents from it. 

The government has carefully reviewed those documents and has not 

found any that relate to the Levenson estate. 

7 .  AdbitiOREiIL PeSSOlsah bSU6IS 

Paae 14, v 66. The government takes no position on 

whether Mr. Waldholtz loved, or continues to love, his former 

wife. 

Greene receives financial assistance from her pplkents and n0*5 

that untii January of 1996, she will co~tinue, to rclCt3iVo her 

Congressional salary. The government agrees with defense counsel 

that Rep. Greene was the one uho decided to sell her home on 

South Benecia Drive. The government further agrees that Forrest 

Greene has sued Waldholtz for S 4.1 milhion and informs the Court 

that Mr. Greene receiv@d a d@fault judgmaemt against Waldholtz. 

The government has seen no evidence, however, that Waldholtz has 

the assets needed to pay the judgment. 

The government agrees with defense counsel that Rep. 

The government submits that, as discussed above, the Court 

need not resolve any of the issues raised by d@fendaRt regarding 

this paragraph and, consistent with Fed. R. Criao. P. SZ(c)(S.), 

the Court may make a determination that no finding on these 

14 



matters i s  required. 

8 .  Th% OoVQrSUUent takes NO PQSitfQn 
on BR upward D 
C D R ~ U C ~  U h i h  

Paae f 8 .  B 102 . The government takas no pasition an 

whether an upward departure is warranted because of Mr. 

Waldholtz's conduct on release. The government also notes tha'. 

in the final sentence of Section 8 of the plea agreement it 

stated that it would not seek an upward departure. There is a 

strong argument that the United States is mo longer bound by that 

sentence because Section 10 of the Plea Agreement provides that 

the government may consider the agreemane 'to be breached i f  the 

defendant coriunits new crimes after pleading guilty and before 

being sentenced. The United States will, hOW@Vet, continua tQ 

act as if it is bound by the Plea Agreement and i s  not requesting 

an upward departure. 

The government has informed de%endant's counsel, A. J. 

Kramer, of its position. Based on conversations with pir. Kramer, 

undersigned counsel beli@ves that.botfi sides recognize that the 

Court may sDomte determine that an upward departure is 

warranted. The Court announced that it was considering an upward 

departure in its letter to counsel of October 2 4 ,  1996. 

11. The C o a t  BhtJUld S atonce Joer@,ph WrsfClboPRa: 
to the Maxhaam T e r n  Permissib~e 
URdG?t the AppliCible  GuiBeLino RaPlgg 

a. PRtrodUCtiOn 

Through h i s  actions, Joseph Waldholtz has done more than 

commit three serious felonies and one misdemeanor, although tha t  

15 



is bad enough. As discussed above, by his illegal acts, HP. 

Waldholtz stole a federal election.' Mr. Waldholtz defrauded 

the residents of Utah's Second Songsessional District and, by 

extension, all the citizens of the United States who are affected 

by the House of Representatives. The Court should sentence Mr. 

Waldholtz to the maximum term permitted within the applicable 

Guideline range. 

The Presentence Report concludes that Mr. Waldholtz is at an 

offense level of 18, which means that the Court may sentence him 

to incarceration for 27 to 33 months. The. government urges the 

Court to impose a sentence of 33 months if it determines that the 

Guideline range is appropriate. As discussed above, the 

government submits that the offense level of 18 was CetrecCly 

calculated. If the Court should determine that the ofiznse fevaP 

should be reduc@d, however, then it should sentence the defendant 

to the maximum amount permitted under the new Guideline range. 

If the Court should grant an upward departure, the govsmment has 

no recommendation on the appropriatQ sentence within the new 

Guideline range. 

B. Defeadene Has ~~~~~~~~~~~ a Contamp% f s t  the3 Law 

Joseph Waldholtz is a con artist whose continued pattern of 

The Court: fraud and deceit has assumed pathological dimensions, 

is aware of the faces behind the four crimes to which Mr. 

Waldholtz pleaded guilty, which a m  accurately est forth in the 

'For the purposes of sentencing defendant Waldholtz it is 
immaterial whether the beneficiary of his actions, Enid Gk@anes was 
completely unaware of his actions ~r a k n ~ w i n g  participant. 

16 
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Presentence Report and Plea Agreement, and the government Will 

not elaborate them further. Those facts, howev@r, do not fully 

convey Mr. Waldholtz's persistent unwillingness -- or inability - 
- to tell the complete truth or to conform his conduct to the 

law. By committing so many additional offensas after pleading 

guilty, and by trying to avoid coming to Court for his revocation 

hearing, the defendant has demonstrated that he does not take 

either the judicial system or the criminal laws seriously. 

The United States entered into a plea agreement vith Hr. 

Waldholtz because it believed that the agreement, which required 

defendant to plead guilty to felonies in three diff@:Pant 

substantive areas and to a misdemeanor, bep~6?~6!nt@d a fair 

disposition of the charges against him. 

the case to trial, and Rad the jury convicted Waldholtz of ail 

counts in the indictment, Waldholtz would faced a prison sentence 

that was less than a year longer than the One $he faced upoh 

entering the plea agreement. 

Waldholtz with any special treatmant but, instead, was similar to 

the plea agreements that the United states routinely enters with 

defendants who choose to plead guilty and avoid trial. 

Had the government taksan 

The plea agreement did not provide 

In addition, although the plea agreement provided that if 

Waldholtz substantially assisted in the governm@ht9~ 

investigation, the United States Attorney could recamand that he 

receive a downward departure pursuant to Guidelines Secticn 

5Kl.1, the government informed d@fense! counsel that, barring same 

unanticipated information from Mr. Waldholtz, it was not likely 

17 



that the government would recornend a downward departure. The 

government was never under the illusion that Mr. Waldholtz could 

be trusted completely and never relied Qn any information that he 

provided unless it could be CorPoborated by independent evidence. 

The government did expect, however, that Mr. Waldholtz would show 

sufficient respect fo r  the legal system, and for his own welb- 

being, that he would refrain from committing new crimes during 

the three and half months between his guilty plea andl h i s  

sentencing. 

Government counsel were surprised that PLP. Waldholtz 

committed so many new offenses during a tima when he should have 

been on his best behavior. Those actions demonstrate hi:: utfar 

disregard for the law and his belief that ha can manipulatta any 

person or entity to his own benefit. Mr. Waldholtz avidently 

also believes that he can cheat and manipulate h i s  family and 

friends with impunity because they will not bring charges against 

him. Even though Mr. Waldholtz's efforts at manipulation a ~ @  

often almost completely transparent, the persistence of the 

efforts demonstrates a complete lack of r@morss and further 

affirms th@ need to sentence him to the maximum tern under t h e  

applicable Guideline range. 

C .  The Court BhQULQ EtQt Ret3 
in an Intensive Cornfinatma 

1. Qvaxvitsw of ICC PPCqt 

Intensive Confinement Centers are an outgrowth of the 

"Shock Incarceration Program", 18 U.S.C. g 4546, which was 

enacted by Congress in 1990 following extanaive bearings and 

l a  



discussions of state alboot campt1 programs. The statute poovidas: 

The Bureau o€ Prisons may place in a shock 
incarceration program any person who is sentenced to a 
term of imprisonment of more than 12, but not mor@ than 
30, months, if such person consents to that placement. 

18 U.S.C. § 4046(a). The statute defines the shack incarceration 

program as a 'la highly regimented schedule" of "strict 

discipline, physical training, hard labor, drill, and ceremony 

characteristic of military basic training," combf~cd with 

"appropriate job training, and.educatisna1 programs (including 

literacy programs) and drug, alcohol, and other eounseling 

programs." (18 U.S.C. 5 4046[b) (1) and (2) 1 .  

An inmate who completes the program, 

shall remain in the custody of the Bureau [Qf Prisons] 
for such period (not to exceed the remainder 04 the 
prison term otherwise required by law to be earvedl.by 
that inmate) and under such conditions, as the Burdau 
deems appropriate. 

18 U.S.C. 5 4 0 4 6 ( c ) .  In practice, the Bureau has fntcrpreted 

this subsection to give it authority to release inmates from 

custody before the expiration of their sentences and to place 

them in half-way houses or home canhinament earrlbr than Bureau 

regulations otherwise permit. Bureau sf Prisons, 

Memorandum 249-93. 

ray be zfB1e 
unity a pa16 haha$! rSOar1l@,lp th 
hie sentesas ~~~~~ wiehsratt ~~~~g~~ 

input frQm the GOUPt. 

For an inmate, therefore, entry into an XCC Rae substantial 

benefits. An inmate who complete six months o f  %oat campn at an 

ICC is immediately eligible to be placed in a half-way house and 
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may soon have his sentence reduced by the Bureau of Prisons 

without any additional input from the Court. ordinarily, inmates 

are not eligible to enter a half-way house until they have served 

all but six months of their sentence. An inmate who enters an 

ICC immediately after being sentemced to 30 months of 

incarceration, for example, may be released to a half-way house 

six months later, with 24 months still remaining on his SentBnce. 

Such an inmate would enter the half-way house at least 18 months 

earlier than he would have had he riot been placed in an hCC.. 

Moreover, the Bureau of Prisons has complete discretion to 

release the inmate from its custody entirely. If it does so, 

then the Buraau of Prisons is effectively reducing the inmate's 

sentence without any further input from the Court. The 

government submits that Mr. Waldholtz should not be given an' 

opportunity to manipulate the Bureau of Prisons in that manner. 

3. The XCC Program i 
c o l l ~ g ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~  
BePioum P S Y e h l O  

A t  the Congressional hearings on the shock incarceration 

program, these was testimeny that gomost [state shock 

incarceration programs] are limited to persons under a certain 

age, no older than earlv twenties, in order to have young, 

impressionable inmates in the program.o@ House e% 

Representatives, Hearings before the Subcommittee om C r i m e  0% 

the Committee on the Judiciary; lOlst Congresss Second Sess.@ 

Serial No. 149, March 21 and 29, Heby 2 4 ,  1990, p. 178 (emphasis 

2 0  



added).' Certainly, the state PPograms aftar whish th@ fed@ral 

program was modeled are not intended for persons like Mr. 

Waldholtz who are neither in their early twenties, nor 

impressionable. 

Although there is some reason to believe that Mr. Waldholtt 

wculd benefit from a program of strict dieciplina and 

regimentation, the ICC program is not intended for persons like 

the defendant. Mr. WalcaPloltz has a college edUCatiQn amd does 

not need literacy or educational training. In addition, although 

Mr. Waldholtz has uted illegal drugs, drug usage is not a major 

cause of his criminal activity. Horaover, the ICC program would 

not provide Mr. Waldholtz with the manta1 health treatment that 

he so clearly appears to need. 

submitted by Mr. Waldholtzos counsel do not excuse his aceisks QT 

support mitigation of his sentence, but they do indicate that Hr. 

Waldholtz needs a more personalized and psychologically based 

treatment regimen than the ICC prclgram provides. 

The psychological assessments 

The government recornends against pemfttingl 85.r. Waldholtz 

enter the IC6 program because it would substantially rrduc@ to 

'Congress carefully examined state shack incarceration 
programs and considered tcstimany by many stat@ prison officialsis, 
experts in behavior am& correctional institueion and sthaar $afore 

Baaring 
the Subcommittee on Oversight of Government ~ ~ n ~ g e m ~ n ~  aP th 
Committee on Governmental Affairs. Semata Hearing 102-7222. Unitled 
States Senate, 181st Congress, Second Sess. January 29 and Haset2 1, 
1990 ("Senate Hearings") ; and I 

Hearing before the Subcommittee on Criminal Justice of the 
Committee on ths Judiciary. United States House af 
Representatives. lOlst Congress, First Sass. Serial Mo. 2.7. 
September 14, 1989. 

QVB? and 
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the length of h i s  5entenca. Mr. Waldfaoltz does not fit the 

profile o f  persons who would benefit from the program. If Plr. 

Waldholtz were admitted into the Ice: programr he would use the: 
program to avoid confronting his underlying psychological 

problems and, once again, manipulate the system -- this t i m e ?  to 

get out of prison early. 

111. COHCEUSION 

The Court should sentence defendant Waldholtz to the maximum 

sentence permitted under the applicable Guideline range and 

should not recommend him for placement in an Intensive 

confinement center. 

Assi.stantJUnit& States Attorney 
D.C. Bar Number 252486 
555. F o U t R  Streef, N.W., Rooan 52.06) 
Washington, DC 2000L 
( 2 0 2 )  514-8316 
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I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing WBB sent by 
tele-facsimile and first class mail, pestage prepaid mail to 
counsel €or Jaseph Waldholtz, A. J. Kr$mer; Pe6srel Pubkie 
Defender, 625 Indiana Avenue, N.W.; Suite 5 5 0 ;  Washington, D.C., 
20004, this fourth day a€ November, 1996. 

D.C. Bar Numba~ 252486 
555 Fourth Street, N.W., Room 5100 
Washington, DC 20001 
( 2 0 2 )  514-8316 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

JOSEPH WALDHOLTZ, 

Defendant. 

The Court has received the written objections of defendant to the Presentence Report and 

the government’s response. Having afforded counsel an oppormnity for argument at a he&g 

held on November 7,1996, the COW has deteimined that c e d n  conwverted matters are not 

relevant to its determination and thus will not be taken into account in, and wilt not affect, 

sentencing. See Fed. R. Crirn. P. 32(c)( 1) (1996). In making its sentencing decision, the COW 

has not considered the following matters that appear to be disputed (1) whether Enid GieEne: 

(hereinafter “Greene”) insisted on reUrning for election in 1994; (2) whether false Federal 

Election Commission reports were filed with Greene’s knowledge or consent; (3) whether 

defendant’s failure to supply a Peansylvai6a court With documents relating to his gmbotkea’s 

estate was caused by Greene’s withholding ofthe documents; (4) whethsr defendant depleted his 

grandmother’s estate before or after his mamiage to Greene; (5) whether Grene  cunentily 

receives frnanciai assistance from her parents; and (6) whether defendant once loved or continues 

to love Greene. 

At the November 7,1996, hearing, the parties agreed that three amendments shouid k 



made to the Presentence Report. Accordingly, Page 5,17, line 2, shall read: Representative 

Greene stated that he fdsely informed her that he had some securities, M.L. Lee Acquisition. in 

which he lost a considerable amount of money. Page 14.1 66. line 1 ,  sMl be changed from 

August 2, 1993, to August 7, 1993. Page 14.7 66, line 18, shall read: Because ofbm.  she 

asserts she is broke, ruined, and a single parent. 

The Court finds that defendant’s continuing criminal conduct’after his guilty pleas is 

incompatible with acceptance of responsibility. See U.S. SENTENCING GUIDELINE5 MANUAL 

4 3 E l . l .  comment, n.3 (1995); ,22 F.3d 139,144 (9th Cir. 1994); 

,936 F.2d 599,600 (1st  Cir. 1991); 

344,346 (9th Cir. 1990); -s v. Wive& 8’93 F.2d 156, 159 (8th Cir. 1990); 

,880 F.2d 1204, 1216 (1 lah Cir. 1989). b y  ofthese ogenses, ipIcIud$g 

uttering, misappropriation of checks, and fraudulent me of a credit ea& are similar to the bank 

fraud to which he pleaded guilty. See ,983 F.2d 730,734 (6th Cir. 

1993). By continuing to engage in crirninal acts of h e  same nature as 5nc of the offenses to 

which he pleaded guilty, defendant has demonstmted that he does n5a accept responsibility for 

the crimes in this case. The Corn finds that a reduction in the offense level for acceptance of 

responsibility is not warranted. 

The Court fmds that defendant’s conduct with respect to C~lmplts I md III of the crimixid 

information filed in criminal action 96-1 85 required more than minimal planning. ~~~~~~ 

obtained more than 26 different advances, totaling $4.1 million, f b m  Gnene’s father. He 

deposited these funds into one of two bank accounss: an account held in his m e  or ajokt 

account held with his wife. He subsequently made 20 m f e r s ,  t o d i g  $1.8 minillion, over a 
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period of months to Greene’s 1994 campaign conunince. Defendant failed to repon these and 

other campaign contributions in the Enid ‘94 Twelfth Day Report preceding the election and the 

Thirtieth Day Report following the general election. He subsequently incorporated the omissions 

and false statements in these two repons info the Year End RepoR. n e  sophistication of 

defendant’s scheme, combined with his repeated acts over a periad of time, demonstrates carehl 

planning and execution. See U.S. SENTENCING GUIDELINES MANUAL 5 1B1.1, comment, n.l(D 

(1995). The Court finds that a two level enhancement for more than mhhd pl&ng is 

warranted. See US. SENTENCING GUIDELINES MANUAL 8 2Fl.l(b)(2)(A) (1995). 

In addition, the Court has determined that the total offense levei should be adjusted 

upward to account for defendant’s continuing criminal activity w ~ l e  on release. Under 

18 U.S.C. tj 3553(b), a sentencing court may impose a sentence outside the applicable guidelisle 

range if “there exists an aggravating or mitigating circumstance of a kind or to a degree, not 

adequately taken into consideration by the Sentencing Commission.” 18 U.S.C. 0 3553@) 

( 1  994); U.S. %hTENCMG GUIDELINES MANUAL $ s u . 0  (19%). SUCh ag 

circumstances are present here. 

The C o w  of Appeals for phis Circuit has held that post-offense rr&canduct is a proper 

basis for an upward departure in offense level if it shows extensive criminal involvement. 

m, V 28 F.3d 1236,1242 (D.C. Cir. 1994). Defendant admitted at a September 26,1096, 

hearing that he had committed numerous offenses during the four month period ofMs release 

pending sentencing. Among other things, defendant forged a prescription, m ~ s ~ p ~ ~ ~ r i a s e ~  

checks from his father, wrote an unauthorized check for $415 on his father’s wxounL m t e  more 

than S 18,000 in checks for which there were insufficient funds, misappmpriated a credit card 
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kom his father, misappropriated a credit card fiom a friend, and d e  U W ~ Q ~ Z ~  puhchafcs 

with the two misappropxiated credit cards. In other words, after his release, d e f e n h t  

perpetrated fraud upon his family and friends and continued his practice of writing check  for 

which there were no funds on deposit. Although this case does not fit s q w l y  into the enhanced 

penalty provided for under Section 2J1.7 for commission and conviction ofa federa! crime while 

on release, the underlying purpose of that section applies here: the imposition of an enhanced 

penalty for criminal conduct while on release. See US. SENTENCI-NNG GU~DEL~NES MANUAL 

5 2J1.7 (1 995). Because defendant's post-release conduct is not adequately taken into 

consideration by the Sentencing Commission, the CQW wd1 impose a three QffeRSe level upwad 

departure. See Y.S. v. Fa- ' ', 28 F.3d at 1242 (fiidmg that a three level departure was 

reasonab!e because it was the same level of departwe recommended by 8 U1.7). 

(JJN'ITED STATES DI T JUDGE 
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The Federal Election Commission has launched an investigation into Enid Creene's 1994 
congressional campaign, and the admitted $1.8 million illegally funneled into her victorious election. 

Three former campaign aides to the one-tern Republican congresswoman From Salt Lake,Ci?y 
confirmed to The Salt Lake Tribune that they have been interviewed by FEC investigators. 

Greene, who recently moved back to Salt Lake City from Washington, D.C., said Tuesday she was 
aware of the probe - and welcomed it. 

"I'm talking with the FEC. We talk with them whenever they make a request," she said. "I'd like 
to get this resolved once and for all." 

Unlike the previous FBI and Justice Department probe into the tangled cash and political intrigue 
of Greene and her ex-husband, Joe Waldholtz, the FEC investigation carries no threat of criminal 
prosecution. That earlier case ended in Waldholtz going to to prison for bank, election and tax fraud. 
Greene was cleared of crimes. 

But millions of dollars in fines could be at stake in the FEC case. 
"Knowing and willful" campaign-finance violations carry civil penalties up to double the amount 

The source of the cash illegally poured into Greene's victorious 1994 election was the candidate's 
involved -- in this case $1.8 million. 

father -- retired stock broker D. Forrest Greene. A relative, like any other individual, is allowed to 
contribute a maximum of $3,000 per election cycle. 

Throughout the 1994 campaign and for most of 1995, Greene maintained the money legally went 
into the campaign from the sale of a money-market account that belonged to her. A candidate is 
allowed to spend unlimited amounts of personal wealth on elections. 

Finally, in a marathon five-hour December 1995 tell-all news conference, she acknowledged the 
money came from her father. And she claimed Joe -- posing as a millionaire whose fUnd.3 * were 
temporarily tied up -- tricked her father into loaning him $4 million. Aboiit half of that went into the 
campaign. 

FEC spokesman Ian Stirton said he could neither confirm nor deny the long-awaited probe because 
of confidentiality restrictions. 

But representatives from the FEC's office of general counsel recently have contacted at least three 
former campaign workers in connection with the ongoing probe. 

Former Greene campaign manager and one-time congressional aide David Harmer said he was 
interviewed for about four hours on consecutive days just two weeks ago. 

Another ex-campaign manager, Kaylin Loveland, was questioned about a month ago, and former 
Greene political consultant Peter Valcarce was interviewed in mid-August. 

None of the three would talk about specific issues covered, citing confidentiality provisions. They 
did say the interviews were wide-ranging, and that ~ i a n y  questions covered familiar territory, 
reminiscent of the earlier Justice Department case, which included an intensive grand jury 
investigation. 

1996 accusing former husband and one-time campaign treasurer Waldholtz of 858 violations of 
election law. 

Greene pointed out the FEC investigation may be connected to the complaint she filed in March 

http://archivel .sltrib.com/cgi-bin/om~isapi.dll?clientlD=789BFROIM=09~~2/o2f3O%Z~7&FULLT 
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Stirton confirmed that c aint still is open. But he refused to c 
initiated its own probe to look at a wider cast of potential wrongdoers, including Greene or her father. 

However, then: are indications the investigation is a new one and not limited to allegations and 
issues raised in Greene's complaint. 

Loveland said she had been questioned in connection with that matter much earlier. She said she 
felt free to talk about that because she was listed as a party, along With Waldholtz. 

But Loveland declined to discuss the more recent interview session -- except to confirm that it 
occurred. 

"It was just an interview with the FEC and I can't really tell you what the subject of it was,'' she 
said, adding she was following the instructions of agency officials. 

Greene said she did not know how the inVeSfigaKiOn is "structured" and whether it includes or is 
separate from the complaint she filed in early 1996. 
The only thing certain, she added, was that "they're looking at the 1994 campaign." 
Greene also ran for Congress in 1992, but narrowly Post to Democrat Karen Shepherd, who Greene 

then returned to defeat two years later. There have been questions about the financing ofthat 
campaign because Greene used proceeds from the sale of a house to her parents, although county 
records indicate the transaction was not finalized until after the election. 
The former congresswoman, who is exploring "a variety" of employment options in Utah. said she 

is confident the current probe will end as did the first one -- laying all culpability at the feet of 
Waldholtz. 

"The Justice Department after a year's extensive investigation discovered it JI went back to Joe. 
I'm sure the FEC will find the same thing," Greene said. 

She said there "shouldn't be any risk" of fines against her or her father. 
"There have been cases where there have been rogue treasurers who have used the campaigns far 

their own purposes and in each ofthose instances, the treasurer has been fined but !he candidate and 
the campaign have not been," she said. 

Waldholtz already faces a $4 million civil judgment in 3rd District Court for lying to D. Forrest 
Greene tG obtain loans from him. Waldholtz, who remains in federd prison and is purportedly broke, 
has paid just $20,000 against that year-old debt. 

Greene said her ex-husbands ability to pay any judgment or FEC fines is beside the point. "What 
he did needs to be acknowledged," she said. 

nt on whether the FEC h= 

http://archive 1 .sltrib.com/cgi-bin/om~isapi.dll?clientID=789&FROM=I9%2~0%2f97&FUL 
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Mr. D. Forrest Greene 
D. F. Greene and Company 
235 Montgcmq Stnet 
San Francisco, C.4 94104 

Dear Mr. Grcene: 

Please excuse this typed note? but I fear if1 h d  wrope it, it w ~ d d  be illegible! I wanted 
to give you an update on what is going on w'r& &e financial msttm we have been dealing with. 
I have not discussed all ofthis with Enid because 1 don't want to upsat her mymore than she has 
to be. The days have been very hard on her - they we so long the people axe demanding, as 
always. There is good news, though! Thhgs BPT going very well for the campaign. Enid will 
clear convention anrf become the Republica no~&nec on May 7th 

There are several large problenas that ! have been d d m g  with. Things dttS my m~thrr 
have not been well at all. She has ransacked other a~~oul l ts  b e  I[ c%BQ'e h o w  she had acsess m. 
She has put me in P very pmarious financial situapiosn 
have uken the necessary steps eo remove IZIYS~UF~~QIII  &.is situation. We are going pe, get a 
gwrdian and I Will be relieved of' day PO day nsipoisibiity. 

Wb you have 

-She has overdrawn two ascounts in Pittsbuxgh that I -fer money &mu 
about $1 14,000. What 811 incredible sum 'Hhe pmblm is this - it bvolves Ut& 
because that is where we transfer the money PO. While they have 
are out of time. In facr, because ofthe hex ican &press fiascob), I thiinHs they are very nervous 
and would consider legal action XI can't resolve this. 

Mr. G m e ,  I have never felt l i e  a bigger Eailaus in nay life. E b v e  tried, as 8 g o ~ d  SOB 
should, to help my mother. Ha life hasn't been easy - this ilhess isdt her fdn. It 
duty to deal with this, erhd ordinanily this wouldn't k a problem. As you how,  my f&ly is in 
an uproat. My grandmother is failing, and them is going to be Iegd acdsn over her will. I 
cannot stop that But, I cannot access those fimds, eith-. 

I have tried to get a loan, but it cannot be done in time. I don% feel h t  1 ean ask you l~ 
help again, but I redly don't know when else to tun. I Rave never k n  a! a lower puht ha my 
life. Enid has all that she can d d  with - her job is so hard I haven't &$ked with k. Creene 
because she hasn't felt well, and she is dealing with her own problems, and il know she is very 
concerned abut her health. 

If you arc wondering why can't I acccess the money that was to be retimed to yo% it is 
because she accessed it and spent it on jewelry and &e house. The items WBOO be retuned, md 
even if they cad4 their value is much less than she spent OA &em. %e was d i y  taken 
advantage of. But that's another matter. 

Mr. Greene, I would pay you any intern rate, sign my legal document, give you B 
mcrtgage on our home, or whatever you waned, if you could help us. B my us, b w  this will 

.) 

_I_-- __-- 



bring her campaign and all of her dreams down. I fell as if I an mining her life, and her chances 
for success. I realize what I m askkg, yet I have tried for weeks to come up with alternatives. I 
have none. ?he loan will not make it h time. 

I 

If you can help, I would like to sign a legd document detailing the interest rate. t e r n  of 
repayment, ctc. 

Mr. Grcene, I m so gfraid of scandal, I am just a wreck. 1 think we need to keep this 
between us. I cannot cause m5pe pain for Enid or M. Gmne. She has been so kind to us; our 
relationship is really such a positive force in my life. 

No manm what p u t  decision, please know how much I appreciate your advice, your 
concern, and your love. 

____.-- 
-_____-I- 
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Mr. and MK. D. Forrest Greene 
1436 Penrose Drive 
Salt Lake City, UT 84103 

Dear Mr. and Mn. Greene: 

e 

I have spent the past four hoys  on the phone with Pittsburgh. the attorneys. First 
Security, and other investigators. I msde Enid a promise that 1 would never "give up'' or say that 
I should leave her for her own good. That was my amivenary presenr to her. Yet. once again. 
because of my failure as a husbid.  son. son-in-law. and I guess even a person. we are in a 
horrible position. 

The money was mansferred to us and ready for wire. Do you remember two weeks ago 
when First Security had to take money out of my account because I deposited a check ~ f ~ n y  
mother's and she signed a statement that she never received it? ( W c h  was not m e ;  I wired her 
4500 per week ouf of that check - so she didn't spend it ail at once!) Wdi, io appears that dl of 
the checks &at I have deposited she has done this with. We Pe-invesed 4 large CDS for her 
through this account, and in banks back in Pittsburgh. Parr ofthe money was wed to pay her 
incredible overdrafis, pan €or her to live on. and pasr was stolen. 

The worst part is that we are in a minus position again kcause of my family. 

I would not and could not tell Enid this today, as they itre filming. We Couldn't caiicei io 
even if we wanted to. I had money in the account eo pay for the production today. It's gone, with 
h e  check reversals. 

I know we have said to you the last two times that it is over. and it b n ' t  been. iI gm sony 
for that. I fee! this entire episode is taking place because 1 am being punished for something. i[ 
had to do something to deserve this. Enid and you have not. And yet, because I am being 
punished. and am manied to your daughter, we had to involve you. 

I will r e m  to Pittsburgh during the Labor Day weekend and sell WQ million dollars of 
real estate to cover this. I dealt with that this morning. Then is a buym, I h v e  no choice. 

Every PCMY you loaned us will be repaid at market rates --just like we were borrowing 
from a bank. It is my obligation to you. 

The problem is this: We can't wire you money today. and we are in a de 
because of !he reversals. The total is staggering, over $200,000.00. I really am at a loss here; 1 
will not upset Enid any more. I have failed her as a husband. My niotRm is mining her 
campaign's chances. 

The immediate needs are this: 

1, Our media consultant is expecting a wire todayfor f30,OOO.OO to cover the work k, ev are 



doing today and tomorrow. We cannot cancel it; Enid's C ~ I T I P ~ ~  will be over if it isn't paid 
promptly. it would be a big scandal; there are film crews doing this arnd everyone talks. 

2. Because Enid and I were putting in personal money for other cmpAgn things. we were 
paying about $25,000.00 in other bills. 

3. The other money needs to be rerumed to First Security before I can sell rhc propem at home. 
AS u s d .  the needs are immediate and I cannot meet the obligation in time. I don't have a firm 
total because they are still tabulating it all. There were many checks that I handled for her. It is 
somewhere around $200,000. 

I want you to how.that I have offered to leave Enid to stop huning her and both of you. 
Whatever I did to cause this ruin and heartache, I am not aware of, but things like this don't 
happen without some cause! 

If you still want me in the family after all that has happened, we can talk about you and Enid 
becoming more active with the trust and charitable respsmibilipies that I have. At this point in 
my life, after all that has happened. I have no desire to participate in these matters. My family's 
money has become such a negative in my life 1 wish we never had it and I weren't involved. It is 
only because my grandmother wanted me to do this that I have done so. I always tried to fulfill 
her wishes. 

This money has been a source of great aggravation: Enid and I have shed too mmy tears over it. 
I have lost all confidence in myself as a persow, husband, son and son-in-law. We have come to 
you so many times I am literally sickened. I wed to be a person who helped people; now I am a 
leech. 

My plan to repay you stands. It is just set back two weeks. Again. As for our current fiasco. if 
you could help, you will save the campaign. Enid never should have m this year. She is the 
right person for Utah with the wrong husband. I arn the problem, not Enaid. If you can't help; I 
understand completely. I have put everyone through enough. 

I would have delivered this letter in person, and called you both, but campaign activities today 
prevent me from doing so. I feel that this.to0.k a cowardly thing KO do and yet 1 have 
responsibiliry here, and need to protect Enid fkom M e r  k m .  I will be in and out of the office 
and can be reached there. 

I am including the wire infomation. not on the assumption or presumption that you will help. but 
if you do, you will need the information and I might not be available because of the filming day 
and the campaign Ras me everywhere anyway today. 

1. Wilson Communications 
First Union Bank of Virginia 

' Acct # 200 000 514 586 1 
ABA# 051 400 549 



They are owed S30.000. 

2. Joseph P. Wddh0lt~ Arc# 
First Security Bank M A #  1240000 I2 

This is the account h a t  is overdmwn because of my mother. They nil1 don't have a total figure 
(I just called as I was typing this) but they need at least $25,000 now. 

Quite an incredible sum, and that isn't the end sfit.  The t o d  is over 8200,000. 

Again, I will close on the red estate when I go back to Pittsburgh. We Will have the money that 
we recover from the fraud (around $935,000), plus the two million dollars in cash PTSm sellling 
Property- 

I want that much cash because I cannot go through this anymore! I cannot put Enid or you 
through it. 

First Security would prefer that it dl be senied by the close of business FdiIy. We are in a 
desperate and dangerous position; I accept all ofthe blame. We have covered what we em. The 
bank has about had it with me. 

I would again offer to leave Enid but I promised her not w. i fy  

wife; The pain that I am causing is too unbearable to live with. She desewes better. She redly 
does. in my wildest dream, I never imagined that this could happen PO us. I am supposed PO 
protect her and I have failed. 

Well. 1 guess I will close now. I am sorry for wrecking your day, for imposing on you - 
emotionally and financially, and for letting everyone down. You me good people. YOU have 
always been there for us, and you don't deserve this. 

I have to fight every i m p h e  in my body not to be on the next fli 
remake her life. Enid has begged me not to do tkat I have pmyed for the a w e r  to why is this 
happening. It hasn't come. Ivlaybe I don't deserve even that. H don't ~ Q W .  

I know Mr. Greene has a flight up here later today, and I have y d n  c a s e d  a problem. I have 
outlined how I plan io repay this. The immediate problem is a &feat om. You will never h o w  
how sorry I am. 

should, I we 
should talk about that this weekend. I nevm b v e  loved any wo Otkt r  t&um my 

out of here SQ Enid can 
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BEFORE THE FED ELErnXOM e 

In re the Matter of 

D. Forrest Greene 

1 
p m s  4322 and 46§0 
1 

Before me the undersigned authority app@asc?d, licha@l Levy, 

who upon his oath deposes and states as follows: 

1. Affiant Michael Levy has personal knoWledg@ of the 

facts set forth in this Affidavit. 

2. I joined the staff of Enid ‘94 as press secretary en 

Labor Day, 1994. 

3 .  shortly after 1 joined the campaign, H was approached 

by the campaign treasurer, Joseph P. WaldhoPtz. 

4. Mr. Waldholtz knew that I: had completed two years 0% 

law school and had worked in the Washington, D.C. office of 

Dickstein, Shapiro ti Morin. 

5. Mr. Waldholtz indicated that since I was a “lawyer,” he 

wanted my advice on how to assign the proceeds of the sale of 

real estate to a third party. 

6. Mr. Waldholtz indicated that he owned a piece of real 

estate in Pennsylvania that he wanted to sell, but that h i s  

lawyers did not understand how ~ r .  Waldhoatz wanted to structures 

the transaction. 

7. I volunteered to contact a friend of mine named Jim 

Kelly, an associate in the Washington, D.C. office of Dickstain, 

Shapiro & Morin, who I knew was familiar with real estate law. 



8.  I then called Mr. Kelly and left a message on his voice 

mail describing Mr. Waldholtz's request and asking Mr. Kelly for 

some sample docurn@nts that Mr. Waldholtz could use as a model. 

9. When I did not hear back from Mr. Kelly, I called 

Emaniiel Faust, a partner at Dickstein, Shapiro ti Florin, described 

Mr. Waldholtz's request, and asked if Mr. Faust could prowide 

some sample documents for Mr. Waldholtz. 

10. When I spoke to Mr. Faust, I told him that Mr. 

Waldholtz needed a 

proceeds from the sale of real estate. 

document for the assignment of 

11. Shortly thereafter, I initiated a conference call 

between M r .  Faust, Mr. Waldholtz and myself so that Mr. Waldholtz 

could describe to Mr. Faust exactly what type of document he 

needed. 

12. On September 23, 1994, #r. Faust faxed to me a one-page 

assignment of proceeds fow. 

13. I took the fax directly to Mr. Waldholtz as soon as I 

received it. 

14. On September 29, 1994, Jim Kelly faxed to me another 

model assignment of proceeds document with a note apologizing far 

the delay and asking me to call if 1 had any questions. 

15. I deliwered this second fax to Hr. Waldholtz the Same 

day I received it. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT 



l i  
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this aYcda, of July, 199y 

3 



, the "Selkr", as se l l e+  pursuant 
t e  the [real przperty sales coctrPrct dated J (tho 

~ ~~ ~~ ~ 

"Ag(J-eemCt")  hereby sells, conveys, assigns and transfers to 
[reciplentl end its successors and assig~s (aLL of! the rtgkt, 
t i t l e  and in te res t  of the SeLler in and to the proceeds from the 
transfer 0 5  real property eonzemplated by the Agreement ( t h e .  
"Procaeds" I . 

its s u c c e s s ~ ~ x ~  and assigns, the Selilss's tzue and lawful 
attorney-in-fact, with full power cf substitutioa, i n  the 
Seller's nane and stead, but on behaif of and for the  benefit a t  

receive the Proceejs t r ans fe r rd  hateunder and to give receipts 
6r.d rcieases f?r and resgect of the Sa.@, and any part 
thereof, and f r m  time to time t o  inst i tute ,  and prosecute, La the 
Seller's name, 3.r otherwise, at the, %%pens%r 8nb f ~ x  W.@ benefit 
of , its successo~s and srssipe, amy e.:! a l l  
?roceedings a t  law, i n  e q u i t y  or otherwise, whrch 
its SCCCLZSSQKS or a s s i g ~ s ,  may dew. proper for the collection af 
the Proceeds tracsferred hereunder or for tke c ~ l l e ~ t i o ~  &xi 
enforcement of any claim or r i g h t  of any k i c d  hetcaby eOnv@yedp 
transferred. assigned snd delivered. 

The Seiler hereby constitutes and appoints I 

, its successors and assigns, t o  demand and 

The foregoing aSBignf(Ient is without becoucm, repreoen- 
fatior. or warranty. 

IN WXTNZSS HHEREOF, tire undersigned has caueed t h i s  
i n s t r m e n t  to be duly executed and i t s  coqoratca seal to be 
aff ixed.  

Data: 
(Seller1 

BY -- Name : 
Title: 
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Mr. Creeau, we apologize fm the: Belay h sm&g th 
Enid =kea that wc a d  FU eht 
from the US. Attorney. We a p l  
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HQLME ROBERTS $r OWEN LLC 
Brent V. Manning #2015 
1 1 1 East Broadway, Suite 1100 
Salt Lake City, Utah 841 11 
Tzlephone: (801) 52i-5800 

hnorneys for P!intiff, D. Forrest Greene 

. . " .  ..... . - 

_.- 
. .  - 

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT i[N aND FOR 
SALT LAKE C O W ,  STAT'€ OF UTAH 

- 1  
D. FORREST GREENE, 1 

) 

1 
V. 1 

1 
JOSEPH P. WALDHOLTZ, 1 

1 
1 

Plaintiff, 1 C O R I [ p L W  

1 CivilNo. 960903017 Cv 
Defendant. 

D. Fomst Greene, for his cause of action against de . Wddhoia alleges 

as follows: 

1. 

2. 

Plaint8 is a mident of Sa& Lake County, Sate of 

D e f m b t  Joseph P. Wddhola ("Waldh~ltz") is a hesiderat of F'emsylvda 

presently confined in jail in Allegheny County, PemsyBv9nia 

3. Venue in this- district is  appropriate. since plabtiff is a widemt of Salt Lake Coiiilpy 

and all or part of this cause of artion arose in this County. 

4. This C o w  has juridiction over d e f e r  & Ann. 8 78-27-24 

because defendant was a resident of the State of Utah at the h e  



Defendant conducted business in the Sate of Utah from which this cause of action aose and 

defendant caused injury Io plaintiff in Utah in part duing the time plainriff was a resident of 

Litah. 

5. Beginning on Janua~y 21, 1994 and continuing through October 12. 1995, plaintiff 

loaned to defendant, or paid obligations of the defendatlt at defendant's request, mounts totaling 

$2,987.426.00 ( the "Loan Amount"). A sumrimy of the checks and wire m f e n  fkom plaintiff 

to, or for the benefit of Wildholtz, is artached hereto as Exhibit nA." Documents evidencing 

each transfer are attached hereto as Exhibit "B." 

6.  At the t h e  the plaintiff loaned money to, or paid obligations for the benefit of 

defendant, defendant was imanied to plainZiff s &@iter and occupied a position of tnrst and 

confidence with plaintiff giiVirng rise to fiduciary duties by defendant b plaintiff. 

7. Defendant exploited his close family relationship, his position ofwrst and 

confidence and breached his fiduciary duty eo p!aintiR by indu~iag him to advance the Loan 

Amount to defendant based upon, but not limited to, the following material mimp~ewntations, 

all of which were false when made: 

a. That he was the beneficiary of a Waldkpoitz Family Trust which 

approximately $325 million (with substantial monthly inconre for his benefit). 

That the money h m  the Waldhola Family Tnase was 

Waldholtz but that he would shortly repay aM borrowed fuknes with money &om the 

Waldhola Family Tsuse. 

b. mily wvailable to 

2 



C. n a t ,  at approxinately the time of Waldholds marriage to Mr. Greene's daughter. 

Enid Greene, (August 19%>, he had given Enid herme a gift of approximately $5 

million; 

That N s  mother had been the victim of a "telemarketbg scheme" which caused her 

to "overspend" or overdraft one or more of her accounts. Money was not availaSie 

from the Waldhoitz Family P m t  to recti@ this because it was "tied up" and t h t  the 

money borrowed in January +d February 1994 would be used to discharge these 

obligations; 

That his mother had been duped by a con-mm who was &ea ia jai1 and &at this tm 

could not be rectified with the WdBholtz Family TnM money because it was " t i d  

up" and that the amount borrowed would be 4 to disc these obligapiows. 

Wddhole made the atmve mimp~sendom repeasedy during the p e ~ o d  fiom 

d. 

e. 

8. 

January I994 thmrngh Oceober 1995. These misrepnxenbaeions were irn persQn in Salt Lake 

City and by telephone horn the defendant in Washington, D.C. dh Salt E& City to the 

plaintiff in San Francisco, California 

9. Plaintiff relied on the truthfulness of &e fo~going mpesenbaeions when he loaned 

defendant the Loan Am~unt. Had plaintiff known that the foregoing mpesentiatisns were f&, 

that WaldhOlQ did not intend to use the money for the 6, 

ability to repay the money plaintiff loaned to him, phbtiff would nevw h ~ e  loaned my money 

Waldholtz. 

10. As a result of Waldholt?'s h u d d e n t  ~~~~~~~ md b m h  of fiduciary 

duty plaintiff has been damaged in the amounp ofS3,987,426.08. 

. l J I P !  3 



WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays that judgment be entered in favor of plaintiff and againso 

defendant Waldholtz in the amount of $3,987,426.00 plus his costs herein. 
n 

DATEC this s y  of May, 1996. 

tiff, D. Foma Gwne . 
Plaintiffs Address: 

D. Forrest Greene 
1456 E. Penrose Drive 
Salt Lake City, UT 84103 

d25ldS 4 



.. EXHIBIT “A” 
FUNDS TRANSFERRED TO 

‘ 6  

r .  : i: 
, . .- .. -. .. 

L 1 I I I I I 
’Joint Account of Joseph P. and Enid Waldhola 



January 21, 1994 

Smith Barney Shearson, Inc. 
One SanSOme Street, 29th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94104 

To Whom It May Concern: 

You are hereby 
S60,OOO from my 
made payable t~ 

sincerely, 

' -  



f Sansoma SL 
29Vh. flow 
S.F. ca. OIfW 
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COMPLETE IF TRAMSACTIOM DATE QlfWER YHAN ? W A Y  

BEMEFlClARY BANK IRJJMAMATIQW: 

condiiians of 'tho W i n  

Sipiatum: X 
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Welts Fargo Bank IS iurhonred to rei-+ on the tnformaaa on this fiequa f u W  wi?ll*. 
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Gregory G. skordas (3865) 
WATKISS DUNPMVB; & W A m S S ,  P.C. 
Broadway Centre. Suite 800 
11 1 East Broadway 
Salt Lake City, Urah 831 1 1-2304 
Telephone: (801) 530-1500 
Facsimile: (80 I ) 530- 1520 
Attorneys for Defendant 

D. FORREST GREENE, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

JOSEPH P. WALDHOLTZ, 

Defendant. 

Civil No. 96090301 7cv 
Judge / m e  M S M a  

The Defendam, Joseph P. WddhOiQ by and h u g h  his attorney Gregory G. Skoopdas and 

pursuant to Rule 12 of Utah Rules of Civil Proctdure hereby responds KO the Plaintiffs Complaint 

on file herein and alleges as follows: 

1. Defendant #LS that he is without knowledge! sufficient to admit or deny &e 

allegations contained in p-ph 1 of the Plaintiffs Complaint and therefore denies the m e .  

2. Defendant states that he is presently residing in Pennsylvania but de&s the ~~ 

allegations conrained in paragtaph 2 of Plaintias Coinplinint 

3. 

4. 

Defendant denies the dlegations contained in paragraph 2 ofPlahtiEPs Complain&. 

Defendant denies the diegations contained in pamgmph 4 ofPlahtiFs Complaint 



n /  

i c. 

j. Defendant presently reefuses to respond to the allegauons in this paragraph of Piaintiff s 

Complaint and invokes his  rights under the Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution and 

h i d e  I. Section E of he Constitution of Utah on the ground that any statement made by him 

regarding this matter may tend to incriminate him in those criminal proceedings and investigations 

presently pending against him. 

6. Defendant presently refuses to respond to the dlegdons in this pamgmpk of Plaintiffs 

Complaint and invokes his rights under the Fifth Amendment ofthe United States Constitution and 

Article I, Section 12 of the Constitution of Utah on the ground that my staternem made by him 

regarding this matter may tend to incriminaee him in those criminal prolceedir?gs and investigations 

presently pending against him. 

7. Defendant presently refuses to respond to the d e g i a n s  in this p h of PlaimWs 

Complaint and invokes his rights under the Fifth Amendment ofthe United States Coaxination atad 

Article I, Section 12 of the Constitution of Utah OR the p u n d  that my statement made by him 

regarding this matter m y  tend to incriminate him in those criminal pmcwdimgs and investiga~ons 

presently pending against him. 

8. Defendant presendy refuses to respond to the allegations in this paragraph of Plaintiff's 

Complaint and invokes his n g h ~  under the Fifth Amendsnenr of the Umited States Constitution and 

Article I, Section 12 of the Consrimion of Utah on the ground that any statement m d e  by turn 



regarding this matter may tend to incriminate him in those c r i d  proceedings and investigations 

presently pending against him. 

9. Defendant presently refuses to respond to the allegations in this paragraph of Plaintiffs 

Complaint and invokes his rights under the Fifth Amendment of the United Statex Constitution and 

Article I. Section 12 of the Constirution of Utah on the ground that any statement made by him 

regarding this matter may tend to incriminate him in those crimina6 proceedings and investigations 

presently pending against him. 

10. Defendant presently refuses to respond to the Zsllegatt~n~ in this paragraph of Plaintiffs 

Complaint and invokes his righrs under the Fifth Amendment ofthe United States Constitution and 

Article I, Section 17 of the Constirution of Utah on the ground that my statement made by him 

regarding this matter may tend to incriminate him in those c m  proceedings and investigaciims 

presently pending against him. 

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

This Court lacks jurisdiction over the person of &e Defimht. The acts complained of 

herein did not occur in the jurisdiction of this Coun. 

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

The Complaint fails to state a claim upon which r e l i e f a  be pnted. 

IMIpaB AFFntMAFrYE DEFENSE 

Plaintiffs Complaint fails to join an indispensable party, to wit Enid Gmne.  

WHEREFORE. having fully answered Plaintiffs Complaint on file herein Defendant 

respectfully requests that the same be dismissed with prejudice and that he receive his cos& for 

defending this action. 



DATED this (0 day of June, 1996. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby cenify that on the day of June, 1996,. I hand delivered a me and correct 
copy of the foregoing ANSWER, to the following: 
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HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLC 
Brent V. Manning #2075 
1 I 1  East Broadway. Suite 1 100 
Salt Lake City, Utah 841 1 I 
Telephone: (801) 521-5800 

Attorneys for Plaintiff, D. Forrest Greene 

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 

SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 

1 
D. FORREST GREENE. ) 

) 
Plaintiff, 1 MEMORANDUM 

) IN SUPPORT OF 

1 SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

) Civil No. 960903017 

1 Judge Anne M. Stirba 

V. ) MOTION FOR 

JOSEPH P. WALDHOLTZ, ) 

Defendant. 1 

- 

Pursuant to Rule 4-501(2)(a), plaintiff D. Forrest Greene submits the following Memorandum 

in Support of his Motion for Summary Judgment. Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court enter 

Summary Judgment in his favor because there is no genuine issue of material fact a d  plaintiff is 

entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 

I .  Plaintiff is presently a resident of Salt Lake County, State of Utah. Affidavit of D. 

Forrest Greene ("Greene Affidavit") ?j I .  



2 .  Defendant Joseph P. Waldholtz ("Waldholcz") was a resident of Pennsylvania at the 

time the Complaint was filed. $gg Answer 7 2 .  

3. Venue in this district is appropriate since plainriff is a resident of Salt Lake County 

and all or part of this cause of action arose in this County. 

4. This Court has jurisdiction over defendant pursuant IO Utah Code AM. !j 78-27-24 

( 1995) because defendant was a resident of the State of Utah at the time this cause of action arose. 

Defendant conducted business in the State of Utah from which this cause of action arose and 

defendant caused injury to plaintiff in Utah in pan during the time plaintiff was a resident of Utah. 

Beginning on January 21, 1994 and continuing through October 12. 199.5. plaintiff 5. 

loaned to defendant, or paid obligations of the defendant at defendant's request, amounts totaling 

$3.987.426.00 ( the "Loan Amount"). A summary of the checks and wire transfers from plaintiff to, 

or for the benetit of Waldhole is attached to the Complaint as Exhibit "A." Documents evidencing 

each transfer are attached 90 the Complaint as Exhibit "B." Greene Affidavit 1 2-8. 

6. At the time the plaintiffldaned money to. or paid obligations for the benefit of 

defendant, defendant was married to plaintiffs daughter and occupied a position of tmsa and 

confidence with plaintiff giving rise to fiduciary duties by defendant to plaintiff. Greene Affidavit 1 

9. 

7. Defendant exploited his close family relationship, his position of trust and confidence 

and breached his fiduciary duty to plaintiff by inducing him to advance the Loan Amount to 



defendant based upon, but not limited to, the following material misrepresentations. all of which were 

false when made: 

a. That he was the beneficiary of a Walrlholtz Family Trust which had a value of 

approximately $325 million (with substantial monthly income for his benefit). 

b. That the money from the Waldholtz Family Trust was temporarily unavailable 

to Waldhoitz but that he would shortly repay all bomowed funds with money he would receive from 

the Waldholtz Family Trust. 

c. That his mother had been the victim of a "telemarketing scheme" which caused 

her to "overspend" or overdraft one or more of her accounts. Money was not available from the 

Waldholtz Family Trust to rectify this because it was "tied up" and due to his parents' divorce. his 

mother was barred from receiving trust funds. The money borrowed in January and February 1994 

would be used to discharge these obligations; 

d. That his mother had been duped by a conman who was then in jail and that for 

the same reasons this too could not then be rectified with the Waldholtz Family Trust money and that 

the amount borrowed would be used to discharge these obligations. 

Greene Affidavit 741 10-12. 

8. In addition. at approximately the time of Waldholtz's marriage to Mr. Grcene's 

daughter, Enid Greene. (August 1993). Mr. Waldholtz purported to have given Enid Greene a gia of 

approximately $5 million which gift in fact had not occurred. Greene Affidavit 11 11-12. 

... 
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9. Waldholtz made the above misrepresentations repeatedly during the period from 

January I994 through October I?.  1995. These misrepresentations were made in person in Salt Lake 

City and by telephone from the defendant in Washington. D.C. and/or Salt Lake City to the plaintiff. 

IO. Plaintiff relied on the truthfulness of the foregoing representations when he loaned 

deFendant the Loan Amount. Had plaintiff known that the foregoing representations were false. that 

Waldholtz did not intend to use the money for the purpose stated and that Waldholtz had no ability to 

repay the money plaintiff loaned to him, plaintiff would never have loaned any money to Waldholtz. 

Greene Affidavit 7 12. 

1 I .  As a result of Waldholtz's fraudulent nrisrepresentations and breach of fiduciary duty 

plaintiff has been damaged in the amount of $3,987'.4.26.00. Greene Afidavit 1 8. 12. 

12. Wddholtz has refused to respond to allegations of fraud ixrd breach of fiduciary duty. 

instead asserting his rights under the Fifth Amendrrient of the United States Constitution and Article 

I, Section 12 of the Constitution of Utah. Answer 77 5-10, 

Defendant abused his fiduciary relationship as plaintiffs former son-in-law and fraudulently 

induced plaintiff D. Forrest Greene to advance him 53.987.426.00 from January 2 I ,  I994 through 

October 12, 1995. Mr. Greene trusted defendant and materially relied on defendant's 

misrepresentation of the purpose of the loans and his ability to repay them. Defendant does not deny 

these allegations. but refuses to respond, claiming his rights under the Fifth Amendment of the United 

States Constitution on the ground that any statement made by him.regarding this matter may tend to 



incriminate him in the criminal proceedings and investigations presently pending against him. His 

refusal, however, does not preclude this Court from considering the clear evidence of defendant's 

misrepresentation and fraud. Defendant's refusal to respond gives rise to an adverse inference of 

liability. The Court should grant plaintiff an order of summary judgment based on the adverse 

inference from defendant's refusal to respond and the uncontested evidence of fraudulent 

misrepresentation and breach of fiduciary duty. 

1 1; j 
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I. This Court has Proper Jurisdiction Over the Defendant 

Defendant's answer contests jurisdiction, however, this Court has jurisdiction under the Utah 

Long Arm Statute. The Utah Code provides broad jurisdiction "to ensure maximum protection to 

citizens of this state," "deemed necessary because of technological progress which has substantially 

increased the flow of commerce between the several states." Utah Code Ann. 9 78-27-22 (1993,). 

Utah courts have jurisdiction over claims arising from "the teansaction of any business within this 

state" or "the causing of any injury within this state whether tortious or by breach sf warranty." Utah 

Code Ann. 9 78-27-24( 1). (3) (1 995). Each of these provisions authorizes jurisdiction over the 

defendant. 

Defendant transacted business within Utah from which this cause of action arose. From 

January 2 I .  I994 through October 12, 1995, defendant visited the plaintiff in Salt Lake City and 

made phone calls to the plaintiff in San Francisco from Salt Lake City. During these cz!ls and visits. 

he committed the fraudulent misrepresentations listed in "Statement of Undisputed Material Facts" 1 

7 to induce the plaintiff to advance him the Loan Amount. Greene Affidavit 741 10-1 I. 

Defendant also tortiously caused injury in this state. The defendant fraudulently 

misrepresented the facts listed in "Statement of Undisputed Material Facts" a 7 to the plaintiff in Salt 

Lake in person. Greene Affidavit 77 10-12. Since January 1. 1995 plaintiff has been a resident of 

Salt Lake City. Greene Affidavit 1 1 and has been tortiously damaged by defendant's fraudulent 

misrepresentations and breach of fiduciary duty in the amount of $3.987.426.00. & Greene 

d!6!7 '  . r m i i ~ l i  3 I 



Affidavit 71 2, 8. Telephone calls initiated by an out-of-state defendant and causing tonious injury in 

this state alone have been found to be sufficient basis for jurisdiction and meet the requirements of 

due process. h t v Life Ins. Co. ofthe S o u  w ,623 F.Supp. 946.948-5 I (D. Utah 1983). 

Here, the defendant not only committed fraudulent misrepresentation and breach of fiduciary duly in 

person in Utah, but also while he lived in or visited Utah. Clearly, Utah courts have sufficient basis 

for jurisdiction over &he defendant. 

Venue in this district is also appropriate because all or part of this cause of action arose in this 

County. as described above, and because plaintiff is a resident of Salt Lake County. Green Affidavit 

f 1 ; Utah Code AM. Q 78- 13-7 ( 1992). The Utah Code provides that venue is appropriate "in the 

county in-which the cause of action arises" or, "[ilf none of the defendants resides in this state, swh 

action may be commenced and tried in any county which the plaintiff may designate in his 

complaint." Utah Code AM. 4 78-13-7 ( I  992). As defendant was a resident of Pennsylvania at the 

time the Complaint was tiled, "Statement of Undisputed Material Facts" 7 2, venue is  appropriate in 

Salt Lake both because all or part of the events giving rise to the cause of action happened in Salt 

Lake County and because plaintiff designated Salt Lake County in his Complaint. Complaint 1 3 ;  s. 

Utah Code Ann. 5 78-13-7 (1992). 

11. Defendant Committed Fraudulent Misrepresentation and Breached his Fiduciary Duty 
in Obtaining Advances from Plaintiff 

The facts establishing defendant's fraudiilent misrepresentation and breach of fiduciary duty in 

obtaining $3.987.426.00 from plaintiff are uncontested. See "Statement of Undisputed Material 

Facts" 'J?l 5-17,. As there is no genuine issue of material fact. summary judgment should be ordered 

*?bS?? . v m w n  1 3, 



where plaintiff is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Utah R. Civ. P. 56. Based on these 

undisputed facts, plaintiff is entitled to judgment as a matter of law on defendant's breach of fiduciary 

duty and fraud. 

Defendant's fiduciary duty arose from the relationship of trust he enjoyed with plaintiff as 

plaintiffs son-in-law at the time of the misrepresentation and fraud. The Utah Supreme Coun has 

explained that a fiduciary or confidential relationship may be created "by circumstances where equity 

will imply a higher duty in a relationship because the trusting parry has been induced fo relax the care 

and vigilance he would ordinarily exercise." 

743,749 (Utah 1982); s f g h  

1376. I333 (Utah 1990). In loaning money to his trusted son-in-law. the plaintiff did not exercise the 

care and vigilance he would have in making a loan ta a stranger. & Creene Affidavit fl"A 9, 12. 

. 

Defendant took advantage of plaintiffs tmt and confidence, their family relationship, and plaintiffs 

ignorance of defendant's financial affairs in inducing plaintiff to make advances based on material 

misrepresentations. &xi Greene Affidavit 9-12. Defendant thus abused plaintiffs trust and 

confidence and breached his fiduciary duty. 

In addition to breaching his fiduciary duty, the defendant committed fraud. The Utah 

Supreme Coun has set forth nine elements of fraud: 

( I  ) that a representation was made (2) concerning a presently existing 
material fact (3) which was false and (4) which the representor either (a) 
knew to be false or (b) made recklessly. knowing that there was insufficient 
knowledge upon which IO base such a representation, (5) for the purpose of 
inducing the other pan to act upon i t  and (6) that the other party. acting 
reasonably and in ignorance of its falsity. (7) did in fact rely upon it (8) and 
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was thereby induced to act (9) to that party's injury and damages. (citations 
omitted) 

rs Mut. lns. .4ss 'n v. Allied Pr- ,890 P.2d 10'29. 1032 (Utah 1995). 

Defendant made the false representations concerning the material facts listed in "Statement of 

Undisputed Material Facts" ¶¶ S-12 with a knowledge of their falsity in order to induce: piaintiff to 

advance him money and pay off his obligations. Greene Affidavit 10-1 I .  Plaintiff. acting in 

ignorance of the falsity of the claims, materially and detrimentally relied on the defendant's 

misrepresentations and advanced him an amount not less than %3,987.426.06. & Greene Affidavit 

11 2, 8, 12. Defendant's conduct thus meets all the required elements of fraud and breach of' 

fiduciary duty, 

111. The Court Should Draw an Adverse Inference from Dafefldant's Refusal to Testify and 
Enter Summary Judgmene in Favor of ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d  Against Defendant 

Rather than respond to plaintiff's allegations of fraud and breach of fiduciary duty. defendant 

has invoked his rights under the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution and refused to 

respond to Mr. Greene's substantive allegations. The Court should draw an adverse infcrence from 

defendant's refusal to testify. Although defendant has a eight to invoke the Fifth Amendment and 

refuse to respond on the grounds that his statement may tend to incriminate him in criminal 

proceedings and investigations presently pending against him, such refusal entitles this Court to draw 

an adverse inference from his refusal to testify. 

. .  In m e r  v. p -. 425 U.S. 308 (1976). a prison inmate refused to testify in a priSOl1 

disciplinary proceeding. The inmate's refusal. together with other evidence. led to punitive sancsions 

3 



by the prison's Disciplinary Board. On appeal. the Supreme Court upheld "the prevailing rule that the 

Fifth Amendment does not forbid adverse inferences against parties to civil actions when they rehse 

to testify in response to probative evidence offered against them." 425 US. at 5 IS. 

Thus, although defendant in this civil case can claim the Fifth Amendment and refuse to deny 

his acts o f  misrepresentation and breach of fiduciary duty, he cannot escape the adverse inference of 

liability that his refusal entails.' 

The Utah fedeml district court clearly explained the principle of adverse inference in 

Co. v. Me h. 489 FSupp. 354 (D. Utah 1977). In w, the defendant invoked the Fifth 

Amendment to justify his refusal to provide a court-ordered accounting. The court granted a final 

judgment against the defendant, holding: 

The adverse inference that may be drawn under these circumsmces, from 
[defendant's] failure to answer, strengthens the probative value of plaintiffs 
evidence, without putting words in defendant's mouth in violation of his 
Fifth Amendment rights. 

489 FSupp. at 374. The cocart further explained that to deny a final judgment in such a case would 

"produce entirely unacceptable results, in that a plaintiff in a civil matter could be deprived of his 

right to a judgment whenever a defendant invoked the Fifth Amendment privilege in an action where 

he has the burden to answer." 489 FSupp. at 375. 

'The Tenth Circuit has described the effect of adverse inference in this way: "The 
individual petitioners unquestionably may assen a Fifth Amendment privilege in this civil case 
and refuse to reveal information properly subject to the privilege, in which event they may have 
to accept certain bad consequences that flow from that action." 
mElllson, 767 F.2d 684.686 (10th Cir. 1985) (citations omitted). 

u ? O l 7 1 .  version J 5 



The Utah Supreme Court has held that an adverse inference from defendant's invocation of the 

Fifth Amendment. along with other evidence, is SUffiCknt basts to grant summary judgment. In 

b d  v. You= ,432  P.2d 543 (Utah 1967). summary judgment was awarded to the plaintiff when 

the defendant originally denied the allegations of illegal gambling but then claimed the Fifth 

Amendment and refused to answer in a deposition. The Supreme Court has cited for the 

proposition that 

where, on a motion for summary judgment, a plaintiffestablishes through 
independent. uncontroverted evidence that he is entitled to summary 
judgment, a defendant cannot avoid a s w a r y  judgment by claiming the 
privilege against self-incrimination. 

,684 P.2d 1257. 1268 (Utah 1984). 

Here. plaintiff has provided uncontroverted evidence of defendant's repeated misrepresentations and 

breaches of fiduciary duty. This evidence is strengthened by the adverse inference of liability from 

defendant's refusal to answer. Based on the undisputed evidence. this Caurt should, as a matter of 

law. vindicate plaintiffs right to a judgment and g m t  summary judgment for the plaintiff. 

IV. Enid Greene Is Not an Indispensable Party 

Defendant alleges that plaintiffs Complaint failed IO join Enid Greene as an indispensable 

party. but Ms. Greene is neither necessary nor indispensable to this action. & Answer. 3d 

Affirmaiive Defense: Utah R. Civ. P. 19. Delemining indispensability under Rule 19 requires a two- 

step process: first assessing whether the party is necessary under 19(a) and then considering the 

question of indispensability raised in 19(b). & Utah R. Civ. P. 19: 

795 P.2d 1127. 1150 (Utah 1990). 



Rule 19(a) provides two general factors for determining whether a pany is necessary: 

( 1  ) i f  in  [the party's] absence cornplece relief cannot be accorded among 
those already parties, or (2) [the party] claims an interest relating to the 
subject of the action and is so situated that the disposition of the action in 
his absence may (i)  as a practical matter impair or impede his ability to 
protect that interest or (ii) leave any of the persons already parties subject 
ro a substantial risk of incurring double. multiple, or otherwise inconsistent 
obligations by reason of his claimed. interest. 

Utah R. Civ. P. 19. The Utah Supreme Court summarized Rule 19(a) in defining a necessary party as 

"one whose presence is required for a full and fair determination of his rights as well as of the rights 

of the other parties to the suit." 

1984) (citations omitted). 

,695 P.2d iO3, 114 (Utah 

In this action for defendant's fraud and breach of fiduciary duty, the interest of Ms. Greene is 

not implicated, nor is her presence necessary to detennine the rights of plaintiff and defendant. 

Plaintiff can obtain complete relief for defendant's fraud and breach of duty from defendant without 

joining Ms. Greene. Ms. Greene's absence will not prejudice her nor any of the parties to the action.' 

As Ms. Greene is not a necessary party, further analysis is unnecessary. "Only if we first find 

the [third party] to be a necessary party can we properly proceed to the 19(b) question of 

indispensability." w s  v. c- V ,795 P.2d 1127. I I30 (Utah t990). Defendant's 

?Defendant's allegation that Ms. Greene is an indispensable party is completely baffling. 
Plaintiff is here alleging defendant's tortious acts. Even if Ms. Greene were a joint tortfeasor, she 
would only be a permissive party. not a necessary one. & Fed. R. Civ. P. 19 advisory 
committee's note; Jean F. Rydstrom. Annotation. 

Fed. 765.836-37 4 17 (1975). 
d- o f C  ivil 22 A.L.R. 



allegation that Ms. Greene is an indispensable party is without merit, as she is not even a necessary 

pan? to the action. 

This Court has proper jurisdiction over the defendant through his transaction of business and 

creation of tortious injury in Utah. Defendant committed breach of fiduciary duty and fraud in 

inducing plaintiff, his father-in-law, to advance him $3.987.426.00. Defendant's failure to deny these 

allegations and invocation of the Fifth Amendment give rise to an adverse inference of his liability. 

Based on the evidence of fraud and breach of fiduciary duty combined with this adverse inference, 

plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court enter an order of Summary Judgment in favor of plaintiff. 
e- 

DATED this 27 day of June, 1996. 

HCLME ROBERTS 8t OWEN LLC , 

\ Attorneys for plaintiff D. Forrest Greene i! 
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Brent V. Manning #2075 
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I I ,  ! .. -: . . . . . . . . .  Salt Lake City, Utah 841 1 I 

Telephone: 52 1-5800 

Attorneys for Plaintiff, D. Forrest Greene 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 

SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 

1 
D. FORREST GREENE. 1 

1 

) D. FORREST GFEENE 
V.  1 

> 
JOSEPH P. WALDWOLTZ, ) 

) Civil No. 960903017 
Defendant.- ) 

) Judge Anne M. Stirba 

Plainsiff, 1 AFFIDAVIT OF 

STATE OF UTAH ) 

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
: ss. 

I, D. Forrest Greene. of legal age, having been duly sworn. and having personal 

knowledge of the facts asserted herein. certify and state as follows: 

I .  I am now a resident of Salt Lake County. State a[ Utah. 

7 -. From January 21, 1994 through October 12, 1995. I made loans to 

Joseph P. Waldholtz and paid his obligations at his request through checks and wire transfers 



in the total amount of not less than $3,987,426.00. as summarized in Complaint Exhibit "A." 

Complaint Exhibit "A" is an accurate summary of my advaiices to or for the benefit of 

Waldholtz. with the exception that the transfer on 7/7/94 of $10,000.00 to Malcolm Shannon 

was rhrough a personal check, not a.wire transfer as listed. 

:. True and correct copies of checks and documents authorizing or 

evidencing wire transfers I made to Joseph P. Waldholtz or for his benefit are compiled in . 

Complaint Exhibit "B." 

4. I authenticate the handwriting and/or signature as mine in the following 

documents in Complaint Exhibit "B": control numbers FOOl153, FOOl146. FOOl145. 

FOOll44. FOOl143. FOOll42, F001140. F001139. F001138. FOO1137, FOOI 136, F001135, - 
F001134, F001133, F001132, FOOI131,FOOI130,andlFOOl129a~ldtRechecksdated7/7/94 

(Wells Fargo Bank. $10,000) and 8/25/94 (Wells Fargo Bank, %SS,OOO). 

5. I authenticate the following wire transfer forms, contained in Complaint 

Exhibit "8," as authentic business records which I received from the indicated brokerage 

confirming or authorizing the transfer of funds: control numbers FOOl152, FOOl144, 

FOOl143. Fool 142. FOOIl39. 

6. The wire transfer invoice records reflect chasges to my account in the 

amounts indicated on the record: these invoices are included in Complaint Exhibit '73" 

immediately following documents with control numbers Fool 144 (invoice dated 7/7/94), 

Fool 143 (invoice dated 8/8/94). FOOl 142 (invoice dated 9/2/94), FOOl 139 (invoices dated 



9/ 19/94 and 1011 8/94). FOO I 135 (invoice dated I 1/8/94). FOO I I 34 (invoice dated I I / 14/94). 

FOOl I33 (invoice dated 1/9/95). and FOOl 152 (invoice dated 411 1/95), 

7 .  Funds were removed from my accounts pursuant to the following 

requests for wire transfers. copied in Complaint Exhibit "B": control numbers FOOl153, 

FOOl145, FOOll44. FOOl143. FOOl142. FOOll39, FOOll38. FOOll37, F001l36. FOOll35. 

FOOl134, FOOl133, FOOl132. FOOll31, FOOl130, and FOQl129. 

8. As a result of and as reflected by the checks, authorizations. invoices, 

and requests identified in 77 4-7. a total of $3.987,426.00 was transferred from my accounts 

to accounts designated by defendant Joseph P. Waldholtz. 

9. During this period from January 21. 1994 through October 12, 1995, 

Joseph P. Waldholtz was married 10 my daughter, Enid Greene, and I trusted him as a 

member of the family. 

IO. From Jmuary 1994 through October 12, 1995. Joseph P. Waldholtz 

repeatedly called me from Washington. D.C. and/or Salt Lake City, and visited me in Salt 

Lake City. During these calls and visits he persuaded me to loan him money and pay his 

obligations based on the following misrepresentations, among others: 

a. That he was the beneficiary of a Waldholtz Family Trust worth 

approximately $325 million and that Re received a substantial monthly income from this 

trust. 
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b. That he was temporarily unable to have access to funds from’the 

Waldholtz Family Trust due to litigation with other family members. 

c .  That he would soon repay all of the money he bonowed from 

me with funds he would receive from the Waldholtz Family Trust. 

d. That he would use the money he borrowed in January and 

February 1994 to assist his mother, who overspent one of her accounts as a victim of a 

telemarketing scheme, and that the Waldhok Family Trust could not be used to help his 

. 

mother because it was tied up and as a eesult of his parents’ divorce, his mother was bmed 

from receiving trust funds. The money borrowed in January and February 1994 would be 

used to discharge these obligations. 

e. That he would use the money he borrowed to help his moher 

when she was tricked by a convicted con-man, because for the above reasons the Waldholtz 

Family Trust could not be used to assist her. 

1 1. In addition, I learned either from J i e  Waldholtz or from my daughter 

Enid that Joe Waldholtz had purportedly given her a gift of approximately $5 million, 

approximately at the time of their marriage. 

12. None of the claims listed in paragraphs I O  and I I were true at the time 

they were communicated to me. I trusted Joe Waldholtz and did not know that he was lying 

to me and to my daughter during that period. Had it not been for the close family 

relationship we then enjoyed. 1 would not have relied on Waldholtz’s statements, without 



outside verification. If  I had known that Joseph P.  Waldholtz was lying about these claims. 

about why he wanted the money, or about his ability to repay the loans, 1. w u l d  not have 

advanced the money I did. 

. Executed this f June. 1996, at Salt L&e City, Utah. 

,d SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this&- day of June, 1996. 

My Commission Expires: 

5 
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I hereby certify that I cawed to be b d  & l i v e d  the b m p i a g  h p  
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I contributed $300 to the C o d t t e ~  to Elect Thorn Smith. He would like some advice from you! 

P W m m  

A:\ELSE.  MEha 



Mrs. Hillman ow= $1.804.70. She bought a gift certificate fer s o m ~ ~ n e ,  several 
lunches (room service and the Terrace Room), and had one event. You can forrVvraKdl the check 
to me and 1 will take care of it. Thank. 

It shouId be macle payable to Westin Wm. Hoeel. 

P W m m  

A:\EHHBIL.WI .2HJ 

I__- 
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Utah GOP Leader Says Joe Took From the Party, Too 
Anne Wilson THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 

1 74 1 ii 

1 scity, Utah Republican party officials announced they, too, are 

1 Party leaders alleged Saturday that Joe cashed $1,465 in checks, 
I I .  ,:kitten to the party by donors in June 1993, and deposited them in 

' i  Party chairman Stan Parrish said he only learned of the alleged 
~ c,'theft Friday afternoon after being told of the checks by one of 

On the eve of Enid Waldholtz's tell-all appearance in Salt Lake 
' 

I 

&ctims of the congresswoman's husband, Joe Waldholtz. 
p; 

?.his personal bank account. 
; E  

,.e- U-Enid's Washington, D.C., lawyers. 

The lawyer, Brett Kappe%, works for the law firm that hired the 
Eddie Mahe Co., a political consulting firm that is coordinating 
damage control for the congresswoman. 

City to give Utahns a @Ifull accounting" of the tangled family 
finances that have prompted federal investigations of her personal 
and campaign finances. 

Parrish said he decided to share the new information about Joa 
just t w 6  days before Enid's public account.ing because it was h i s  
duty. 

"Rather than have this come up in an investigation, 1 have a 
responsibility to make this public," Parrish said. 

Added Dave Hansen, who was executive director of the party before 
Joe became acting director in April 1993: "People who donate need to 
be reassured that the Republican Party does account for the money 
that comes in." 

Saturday were unsuccessful. Joe's attorney, Harvey Sernovitz, of 
Philadelphia, did riot return a merssage left at his horns. 

Enid is scheduled to make a public appearance londay in Salt Lake 

Attempts to COntaCt Kappel and his partner, Charl@ts Roistacher, on 

copr. (C) West 1998 No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works 
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counsel, said he did not know whether Enid's attorneys had notified 
Attorney Kevin Anderson, who Parrish called the party's legal 

Copr. (C) West 1998 NQ Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works - 

sue Joe civilly, he said. 

~ o e  was acting executive director of the party until summer 1993, 
when he left to join Enid,s campaign €or Congress. Party secretary 
Pam Hendricksen said ther@ was no indication Joe had money problems 

"The people who were there knew him because he'd been around as a 

gat the time party leaders voted to make him acting director. 
I i d  - rr -volunteer," Hendricksen said. 
Ti.= 
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